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.grefacg.
The original data presented In this thesis are the results 
of field work carried out on Unst^ Shetland, during parts of 
the Bunimers of 1952, 1953 .anft 1955: on the Shetland Mainland
during parts of the summers of 1952*^1955: on Rhum, Inverness-
shire in June 1954 and fuly 1955 and on the Coyles of Muiok, 
Aherdeenshirej in July 1955#
Professor John Walton gave much helpful criticism during 
the prepamtion of the rimnusorlpt; Mr# A*C* Cruridwell,
Mr. C.P. Scott and Dr. 33.F. Warburg aesiated me in identifying 
respectively the bryophytes, lichens and specimens of Buohrasia 
and Hhinanthus; Dr. R.A. Robb gave statistical advice, 
particularly in Part IV of the thesis, and Dr. Patton and 
Mr* Orant Roger provided me with information about the 
serpentine vegetation of Meikle Kilrannooh^ Mr. H.O. Voss, of 
the spectrographio unit, West of Scotland Agricultural College, 
carried out the nickel determinations^ given in this thesis, of 
serpentine soils from Unst. Mr. Dionel Smith, of the 
Meteorological Division, Ministry of Agriculture, provided 
information, and the ’^ooooa-*tin" shields used in the 
microolimatio observations. The Blectrical Research 
Association provided data on vfindspeed recorded at their 
experimental stations in Shetland. It is a pleasure to record 
here my tiianks to all these people for helping me in so mny ways,
I must finally thank the Nature Oonservanoy for their 
av;ard to me of a research grant during the surmner, of 19*52, and 
the Principal and Deans * Committee of the Senatus Academious of 
the University of Glasgow for their award to me of a grant 
towards travelling expenses during the summers of 1954 and 1955^
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In 1908 Ç# H# Oatenfalâ published a full account of the 
land-^vegetation of the Faeroes# For Shetland nothing vaguely 
comparable exist© nearly fifty years later* There is only a 
preliminary account of the vegetation of Unst by West (1912) 
and a olasaification of Shetland vegetation, baaed on Warming^a 
system and a short visit, by Price (1927). Indeed the 
vegetation not only of Shetland but of the whole north of
Scotland has been more or less neglected in this respect*
The classic papers by Orampton (1911) on Caithness and by 
Crampton and MacGregor (1913) on Ben Armine in Sutherland still 
provide the only major account of the vegetation of this 
region. The descriptive part of this study, of communities 
In Unst and on Honaa Bill in Shetland, and the island of Rhum, 
is meant to help remedy this situation.^
Comparison with the Faeroes is not fortuitous* Shetland 
lies only 220 miles southeast of those islands* It is also 
equidistant between the Faeroes and Bergen in west Norway and 
about 105 miles from Bunoansby lead in the north of Scotland.
So the islands should provide a real link between the 
vegetation of these land masses# Floristic links have
already been suggested by such authors a© Bonnet (1908).
ae
Considerable work has been done on the flora of Shetland* 
Bruce (1922) in his Flora zetlandica incorporates all earlier 
work with his own. After this author*© *Additions* (1925) 
there have been papers by Turrill (1928) and Johnston (1927^29).
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Unst, at the north of the Shetland Island©, has a varied 
geology. It ie oompoaed of three eontraating rook types ^ 
acid gneisses, basic greenstones and ultrabaslc serpentine.
It is with the vegetation of serpentine in this and other 
localities that this thesis is chiefly concerned*
Serpentine is a hydrated silicate of mmgnesium and iron 
derived from hydrothermal alteration of olivine* *Serpentine* 
denote© both the mineral and the rock consisting largely of
that mineral* Ultrabasio rooks refer mainly to serpentine 
but include such types as peridotite* Serpentine ie used 
here in a botanical sense to denote the flora and vegetation 
of ultrabasic rooks* Serpentine ’outcrop* in Unst refers to 
the whole exposure, not only to the debris with sparse plant 
cover (see below)* Occurring extensively in Unst, the other 
serpentine localities in Shetland are all smaller and lack 
debris* They arc Fetlar, Fethaland, Hillswick, and Hoo 
field (fell) near Ounningsburgh* The other Scottish 
localities examined are on Bhum, and the Ooyles of Muick in 
Aberdeenshire.
Serpentine is well known as a habitat which ha© peculiar 
effects on vegetation* Some description of serpentine 
vegetation in the Eastern Highland© (the Coyles) is given 
by MacQillivray (1855)• But most of the published 
information dealing specifically with serpentine flora and 
vegetation and inquiries into causation seem , until recently, 
to have been gathered outside Great Britain* Of this work, 
the most important recent contribution is the paper by
Hune (1953) on **Plant life on the serpentine© and related 
rocks in the north of Sweden*** This gives both new ecological
3* ■
data and a thorough review of earlier work* 8uoh a review, 
particularly of oausation, might be given at thia point but 
it makes for a simpler account if that is deferred until 
Part II (p# 71 e% seq.)# This applies also to recent 
Investigations, by workers e,t the Macaulay Institute for Boil 
Research, on nickel toxicity in serpentine soils.
Here it may be stated that the peculiar features 
exhibited by vegetation of serpentine outcropà include: 
extensive areas almost bare of plant cover, and vegetation 
which differs markedly from that of neighbouring rooks and 
includes species with disjunctive distributions* Crop 
plants may exhibit toxic symptoms#
In all but the last feature Unst is certainly no 
exception#^ The serpentine vegetation can be seen, even from 
a distance, to differ markedly from that of the adjoining acid 
rocks* It was Edmondston (1845) who first, if briefly, noted 
qualitative differences in the flora of the contrasted rock 
types* At the same time he reported the presence of several 
rare species on the serpentine, such as Arenaria norve^ica 
and Oerastium niCTeecens* There are two striking features 
of the serpentine outcrop: one is the extensive debris with
sparse plant cover which occurs in different parts of the 
outcrop; the other is the restriction to this debris of those 
rare species, and some others* Many of these plants have 
disjunctive distributions and arctic affinities# The debris 
is surfaced by small angular stones with finer particles
This last feature, the presence of toxic symptoms in crops, 
I have not investigated closely in Unst. They are certainly 
absent there from long-cultivated land.
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mingled- beneath and i© scattered on level or gently ©loping 
ground- over the serpentine outcrop* Worth emphasising in 
relation to the habitat it provides for these restrietad 
epeoiee are the low altitudes between which this debris 
occurs from less than 50 ft (15 m# ) above sea-level to 
500 ft (152 m.) the maximum possible#
Bueh areas almost uncoloniaed by plants are referred to 
in the literature as serpentine barrens or infertile wastes 
(via* Hun© 1993* Eruokeberg 1951, Piohi-Bermoli 1948 et al).
Why do these areas of debris remain so poorly covered by 
plants? Galling them infertile wastes implies edaphic 
limitations, that they are examples of the "serpentine 
effect"* This infertility* even toxicity* is generally held 
to be the result of the unique chemical composition of 
serpentine* toxicity is caused* on the most recent evidence * 
by nickel (see this paper; p# 71 et sgg#)#
But "barrens" is another term for fellfield (Bêcher 1954 
p*28)* thia introduces a different facet of the problem* 
for fellfield is open vegetation of cold* exposed habitats 
which often lack enow cover (farming 1909)# Since Shetland 
has an extreme climate in terms of exposure * one of the objects 
of this study is to see how far the serpentine effect is in 
fact due to climatic factors* This inquiry in turn helps 
investigate the habitat of the restricted species on which 
much of this study centres.
A consequence of the view that serpentine "wastes" 
result from toxicity■is the presence of serpentine ecotypes 
of several apeoies. These are ecologically and sometimes 
morphologically distinguished from the type-races of the 
species (Eruckeberg 1951)* A large number of such 
’serpentinophytea’ has been described elsewhere* Only
5 .
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cultivation experiments can adequately demonatrate/^toleranoea* 
©o the value of these described taxa varies considerably#
This is considered in Part II* %  cultivation of possible 
serpentinophytes from Unst has ao far been insufficient from 
which to draw ocnclusiona*
Serpentine is an unusual rook. ' One would naturally 
turn for comparison to an account of ’normal* hill vegetation 
of the predominantly peat covered and acid rooks of Shetland* 
Apart from Mmohdston’s short list, this I have said is 
lacking* So, in Table X p.5a, a quantitative list is given 
of the floras’ of the serpentine, greenstone and acid rocks
of Unst# That of the acid rooks %my be taken as broadly 
representative of the normal Shetland type on poorly drained 
ground# from the table it is possible to aay what species 
are characteristic in Unst on serpentine and what species* 
constituting the flora of the ’normal* hill land, are 
noticeably absent*
The study broadens from here# for this leads to the 
question of what floristie features are widely typical of 
serpentine or merely local* The same question arises with 
the plant communities* Originally I had intended to confine 
field work to the Onst serpentine oomnunities, relying on 
published data for comparison# lacking these I used a 
uniform method to study the serpentin© vegetation in Rhum 
and the Goyles of Muick# Similar data were obtained from 
non^serpentine vegetation in Rhum and Shetland* Having 
Shetland’s geographical position in mind, comparison was also 
made with published work on vegetation in the North Atlantic 
region* Similar communities were seen to occur in these 
regions but at different altitudes# With consideration of
I'5a*
Quantitatif© list ôf the flora of the hili#^$Wd of Unst, on
serpentine , (8)y.■-'greenatone ' (Gj- and acid. rocka/ (A) *, . Figures 
are.: of - "frequency/.,on /eaoh^ '-roek;/ '- denote© frequency leaa than 
'Liet:,is\nét jéxhauétiv#* - ‘For definition, of - hilX**land;: . 
dee- ;p# ' .method 36, oategories p# -,
A ;séÿpehtihe-charà
All .Bxcludivds , ;. ■ ■ .a - ' G
Anthyllia'-' v ulnerar ia - ■ 1 , .## y'
: ! ABA - . Arenaria;, 'nortegi cm - 4 w»
■ ■0-.i,.-\. Armeria maritime : 3. .' w# ##
L,A>0, . \ Aapienitm. Viflde i ■ + -. , .m
• A# adièntum-^nigrûm -
- . 'Botrychii#'' lunaria ' ;
+
+
■ m» 
*# «W
' A,A^ ■ a&r daminops i s.: pe t ràeà , 1- w mm
A A;». '■ /'Qëraètium- nigrëecens ■ 3 ##
, Bdeiofioè©tmi::f iride'; ; + m
davAV ' ' ■doÇhlaarià''"ébdtica - + ,*k
A.A<.. ,. y BrWé^ ': tnce r a- " ■.,  ^^ ■• + ♦Tî» W# '
;■. :'luphrasia rètundifolia, 
■.; 'Oeht.iàhella ■ eampéatri'B +
, m 
## mm
ï*»'A*Û,*.
- M y-A ■ ; lÿçdpodiüm àlpimm; ’ - ■■1
w# mm
,A *B#A* ^ -■ Minuartia rubella.;. ■ t, 1 ## ■ W
A# A* : IBblÿgènum viviparim 1, m,' «M'
• "Hhinahthus -, apaâic.éuo - 1 - ##' À»
.Rub#- -oaxatilia 1 mm .
Bagina ■■-ho.doéa^ ''' . . —
At A'*' ■•‘■■S# .oaginoidcB - + ##
' ;A*At,;- éilene aoawlis . ,
X
+ , ## , #*
:.'..'''S,"maritiina..'' ‘1 ■. mm-
Thelygteris dryopteris t‘'.:
(m) '. Speoio.s' in,/Matthevm*: ;(1937g 1955) geographical 
'elemehta-; ■.arctic-alpine; erctic-ehbarcticrj^."'-- 
northCrh/montane : _ •'Oceanic ^ norther i^i/' . Also'Bêcher *o' 
(1950;: low ' arctic-oceanic# .
 ^% ' Beeby 1887 (in Druce 1922)# ' ■
MX Bruce ÎBË2*' ' " r ' ' ■'t ^
(to be contd#)
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Table I (oontd.)
A2i : ' . ' 8 a A
AoMliea Millefolium IQ 2 «W.
N.M. •./Antennaria dioiea • ' 39 a
Garex flàèea (& C#panicea) 85 48 2
G* pullearls ' 42 25 ♦w
Llnum cathartieum ; ■ :55'.. % \1\
. Plantâge lanoeblata^ ; . 25 ■ 3
P#-maritime:-. , ^ j \ ' : 87/. 17 ,2
■ ' folygala vulgari s 26  ^"^ 3 '
Prunella vulgaris 40 4 «N»
/ aeilla'-vefna ; ^ 37 10 2
. Belaglnella Be^inoidéB 50 11 4
-B.ucbiea-.pratehais / 45 . 6 6
A. A. Thaliotr#. alpinùË" - , gg 2 **
O.N. ■ .' Thymus druoei' 86 16 ' 3 -
Viola ''rivihiana "53'-' 25 6
B: - serpentine-tindifferehti
Agrostis species 6,5 54 21
AhthoKanthum. odoratum 4 '•■/? 39
' Be'llie/perehnls 7 1 + 4
' Oalluria.. vulgaFis. ' 82 . ■ 70 76
Garex demisea /' ;/ '.. 2 ,■ / 5
G* dioiea „ , ■ 1'"-" 4- 4
■ G#/nigra +■- f 1 ;
Cerastium tetrandruro 1 t 4
■
G* vulgatum 
festuea rubra )
7 4- 7
*• 7 ' ' ‘ • V' ■ r
f# vivipara ) 69 56 19
Helcus lanatua 2 4 3
Jaeione mohtana 4- 4, 2
Bypericum pulghrum a 13 1
Leentoden autumnal© a ■ 3 4
Lotus/, corniculatua 5 4- 2
Lycqpodtum selago . 1 4- 4 .
Moiinia oaerulea 60 50 36
Pinguioula vulgaris 3 2 2
■1 Polypodium vulgar© -1- 4 1
Polygala serpyllaoea ** 4 4
Potentilia ©recta 86 75 66
Ranunculus flanmiula 4- 1 ' 4 -
R#■ aoris 4- 4 1
Hhinanthus minor b#s* 2 4 1
Ï4. 4,^
Table I (contd*)
5c
B:; (oontlhued) 8 "^'Q, A
■Hiamex aoetoaa- ; 4 . . . 4 4
"Oalix repena ' ■ ■ 4 4 1
8kginn, # qgun$ena 2.;.'' 4 2
Sifglingia;decumbena 44 36 12
Trifolium/repena, _ - : ''7„: 4 " 1
pratenà'e ‘ ’ y i' +
yiola cani% ■ 3 1 1
0: \ ' serpentihe^.oasuals
_parèx.;:binçrv“ls, 2) 29 10
'G# piiuiifprà ' ;■■ . - .
Beachkmpaia.flexugsa, -
I)
X 2 . 11
Dryopterxs 1 4 2
Erick'kinér#a'' 1 38 • 3
%:'tetraliX''' 3 33 11
Lüsùla-muitiflora 8 '•■ 6 30
Hardus.atriota' ■ 9 66 50
Hariheclum oaaifragum.. ^ 2 ' . 33 7
Fedic'ularla sylvatiok , , 4 4 1
'Hhacômitrium ' lanugiaosum " ' 5' 63 16
%hagnum^apeqiea." f • ■ 7 , 19
Tribhophdrum.cabapitoaum' 4 48 34
VaepinitMr,myrtiXius 4 10
}: -acld-rock-characteristic
Blechnum’'\spi cant 
Ga#x: 3t cllulaté' ■- ■
A#A;# • G* bigéïowli  ^'
. Gomarum/palustre \ 
Droêera'rotuhdifolia ■
: ^petrum,. ' hermaphr odlfum 
Eribphbrmit, -anguatif olium- 
■ ,yaginetuin.^ -,. ' J ’v r ' 
Gdlimn heroyhicum; 
'Hydrocétÿîa'Tulgaria^ - ' 
JuncuB,'-aquarroBUB 
liUauia. bylvatloa - '% ^ 
Melampyrmr pratenae 
pt#i'dium aquiliïiûm ■
A#A# ■ 8#iX:;:.Me%acea '. U - /’ ■
. Virgàurékr. ■ .
M # M # %:Triêntàlis eùropaea-" ' 
AiA* Vaocinium uliginoswm
4 2
4 . 2
m, :• 4 ' 4
#» , 4
2 2
NÜW 4 48
0 -, ,= 
, ' 1,
(V
. 3
‘^'4 - ■ri::: 9w# // ii ■ i:
*>1 5 32
7
4
-4»
4
. : • 4:
■ém f mm • 4.
' m' 4
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climatic evidence, thia lad to am attempt to correlate climate 
and vegetation# It %m8 then possible to anewcr fully the 
question put at the start of thia paragraphe
Arising out of the study of the debris vegetation in Unst 
is the question of why the pioneer epeciea, many of them rare, 
arc restricted to debrla where plant cover la aparee# Rare 
epeciea commoKfly occupy pioneer habitats where cliRmx 
vegetation for some reaeon or other has failed to develop#
The Unet examples are taken to Illustrate a general problem#
The theeie is presented in four parte# In part I the 
description of the environmental factors gives a general 
picture of Shetland me a plant habitat sc far me climate ie 
concerned, with a particular view of the Unst serpentine m  
an cdaphic habitat# Some observât ions arc made m  the 
biotic factor# Thia is followed by mime and methods of 
quantitative analysis used in the four parte of this study#
Part I concludes with a brief analysis, mentioned above, of 
the flora of Unst in relation to the geology# Part II is 
concerned entirely with the study of the interaction of the 
vegetation and the serpentine debris Wbitat in Unst* The 
emplmeie ie on the dynamic, eucceeelonal aspects* The plmeea 
of the prisere on serpentine debris are described first, then 
the following general problems are investigated; (1) factors 
inhibiting the colonisation of open areas containing restricted 
apceiee; {2} the cause of the aerpentine effect; (5) cyclical
succeaeion and (4) origin© and affinities of the debris habitat#
Fart III iB mainly phytoaooiologioal* It comprises a 
description of the comuni ties on serpentine in Unst, the 
Coyles of Muick and Rhum and of related communities on 
non-serpentine rocks in that island and in Shetland (Honaa 
Hill mainly)# By comparison with published data from the 
North Atlantic region, general and specific features are 
deduced of vegetation of Scottish serpentine localities 
I have examined* Correlation of communities and ’oceanic’ 
and ’montane’ climates is also demonstrated* Part IV is 
devoted to a field inquiry into the causes of the restriction 
of rare species to pioneer habitats, using the Unst serpentine 
debris as an example*
The authorities used for nomenclature of plants in this 
thesis are as follows:- (1) phanerogams and vascular 
cryptogams; Olapham, Tutln and Warburg (1952): (2) mosses;
Richards and Wallace (Oheck-list, Trans. Brit* Bryol* Soe* I 
(1950, p# 426): (3) liverworts; Watson 1*V# (British Mosses 
and Liverworts, 1955, Gambridge): (4) lichens; Watson W* 
(Census Catalogue of British Lichens (1953) London)*
s.
ÎHB SHETLAND OMMATE 
ÎHB ÜMSI SEEPBMTIMB AMD ÎHE FLORA QS DHSf 
IN RELATION 10 THE GEOLOGY
9 *
A. Température. feature.©
Tmmerature* Fig* I ^ (p* 9a ) gives the mean monthly 
temperature for Baltasound, Unst, Shetland (1921-1947); it 
illustrates the narrow mean monthly temperature range of 
only 13*5 dog* F* In relation to Shetland’s latitude the 
air temperature has high winter minima (Feb* 34.9 deg* 1 : 
Baltasound at 31 ft. (9 m.)) with snow lying on only 9 days 
in the year, and low summer maxima (July 59*0 deg. F ; 
Baltasound). Both these types of narrov/ temperature range 
are features of the extreme Atlantic climate (Taneley 1939) 
from the Bcilly Isles to the Faeroes; which is clearly 
illustrated for those north Atlantic islands by the mean 
monthly temperature for Thorahavn (25 years; in Oetenfeld 
1909)* By contrast a Scottish upland station is included 
in fig. I; Balwhinnle (altitude 1176 ft* : 359 m.) in the 
Grampians. The latter ie a valley station in a mountain 
area. It illustrates the differences between an oceanic 
and landward area in mean monthly temperature range and in 
mean monthly maximum-minimum range* Although it is based 
on experience of the behaviour of crop plants, I assume that 
a mean temperature of 42^F* can be said to indicate very 
broadly the start of the growing season for most plants in 
those regions* Bo, from the start of the growing season 
some time in April till late in September, the difference 
between the mean monthly maximum and minimtun temperature 
does not exceed ID deg* F in oceanic Shetland, while the range
^ The data for this and subsequent graphs in this section 
are given in the Appendix at the end of the thesis,
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in Dalwhlnnle raaohee IB dag* I** Bnring thl6 period hovmver 
the mean monthly temperaturee in Baltasound are the same as 
those in Balwhinnie* Btotland^s mean monthly temperature 
near aea-level in the growing season is equivalent to that at
over 1000 ft (305 m#) in the Central Highlands*
What of the temperature at higher altitudes in Shetland? 
Air temperature figures are available for Mrwick (altitude 
2Ô9 ft : 82 m#); with Baltasound at 31 ft (B*5 m*) it is 
therefore possible to arrive at monthly figures for lapse
rate (Appendix* p* Table XXIII)* A rise of 238 ft (73 m*)
entails a mean monthly lapse rate of between 0*2 (November) 
and 1*3 deg* f* (Marsh and April)# With these lapse rates 
temperatures are oalculated for Bandness Hill* west Mainland, 
at 816 ft (249 m*) and Renas Hill at 1000 and 1480 ft (305 
and 451 m*)* (fable IHÏI On the basis of this
ealeulEtion, the mean monthly temperature on Eonas Hill never 
exceeds 49*5 deg# F» near the summit at 1486 ft (453 m#);©ven 
on the summit of Bandness Hill only reaching 51*6 deg* P#
Bo the growing season is very short, while for two months of
the year the mean temperature on the summit of Ronas Hill lies
at or near freezing point# Unfortunately the extent of snow 
cover is unknown but with the high -winda (see below) extreme 
exposure is indicated#
To find suitable comparisons is difficult* But I have 
already pointed out the similarities in mean monthly 
temperature, during the growing season, between Balwhlnnie 
and Baltasound# How the lapse rate of 1 deg* F* in air
temperature for every rise of 300 ft (01 m*) in altitude
has been calculated from the Ben Mavis - Port lilliam figures# 
It may be assumed for my purpose to apply reasonably well to 
the temperature regime above Dalwhinnie in the central
Il*
Highlands. Taking an altitude of 2500 ft (762 m*), the 
conversion of the Balwhinnle figures at 1176 ft (356 m#) to 
this altitude entails a correction of 4*4 deg* F. This is 
the fall in temperature^ at the given lapse rate, which 
follow© a rise in altitude of 1324 ft (404 m*)* (Table 
XXIII p*^ ol).
Compared with an annual lapse rata, in Shetland, of 
1 deg* t* for every increase in altitude of 236 ft (73 m*), 
the figure of 1 deg* F* for 300 ft (91 m*) in landward areas 
illustrates the hi#iar lapse rate operating in oceanic regimes 
(@f* Green 1955)» As the annual lapse rate is only an 
approximation comparisons must be viewed with caution# It 
is nevertheless interesting to note that, between, lata May 
and early September, the figures for Balwhlnnie at 2500 ft 
(762 m») (fig. 2 p*Ha) are about the same as those for Honas 
Bill at 1000 ft (305 m*); between February and May they 
resemble the Shetland, figures at 1480 ft (451 m#)* For the 
rest, the difference in the oceanic and more landward regime 
is clearly seen (and would be very apparent in the mean 
maximum-minimum temperature ranges in the two localities)*
One can therefore say that the mean monthly temperatures 
during the growing season (May to September) at 1000 ft (305 m*) 
in Shetland are equivalent to those at 2500 ft (762 m#) in 
the Central Highlands# It follovm that for the Coyles of 
Muick in West -Aberdeenshire, between 1600 - 1900 ft (488 - 
579 m,), the summer temperatures lie within those found below 
1000 ft in Shetland* For Rhum, Inverness, I have only the 
-mean monthly temperatures, reduced to sea-level, of the 
CUmaboLo^ icai Atlas (l952), For the Warmest month, August, 
this is 57 deg# F# Assuming that on Rhmn a lapse rate
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Operates wMch is not greater than that in Shetland and not 
lower than that on Ben Herie, the AwgUBt isotherm of 50,3 
deg, F, for 1000 ft (305 m*) in Shetland lies in Rhum Between 
1600 and 1900 ft (488 - 579 mj.
General.features. Annual rainfall is moderate,1013 mm, 
(43*6 ins*); but the number of raindaya (precipitation 0*01  ^
or more) at herwick (altitude 156 ft : 48 m,) are 260  ^ so that 
a high level of humidity is oharacteristic* On the Index of
Table II
J F M A M J J A B 0 D Year
Rainfall: mm* 114 85 84 61 55 47 61 80 60 105 113 128 1013
H*H* %* 
(1921-35) 67 88 87 06 85 88 86 89 86 88 87 88
Oloud 0-10 9 a 8 7 a 8 8 a a 8 9 9
Fog - days 4 1 , 1 2 4 6 7 5 3 2 1 1
Humidity (qf* Bdcher 1954), which is the annual average 
precipitation in mm, divided by the mean annual temperature 
in deg* C* plus a constant of 10, this gives a value for 
Baltasound of 60* Annual hours of bright sunshine are 1039, 
or 24% of possible (hours of daylight); annual cloud amount 
(on a 0-10 scale) is 8, The picture is less gloomy if the 
figures for the growing season (roughly April - August) are 
taken. These five months have 2/3 of the annual total, or 
703 hours, of the annual sunshine; an equivalent figure for 
central Scotland (e*g, Perth) is 825 hours# In Shetland,
swmier fog reduces the hours of bright sunshine and the air 
temperature; tv/o-thirda of the fog-days occur in the five 
warmer months, as in the Faeroes (Oatenfold 1909),
13.
None of the general data can be applied with any accuracy 
to Shetland at or above 1000 ft. Rainfall* cloud amount* and 
humidity will obviously increase; so too* with a mean annual 
temperature of about 40 deg. ?. (4.4^0.)* will the Index of 
Humidity which must reach a value of at least 70.
Similarities in mean monthly temperatures during the 
growing season have been found with montane areas at higher 
elevations in the south; it may be useful therefore to 
compare these* and the general climatic features* with those 
of for instance S.*. Greenland * to which the general 
correspondence of the montane climate in Britain is well- 
known (viz. Pearsall 1951).
I use data supplied by Bdcher (1954) in his paper on the 
vegetation of S.W, Greenland. He divides that area into 
five climatic regimes * three *oceanic* and two *continental* * 
mainly it seems on the basis of differences in temperature 
range* the index of humidity and an index of oceanity (Bdcher 
I.e. p.l7). Of the three oceanic regimes* the low arctic - 
oceanic (A) differs from the subarctic oceanic - suboceanic (£] 
. in its narrower (more oceanic) temperature range* its cooler 
summer and its slightly lower rainfall. The Shetland climate 
as a whole agrees with oceanic features like the high 
precipitation and the index of humidity in both regimes; it 
is closer to (A) in the matter of narrow temperature range* 
which at Baltasound is 7.5 deg. C. (13.5 deg. F.).
A £ Shetland over
1000 ft (calculated]
mean annual precipitation mm. 500-1000 700-1400 • lOOO(plus)
mean temperature of warmest
month ^C. 6-8 9-11 c.lO
(3 months over 8)
range ®C. 10-18 15-20 8
Index of humidity 60-120 60-120  ^ over 70
14,
Oompsrlson thereafter,earn only be made with the oaloulated
figures for Shetland*© climte over 1000 ft# How 6 cleg* 0#
(46 #5 deg# f#) la the warmest mean- monthly temperature reached 
In the low are tic oeeanio %'eglme. (A), Ix-oeeding this 
figure for three, but only three, months of the year and 
reaching a mean monthly temperature of 10 deg, C* (50,3 deg* P,) 
at 1000 ft, the Shetland climate at and above this altitude 
is equivalent more to the eubarctie oceanic - aubooeanlc 
regime (ï^ )* Aaemnlng that in the Faeroes lapse rates 
operate which are,at least as high as those in Shetland* 
then a mean monthly temperature of 50,3 deg, F, ie not found 
above about 300 ft (91 m*) altitude. At 1660 ft (506 m*) 
the mean temperature of the warmest month, at 44,8 deg* F#
(7,7 deg* 0*), lies within the low aretie oceanic summer
regime (A) of S*W, Greenland, ^
The following. vdM data (figure 3 p* 14a) are first of 
all taken from the herwick Observatory figures* The wind 
measurement0 are recorded at an altitude of 310 ft (54 m,)
(at a height above the ground of 39 ft : 12 m#) on an exposed 
hill so they will* especially during the strongest winds* 
give higher values than those obtaining in much of the low 
lying crofting ground near the sea* There are 3© gale-days 
per year at lorwiok; even during the critical period of 
April-May when growth is being resumed* there are 2*9 gale- 
days.
Through the Electrical Resear# Association I have 
obtained figures for the mean monthly windepeede on the 
ewmlte of three Shetland hills. Direction is not recorded.
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Only for Sandnesa Hill, West Mainland, altitude 816 ft (249 m#)# 
la there a eontihuoûe 2^^year run of figures (July 1952- 
J5eoember 1954)* As I have not studied the végétation of 
the other hills their figures are simply of interest as a 
sheok to the magnitude of the Sandness Hill ones* The short 
run of figures from the ward of Boousburgh always exceed the 
values for windspeed from SandneSs Hill* This is to be 
expected from the position pf each hilli ; Bandness lies at 
the extreme west of the West Mainland so that the total 
windspeed will be lessened by many winds with an easterly 
bompohent having travelled some distance overland, whereas 
the Ward of Soousburgh forms the top of the narrow spine of 
the south Mainland and is exposed, from all but a narrow 
northerly sector, to winds straight off the sea*
The turbulent'nature of/3hatland*s.^weathér.iB shown 
well enough by the herwiak Observâtory windspeed figures; 
but the annual average windspeed on the top of Sandness Hill 
is, at 23 m#p#h*, almost half as high again* And the 
Bandness Hill anemometer was only 500 ft (152 m*) above the 
lerwick one* The greatest contrast between the Sandness 
and lerwick figures are during the gale periods in March and 
OctobervRoVember, though the mean windspeed ratio still remains 
approximately the same# Taken as a whole the figures are 
very high; even during the five **Oalmest” months, or the - 
growing season, the mean monthly windspeed is 18*6 m*p*h#
In winter, mean monthly temperatures at 14#0 ft (451 m*) lie 
near freezing point while enow Cover is intermittent*
Exposure all the year round must therefore be severe*
16#
To appreciate fully the magnitude of these values some 
contrast ie needed # Samdmeee Hill at a slightly lower 
altitude has about twice as much wind in any month as upland 
Eekdalemuir, Dumfriesshire, and aometlmes more than twice as 
much; the annual figure is three times that at Aberdeen*
A more significant comparison perhaps is with the figures for 
Ben Nevis* At SOO ft (244 m*) in Shetland the annual windspeed 
is already four-fifths that on the summit of Ban Nevis at 
4406 ft (1543 m*) (30 m*p#h*; Manley, 1052, p*iaa)* If the 
windspeed has increased by a third in 500 ft (152 m*), and 
BOnas Bill lie# 600 ft (103 m*) higher than Sandness Hill, 
then the figures for the former may well, at 1486 ft (455 m#), 
approach or equal those for Ben Nevis at 4406 ft (1343 m*)*
lacking data on direction can these total figures mean 
anything in terms of the vegetation^ The slightly lower 
Sandness Hill values, in comparison with those from the Ward 
of Bco'uaburgh, were attributed to the former hill^s lying at 
the western edge of a relatively broad land mass, with a 
consequent lessening in effect of winds with an oaetwly 
component* Assuming that wind can be responsible for bare 
ground, at these altitudes at least in Shetland, then the 
distribution of the vegetation on Sandness Hill bears out the 
relative importance attached in a mean total of 23 m*p#h* to 
winds with a westerly component* Because nearly bare ground 
with aorresponding open vegetation occupies the broad ridges 
above about 700 ft (213 m*) to the summit at 616 ft {24$ m*) 
on the westward side of the hill: while closed communities
on often deep peat occur to the summit on the eastward side 
and in shallow gullies even on the west.
Debris with sparse plant cover occupies progressively 
more and more of the surface of Boms Hill, North Mainland,
17*
above 1000 ft (305 m.), until at 1400 ft (427 m*) 9%$ of the
ground consists of it; and closed vegetation is confined 
to the lea of boulders (Plate I,phot* I) which litter the 
flat gravel surface, or to on© or two shallow gullies which 
reach as far as the summit* Hero again winds with a weaterly 
component seem to be the factor which limits the spread of 
closed vegetation*
Salt spray is related In affect to wind* Mo part of 
Shetland lies more than 4 miles from the sea* Ivon in 
summer, spray can be carried that distance, as during a gal© 
in August 1952 it collected on glass nearly 4 miles to leeward 
of the coast ; vegetation-was badly damaged, potato plants 
and tree leaves being blackened and moorland graasas scorched# 
I have no experimental evidence as to whether such damage is 
caused mechanically and/or by desiccation with salt spray, 
but a strong limiting effect on stature is to be anticipated, 
even during the growing season*
I have dealt so far with the question of the effects 
of exposure at higher altitudes# Oombined with generally 
low summer temperatures and poor or no snow cover in winter, 
the limiting effect on stature and certain types of oommnlty 
is very evident at heights above about 600 ft (244 a*) in 
Shetland# But in view of its obvious magnitude some 
limitation may also be expected at far lower altitudes#
While the greater part of the land surface of for instance 
Ünat is covered in closed vegetation, serpentin© debris with 
sparse plant cover extends down to sea level on lamar 
(see p# 25" ) ; across this debris at 100 ft (30 m* ) runs a 
dry-stone wall, from either side of which a community with 
1000 cover extends for only a few feet (Plate I, phot# 2)#
This suggests restriction of spread of a closed community
18#
associated with exposure to wind at much lower altitudes 
than the earlier examples I quoted# Moreover, general 
correlation can be noted between major debris areas in Unst 
and exposure to westerly winds (fig* 4, p#2ia)} with, 
however, comsmnity restriction on both east and west sides 
of the vmll in the example I have just given, it is obvious 
that, local variations in topograp% must be considered* 
further, even if some correlation is discernible at higher 
levels, one can go no further till something is known of the 
aeason(s) at which damage is inflicted on the plants. The 
final point only concerns the serpentine debris. The 
failure of closed vegetation to develop over this may be as 
much due to edaphic factors like soil toxicity as to exposure. 
This is the basis of the inquiry in fart II into the interaction 
of vegetation and habitat#
In fart III a description ia given of the Unst serpentine 
and some related vegetation in Shetland and Rhum, their 
affinities being traced with oormmnitles in the Central 
Highlands, the faeroes, S.W# Greenland etc* Borne correlation 
is then attempted with causal climatic factors. So 
similarities in and differences between the climate of 
Shetland and these other areas have been stressed throughout 
this section* I conclude with a summary of them#
Irrespective of altitude Shetland * a climate exemplifies 
those of oceanic areas in its narrow temperature range, 
high humidity (as expressed in the Index of Humidity) and 
exposure: agreeing with montane climates in the last two
features. In the matter of temperature, the similarities 
between different areas having oceanic or Montana regimes 
m y  be expressed first of all by the mean temperature of the
19.
warmest month#
low tree growth Is generally conceded to atop where the 
mean temperature does not exceed 50 deg* F* for at least two 
monthe in the year* This isotherm is found over much of 
upland Britain at about 2000 - 2200 ft (610 -671 m*)
(Pearsall- 1950, Hanley 1952) and may be said to mark broadly 
the upper limit of the submontane m m t  above Balwhinni© 
the equivalent altitude is about 2500 ft (762 m*)*
Vegetation at sea-level in Shetland is subjected during 
summer to mean monthly temperatures found at about 1000 ft 
in the Central Highlands; for 1000 ft (305 m*) in Shetland 
the equivalent Highland altitude is about 2500 ft (762 m*)*
If Balwhinnie between 1100 - 2500 ft (335 - 762 m*) has a 
submontane climate, then Shetland from sea-level to about- o d e a n - i ’c -
1000 ft (305 m* ) may be said to have a submontane/vclimate# 
for Rhum the figures are approxiiaate; the upper limit is 
between 1650 and 1900 ft (503 - 579 m*), for the Faeroes 
about 300 ft (91 m*)* In Hhum also it may be noted that, 
even with the Shetland annual lapse rate applied to the 
temperature of the warmest month, the division between the 
submontane and lowland ^onaa cannot be under 600 ft (183 m.) 
above sea-level* Next, thé mean monthly temperature from 
over 1000 ft (305 m*) in Shetland, 2500 ft (762 m*) in 
Balwhinnie and about 300 ft (91 m.) in the faeroes are 
equivalent during summer to those obtaining in lowland 
subarctic-oceanic S*VI* Greenland* Shetland at higher 
altitudes has a subarctic-oceanic summer climate; the faeroes 
reach the low arctic-oceanic summer regime* The corresponding 
temperatures of the warmest month at different altitudes in 
these areas are shown in fig* 3A, P*19cl* The approximate 
nature of the data has already been emphasised*
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These similarities between montane regime© in the south 
and oceanic regimes in the north have been exemplified by 
temperature; they must be increased by the presence of 
strong winds* Vegetation In Shetland at 300 ft (91 m*) ha© 
to contend with twice a© much wind ao ©ay near Aberdeen at 
100 ft (30 m*)* At BOO ft (244 m*) the figure 1b three 
times; this is already four-fifth© of the annual average on 
Ben Hevi© at 4406 ft (1343 m*)* Environmental similarity 
viill be at its closest in the exposed snow-^free habitats 
v/hich these areas share with Shetland* It is here that 
vegètational similarity may be expected to be. most striking* 
The only difference between such a habitat in an oceanic, and 
a montane regime will be caused by the wider temperature 
range in the montane areai this giving lower winter 
temperatur©^.
Both in low summer temperature and in the magnitude of 
the windspeed© Shetland is likely at a given altitude to 
approach extreme© for Great Britain*
21.
11. . Maphic motor*! In wim. sBGoial, reference
Èa-SâmsMae
Area 3 Wnst is nearly 12 miles long and averages five
miles in breadth* It has a land surface of about 30 sq#mlles 
or 29,866 acres, including outlying islands*
The-account of the geology- is based on Philips (1027) 
and Read (1934),
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The block of gneisses whieh forms the western part of 
Unst is charaoterised topographically by the strike ridge 
of VallofiaXd (« fell) fig* 4., p* 21a# This, averaging 
about 300 ft (132 m*) in altitude, runs north for seven miles, 
to end in Hermaness* The ridge presents a steep escarpment 
to the west ^ the only major inland area'of steep ground on 
Unst and it terminates in the steep cliffs on Tonga etc#
The gneisses are bound to the east by the valley that runs 
from Burrafirth to Belmont*
This valley is also the western boundary of the Baxavord 
block of mioa-schists* Bast of Burrafirth it reaches its 
highest point in the 960 ft (293 m$) Saxavord* The block 
persists in a thin line to the south down the valley, A 
belt of schists (**Mun©se phyllites^^) forms most of the south-­
east peninsula of the island*
Practically the whole of the gneiss and rnica^ mschist 
exposure is covered in blanket-*bog and associated vegetation# 
Exceptions are the areas of and near sea cliffs, some of the 
steepest slopes and eroded hill tops (fallafield), hill 
pastures and areas cleared of peat by peat-cutting*
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B* :  topography an#. soilB'
South of the Baxavo3?d miaa«*©ohlBt3 and east of the 
Burrafirth Belmont valley lies the igneous intrusion of 
hasic and ultrabasio rooks (see below)^ Gently sloping 
like the other rooks, the baaio greenstone oarries a higher 
proportion of v/ater-logged soil than the serpentine. Sueh 
areas have a thin layer of peat with no tendency to blanket-^  
bog fommtion (some, however, may be peat-*clearecl ground).
On the 400 ft (122 m. ) summits of Oolvadale and Bobul 
there is coarse debris covered by Ehacomitrium heath#
0# . Serpentine topography and geolony
The ultrabasic or serpentine block at its broadest part 
forms an B W line of 400 ft (122 m#) summits, of which the 
Muckla Heog has the only inland crags; the gradient otherwise 
being gentle » On the east, Olibberswlck and Hamar form 
truncated headlands# The central part of the block Is 
mainly low-lying but makes the western flank of the greenstone 
Hill of Golvadale and Sobul# Finally In the south the 
serpentine forms Gallow Hill#
The rocks of the block are well-exposed, particularly 
on all the higher ground, but stretches of the valleys are 
covered in drift which in turn carries closed vegetation#
There are also extensive areas of debris with sparse 
vegetation (see below)#
Olivine-serpentine occupies the bulk of the Main and 
Glibberswick ultrabasic exposures# The olivine rock weathers 
with an ochreous crust (Head l»o.» p# 662); this characteristic 
colour of ?/eather@d serpentine {ylg. Rune 1955 p#41) indeed
25*
predominating over the serpentine area* Chromite-eerpentine 
ia according to Philips (I.e. p*627) closely associated with 
this rook which he calls dunite-serpentine# Bunlte rock
consists essentially of olivine and chromite* pyroxene rock 
occurs along the eastern margin of the main serpentine group, 
partly converted to an antigorite-aerpentine, while a belt 
of antigorlte-serpentine bounds the exposures to the west*
It seems then that serpentiniaation has extended throughout 
the block*
Chromite has been quarried at intervals in Unst since 
the nineteenth century* Such workable deposits consist of 
what is practically a chromite rock or a serpentlnized dunlte 
(Philips lyC* p*655)* Fig* 4, p* 21a , gives quarry sites.
In dunlte-serpentine the chromite occurs as stringers or bands 
of a few inches* Finally, Philips (l*e* p*629) states that, 
over the area of what must be Bead’s pyroxene rock and 
Olibberswick serpentine ’’Chromite is almost constantly present 
as somewhat corroded-looking crystals’*. Chromite is wide­
spread in the serpentine*
Philips (1*0. p*63?) aays that in analyses of chromite 
concentrate made to detect precious metals like platihuna 
’nickel ia present in some cases, as is evident from films 
of green hydrous nlokel-carbonates found in places on the 
chromite”. While chromium remains practically unaffected 
by weathering processes (e.g* carbonation) ’’traces of nickel, 
either associated with this or originally present in a 
nickellferous olivine, have yielded carbonate© such as 
mrarite” (philips I.e. p*
24
{!) Boil© undey closed végétation* Most of the serpentina 
outcrop bears vegetation with 100^ cover which overlies 
shallow drift or debris on free-draining ground and may or 
may not have a thin layer of mor* Drainage hollows and 
streamsides have olmraoteristic aoligenoua mire soils which, 
with soil-pl of 6*0 and over, are of the mesotrophio-eutrophic 
type,
The section which follows however is devoted entirely 
to consideration of the third main soil type, debris with 
sparse plant cover, since it is the study of this habitat 
in Unst and its interaction with the vegetation which comprises 
Part II of this work# The free-draining soils with some 
profile and mire soils are described in Part III with their 
appropriate vegetation in and beyond Unst#
The chief point to emphasise here concerning the substrate 
under closed vegetation on serpentine, in contrast to the 
other rook types, is the complete absence of peat#
Archeological evidence indicates that there has been none in 
the past either, because Bronse Age short-cists and cairns are 
found on the 400 ft (122 m#) summits such as the Heogs, while 
the corresponding gneiss and mica-sehists are still peat 
covered,
(2) Debris, Debris consists in Unst of a surface layer 
of small angular stones with finer particles mingled beneath. 
This debris may be invisible from the surface# lying under 
vegetation with 100^ cover# It may also bear very sparse 
plant cover# The debris is then seen clearly from considerable 
distances (Plate I phot# 3)# It is to ground of this type, 
small stones rather than by vegetation with 100^
25,
cover* that the term Mehris” refers In the subsequent account* 
This debris occupies about 2000 acres of the serpentine 
outcrop from sea-level to 500 ft (152 m*)# The largest 
expanse is on Hamar (Plate X phot* 3)*
There are various soiX-movement or solifluction 
phenomena associated with bare or nearly-bare ground in 
arctic-alpine regions* On level ground of this type in 
such regions* soil-polygone are commonly formed (Wilson 1952). 
’’there the slope exceeds about 5 deg** the polygons normally 
elongate into stone stripes which are parallel lines* running 
downhill* of alternating coarse and fine debris’* (Wilson 
I.e. p*253)* There is one area in the extensive debris on 
the north of Hamar (Plate X* phot* 3) where formations like 
these stone stripes occur* Although the longest measured 
stripe was only 12 yds* (5*6 m*) long and the broadest striped 
patch about 10 yds# (5 m.) wide* the stripes as figure 5 
illustrates shovf the essential features of the type# The 
altitude is only 150 ft (46 m*) above sea-level# However* 
the breadth and depth of these stripes and their partiole-aiae 
corresponds most closely to ’stone lines’ described by 
Taylor (1955) from Macquarie Island* 900 miles (1450 kiii*)
K^tre.
north of Antarctica* The climate^is cold * wet and windy*
The stone lines occur on exposed slopes of slight gradient 
and almost bar© of vegetation# Gravel covers the surface 
which is thrown up in a series of waves transverse to the 
slope# This gravel fills the channels cut out of the 
underlying silt.
In apita of the fact that most of the Unst debris has a 
slop© of less than 5 deg* * soil polygons associated with such 
terrain were not observed# finally* in the very few places 
where the debris approaches a slope of 15 - 25 deg# * it is not
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Gontinuûua enough to produce the horizontal vegetation 
covered ridgea, or terraces, associated with such slopes 
(Wilson 1952)* (These terraces occur on Honas Hill : see
p# IZI f and Plata Vll, phots* 2, 3)# The few inland crags 
do not give rise to talus slopes#
Prom what has just been said it will be clear that the 
physical composition of the debris -varies* The debris 
surrounds and is associated with outcrops of exposed 
serpentine bedrock weathering |n situ (Plate 2, phot* 1) or 
else occurs as patches without such exposed bedrock, (Plate 2, 
phot* 2) often in areas of predominantly closed vegetation* 
for the purpose of this account the former is called 
associated debris and the latter unaseociated debris# In 
either case its surface consists of small angular stones of 
up to two inches, and averaging about a half-inch, in diameter# 
But stones of debris near freshly weathered bedrock tend to 
be larger then those in presumably older debris lying at 
some distance, from any bedrock; this has in turn a higher 
proportion of gravel# Where the slope varies from 0® - 10^ 
the surface looks stewm-roilered, so close-set and level are 
the stones#
like its parent material, debris round exposed, serpentine 
bedrock is ochreous in colour; so is the finely divided clay 
which, with varying fractions of gravel and. small stones, 
lies directly beneath to a maximum of two feet in dug samples# 
Patches of debris at some distance from bedrock or lacking 
bedrock are red-grey or grey; and a layer of aboutO'j&W,of 
fine soil with some humus fraction often lies between the 
atone layer and the ochraous-coloured clay beneath#
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-X't Is thus poaaibXe to distinguish a patch of associated 
debris as one where, irrespective of area, there ia available 
at the surface a source of freshly weathered material; 
octeeouB near exposed bedrock, the'debris surface may he 
greyer toward'the margin of such-a patch* Patches of 
unasaocia.ted debris lack exposed bedrock, are always gray 
and often, moreover, occur in small valleys or hollows#
(This -careful distinction of associated and unassoelated 
debris patches has been made becauae of their different 
origins (p# 70 ) and because there is some correlation between 
debria-type and the distribution of the restricted species 
(see Part II, p# 69))#
The largest--continuous stretches of associated debris 
are on Hamar (Plata 1, phot# 3); most of it is ochreous, 
some grey # Smaller areas ox this type occur on likkavord, 
Golvadale (Plata 2, phot# 1), Sobul and Glibberswick# In 
many parts of the serpentine outcrop patches of unassociated 
debris are found, often in areas bearing predominantly closed 
vegetation#
(3) 8o11*^-dH* As may be expected of soil derived from
ultrabasic rock, the pH of soil of root horizons in mineral 
debris are 6*12 to 6*62# This compares well v;ith pH 6#60 
to 6#88 from the mineral debris on the peridotite summit of 
Huinsival, Bhum, pH 6#?0 to 7*02 from the serpentine scree 
on the Goyles of Muick, Aberdeenshire and pH 6*1 to 7#2 from 
mineral soils on the serpentine of M# Sweden (Hune 1953 p.113) 
(All the figures were determined electrometriomlly, the Unst 
and some of the samples from Bhum by Dr# G# Bond)# It is 
noted that with development of humus in the grass phase 
(Part II, p*55 ) soil-pH drops to 5*72# In the shallow mor 
of the serpentine heath the lowest value recorded was pH 5*12#
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In their study of serpentIme soils, Robinson, Mgington 
and Byers (1935 p#19) found that in a humid a M  rather ooM 
oltimte (Pennsylvania, Marylmid) changes In the oomposition 
of the soils are only relatively email as compared with the 
parent rook# Therefore, although no total ohemioal analyse© 
of Unet serpentine ©oil have been carried out* the figure© 
for serpentine- rook in fable IV'l should approximate to the 
oompoaition of the serpentine debris# They oertainly compare 
well with the figUraa for the oo-mpoaition of H# Swedish 
■serpentine derived from a-" large nwaber of localities 
(Rune 1.953, p#113) ; except for nickel which Meddle does not 
record at all#
The debris ©oil can thus be described as neutral with, 
in contrast to neutral calcareous ©oils, low calcium and 
higii magnesium content #
Chromium content in Unst serpentine varies from a trace 
in Hoof Clurney, 3#7# GrgO; at llagdale (^‘«yellow serpentined^) 
to 45# Gr^Og* the richest chromite ore analysed by lleddle 
(philips 1927, p#636), from a quarry above Bunas©# Concerning 
nickel, Hune (1953, p#119), states that practically all the 
serpentine and peridctite rocks of M* Sweden have rather 
similar contents of that element and Or# - approximately 
0*4# OrgOg and 0#2# HlOj they occur in the same proportions 
in American serpentine (Robinson et, al. 1935)# Ohromite is 
widespread in Unst serpentine which has a high # content of 
that mineral; and nickel is present here and there 
associated with the chromite (^# p#Z3)# There m m  a strong 
inference, therefore, that quantities of nickel would occur 
in Unst more widely than recorded# This has been tested#
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Table. ■ - ' - •
Gheiriioa.i oomeoëi.tldB of Beàrpent.ïwé 'Wck#--'N6s 1, S, Unst: 
'Ho,-' 5,*.. ghetlana 'isainlaridj’' LïeMie, in' Philips' (1927).
;Ko‘»' 4. ''ÏÏ,'''SweL'Bh'serpentine: a-r'Srhges:'Huhe (1955).
, . ;i ; 4 :
Si 02' . " 51.-85' - 44.00 41*46 40.00
AlgOg 8.99 0.01 1,0
.PegOg ■ 1
7,46
1 0.11 2.42 c 0*5
„ 0 ) ( 6*29 1.16; ■ £ 0*5
#  0 57,09 ' 56*72 ' 41.76 O40.0
Oa Ô 0.65 trade ' trace
JSIagO trace
trade-,
KgO m 'trace
HgO
Hsp;; ; .
G0g
)
; ):'■ ;■ '
17.02 
- 1.18
'■ 15,2o '
mm:
"12*45'
mm
'Or-aP^ . ' ■ _.'.'i5.07' tracé ' ' mm 0.4
#:p: 0^61 «# ' 0,25. trace
NiO net given £ 0.2
99,90
. . ' 
100.52' 9 9 ' - * 4 7 ' V ' - ' - '82.6
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Boll ’ ©ubaaiBplas ’ were eolleetad from widely ©mattered 
area© of dehrle of the pioneer phase where plant cover did 
not exeeed 5$'of a given area (p»50 ), and united m  sample A* 
Bubeamplea were also oollooted from elebria having plant cover 
up to 330 and ©oil with a reoogniaable humus fraction In the 
rooting layer©} from, that ia* the ©edge phase (p#53 )#
Thome formed amipl# B#
Bpaotrographlo aimlyaia for nickel was undertaken on 
these two bulk éamplo© by Mr# R# 0# Voaa of the Speotrographlo 
Unit, West of Scotland Agricultural College* .Hlekol content 
'mjs determined on the dilute (0#5M) Acetic acid extracts of ■ 
the ©oil©#
A# Mineral coil from the pioneer phase Mickel soluble 3X2
in 0#5H Acetic 
acid p#p#m* in 
soil
B# Boil v^ ith recognisable humus fraction " .  ^ 289
Those are very high figures compared with those usually 
found in soil, where acetie-$oluble nickel is leas than 
2 p#p#m, (Mitchell 1945)# This confirms the earlier 
deductions about its presence on the debris in large amounts# 
The fi#%ree are within the range of those given by Hunter 
and Vergnano (1952) for serpentine soils in Aberdeenshire 
(49 « 403 p#p#m#)#
Mickel content is unlikely to be as high on every patch 
of debris; distinction has already been made between patches 
around freshly weathering bedrock, or associated oohrcoua 
debris, and patches isolated from such bedrock, or unassoeiated 
debris (p#26)# A further series of analyses was therefore 
carried out on samples, collected in the same manner as the 
previous ones, from patches of associated ochreous debris
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(sample C), from patches of unaaeooiated debris (sample B) 
and from the rooting layers of free-draining soil under 
heath vegetation (sample B)*
p#p#m# in soil
C. Assooiated ochreous debris Nickel _ 
Gobait
220
9.5
D, Ua&ssociated debris Nickel
Cobalt
90
6.9
Rooting layer under heath Nickel 90
vegetation Cobalt 12.2
The results confirm that the niekel content on the 
debris is very high, but by no means uniformly so; and 
again within the ranges reported by Hunter & Vergnano (1952)*
The highest nickel contents are found in oohreous patches of 
associated debris, in the region that is of freshly weathered 
bedrock* Patches of debris of the unassociated, grey, type 
have a nickel content which, though more than 40 times higher 
than normal, is actually no greater than that in free**draining 
soil under serpentine heath*
The chief interest of nickel and chromium lie© in their 
possible effects as minor elements on plants, and that raises 
the question of their availability* Chromium occurs partly 
in the form of highly insoluble chromite, partly as more 
soluble silicates; together they normally total about 0*50 
mineral content (Rune l,^,.c^. p*113) * But solubility ie more 
important to plants than total content* In this connection 
Bundius (1949) has shown that thé silicate content of serpentine
Cobalt determinations are commented on in Part II p* ](o , 
in connection with toxicity*
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inereaaes with increasing scrpentinization# Nickel behaves 
in the same way (Hune l*c* p*120)# In Unst aerpentinization 
has affected the whole block (p*23 ); ao some of the chromium 
and nickel present may be assumed to be available to plants, 
in relative abundance on the chromite veins* Any patch of 
debris surrounding such a weathering vein would of course 
be of the associated ochreoua type*
To test both this matter of availability and possible 
differences in this factor between associated ochreous and 
unaaaociated debris, herbage samples of Agrostis stolonifera 
were collected* This species is the most abundant in the 
sparse plant cover on the debris* Subaamplcs were gathered 
on either debris type in the same manner as the soil subeamples* 
About 3 Qzs* from each collectively form sample F (ochreous 
associated) and sample 0 (grey unassoeiated debris)#
Nickel soluble in 
0#3N Acetic acid 
(p*p*m, in soil)
I* Aiairostis stolonifera from associated
ochreous debris 118
a* Agrostis stolonifera from unassociated
grey debris 90
The figures for nickel content in Agrostls ©•tolonifera 
growing on debris compare with 3 p#p#m* in dry matter in 
leaves of oat plants on normal soil (Hunter & Vergnano 1952), 
and 0*5 4 p*p*m* in pasture plants (Mitchell 1945)* The
figures for Agrostis lie within the range reported by Hunter 
& Vergnano (l*c#) for that metal in fully expanded leaves of 
oat plants from serpentine basin soils in the Aberdeenshire 
localities mentioned above ; namely 17 ^ 134 p*p*m* For 
oat plants on hill-slope soils the figures are 16 - 51 p*p*m*
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Varying degrees of toxic symptoms are exhibited by these oat 
plants* It is noted that there is no speotaoular difference 
in nickel content of material from associated or unassociated 
debris*
The significance of chromium and nickel in serpentine 
soil is discussed in Part II in relation to toxicity and the 
serpentine effect* for the moment it can be seen (fig* 4 , 
p.21a) that the distribution of the major debris areas 
coincides broadly with the distribution of the chromite 
quarries; these also are the areas with the higher nickel 
content, of which a large amount ia available, and consist 
largely of associated debrie*
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I.IX« ' Biotio,. factors.,in Omet
- Bheep grassing is and has been the greatest single 
biotic factor in Shetland* There is evidence tha.t even 
the earliest inhabitants ^ the megalithio peoples- - were 
sheep' breeders (OMMe, 1946)* Hill-^land accounts for 
B6$ of the land surface of tJnst* This boro one sheep to - 
1& acres in 1950# but the average may be higher on the comiwon 
grazings (scattalda) which also carry Shetland ponies; one 
to not lésa than ten acres* These figures will apply to 
most of the serpentine area* Since it Is let to one farmer# 
grazing is lighter on the Keen of Bamar where most of the 
work on the debris vegetation was done* Gattie are confined 
to permanent pasture near the townships* Inland# rabbits 
are restricted to rockier parts of the serpentine area; they 
are more abundant on the coast or in sand-dunes*
Both grazing and exposure can affect the stature and 
composition of vegetation* @o that eventually some assessment 
of these two factors may be made# 6 ft x 6 ft (1*8 % 1*8 m.) 
areas of sea-cliff (at Belmont) and serpentine debris and 
heath (on Hamar) were fenced against sheep and rabbits in 
July 195Î* In one case the change with fencing has been 
spectacular*
The vegetation for 50 ft (9m*) from the top of a small 
exposed sea**cliff at Belmont was a close sward dominated by
with liantagg^maritiffia and £...gorgaQBM 
subûoœinant, and gemtuoa^r^^aj, £g§„fîî:aiâasi£ and Asrostis 
tenuis* A plot three feat from the cliff edge was fenced 
off in July 1952* In September 1952 Armeria and the 
plantains were overshadowed by the grasses; by September 1953 
Armaria and P. maritima were dead or moribund, overlaid by a
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dense growth of grasses; . ohiefly Pestuea rubra, with Foa
MESSM£« '^ts^smjssssmws. s t m  survived much
enlarged # at the edge of the encloeura# plants to the ineide 
being moribund* faetuoa was 25*5 cm# high but# as t W  leaves 
were laid# their actual length was nearer 46 ^ 49 cm* . The 
eneloaed area in fact now ai^ eaemblea the tall Festuca rubra 
comunity of the adjoining «sea,-banks’»# steep grass-covered 
slopes descending to the sea, r hbra has been found to 
shade out Armaria maritima in rabbit-proof enclosures among 
the Armorieta on Bkokholm (Gillham 1955# p#69)*
This sea-cliff example ha® been mentioned primarily 
because it shews that* composition apart* dwarf stature in 
a presumably exposed area can be due to grazing* ■ On 
serpentine* fenced areas of sea-bank (e^g* Glibberswiok) are 
dominated by tall Iê§tuca^ub£a or A^rljenateenm.„glaUus and 
adjoin short bent-^fasoue turf of the hill-side. But much 
of the outcrop bears heath (Part III). Since grazing pressure 
in fact varies over the outcrop, similar conclusions on the 
importance of stature vis-a-via exposure cannot be drawn for 
the whole serpentine area* Indeed during the same period* 
no change comparable with the Belmont examples has occurred 
in five similarly fenced heath areas on Hmmar (PlateII* phot*3 ); 
grazing, by contrast* seems subordinate to exposure or some 
other factors (p*63)*
Direct anthropogenic factors affecting the hill-land 
include heather burning* ditching* peat-cutting (for fuel) 
and turf-scalping* Heather burning has been little practised
in Unst during the past 30 to 40 years and mainly affected 
areas of peat-vegetation* gneiss, mica-achista and phyllites*
This applies also to ditching and peat-cutting*- Turf-soalping 
on the other hand probably affected the serpentine vegetation
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most, because this ancient practice was to remove to the 
arable ground the turf and topsoil of the better hill-land 
(O’Dell 1959)* Although It has ceased for more than half- 
a-century, turf-scalping may have left particularly near 
townships impoverished or at least altered grazings*
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IV. Aims and methods of quantitative analysis of vegetation
Work which involved quantitative analysis of the 
vegetation falls into three groups# the objects of which 
are (A) quantitative comparison of the serpentine hill-land 
flora with that of acid and basic rocks in ünst: (B) study
of the serpentine debris-heath prisere and inquiry into the 
elimination of the pioneer species: (G) description of tinst
serpentine plant communities and their comparison with those 
of other areas in and beyond Shetland* The different methods 
used for each stage of this work will now be described in the 
above order*
A*
The vegetation of bnst can be grouped broadly as 
cultivated land# permanent pasture land# halophyte sand-dune 
and hydrophyte vegetation: and the rest which I call hill-
land# The object of the first investigation was, expressed 
differently, to give the frequency of any species on each of 
the main rock-types# Sample s. had therefore to be limited to 
areas where the nature of the rook determined the soil-type 
rather than for example the eea# as on aea-oliff or sand-dune, 
or topography as in valley-bogs* Bo quantitative
investigation vms confined to hlll^land; to the communities 
of blanket-bog of the acid rooks and the heath etc# of the 
serpentine#
Haunkaier’s method of frequency-estimation was used with 
a quadrat size of 1 sq#ft* (0#1 sq#m#) (Haunkaier 1909)*
The vegetation was examined as a whole: each rook-type
including several plant formations in Haunkaier*s sense# 
Quadrate were thrown at paced intervals and without regard
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to - eomniunitiee over- well-separated areas of vegetation' of 
each rock-type; that Is# as uniformly as possible over the 
area (Haunkaier 191$)# 150 samples were taken on serpentine#
100 on greenstone# 200 and 100 on gneisa and mica-scMst 
respectively# Table 1 p#5a gives the results#
The frequency of a species'depends not only upon its 
quantity but also on its distribution. It can be argued 
that, by using no other quantitative measure in this analysis, 
accuracy has been sacrificed for speed# But, since it has, 
been used as a means of description only, many of the other 
criticisms of frequency as summarised by Goodall (1052) do 
not .'apply here : I was not for instance concerned with
additive functions of frequency* The object indeed was to 
find an approximate answer to the question «how often is 
species X encountered in traversing the vegetation of any 
rook-type?« To that limited aim this method seems precisely 
suited#
s#
The debris prisere was studied by means of a cover 
analysis# A quadrat size of 1 sq.ft. was chosen-for two 
reasons# I thought it useful to be able to compare such 
frequency-figures for speoiea on debris with their frequency 
in vegetation with lOO^ cover, the latter being obtained in 
analysis A# Secondly, as great a degree of accuracy as
possible being required, % cover was used to estimate quantity
of plant material present rather than a scale like Huit- 
8ernander*e or Bomin’s (see para# 0#)# This meant ones using 
a sample size where, excluding seedlings, the smallest specimen
could be said to have 1^ cover# In fact 1/25 sq*ft# was found
by trial to be the largest area in which this requirement was 
met# So the quadrat of 1 sq.ft. was divided into 25 equal
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squares. To increase however the spread of the samples, 
only 13 (alternate) squares were used in obtaining cover- 
values; for ^ frequ€)ncy therefore note %ms always taken of 
the presence of any species within that area but outside the 
smaller area of the thirteen subsamples*
The patchy distribution of the sparse plant cover on the 
serpentine debris means that the sort of space-time relationship 
of ’developing sand-dune vegetation does not operate* Rfor can 
one reliably delimit the various semi-closed cover phases and 
sample within each* The continuous heath round the sides of 
the debris v;as taken as the limit of the sampling area*
Quadrats, placed in no particular direction, were recorded at 
10 yd* intervals along several lines across the debris#
These lines were placed with regard to the boundaries not the 
contents of the debris, to cover as wide an area as possible*
59 samples were taken* This sampling was done on Humor, a 
hill with the largest number of pioneer species (p*5l ) and 
the most extensive areas of associated debris (p*27 ),
The main serpentine communities ware discerned 
subjectively then a number of quadrat analyses were taken in 
each, using a quadrat size of 1 sq.m* The site selected for 
a quadrat was always in as uniform an area of vegetation as 
possible# This is the simple method advocated by Bdcher (1954)* 
I used Domin’s 10-point coyerrabundance scale for the estimation 
of quantity of plant material present (Poore 1955a)* This 
scBvle gives more information than a five-point scale based on 
cover alone, both by having more categories in the higher 
cover-i'ange and by substituting a measure of dispersion for 
the difficult estimation of cover in its lower ranges* The 
five-point cover scale just mentioned, Hult-Sernander,has been
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used by the majority of Scoudinavian ecologists with vrhose
Table VII
Hult-Sernander’s scale Demin’s scale
1/1 - 1/2 area 5
' eovét about 100# 
cover >  75# 
, cover ' 50 - 75#
10
9
a
1/2 - 1/4 area
1
cover 33 - 50# 
cover 25 - 33#
7
6
1/4 — 1/8 area 3 abundant; cover c*20# 5
1/8 — 1/16 area 2 abundant; cover c* 5# 4
< 1/16 area ^ 1
scattered; cover small 
V*scattered; cover small
3
2
present; of low cover x | scarce; cover small isolated; cover small
1
X
■ CA
results I wished directly to ooBipare my ovm, namely Norway 
(Nordhagen 1943! and Bj)6rlykke 1939), Faeroes (Bêcher 1937), 
Sweden (Rune 1951) and S.W* Greenland (Bêcher 1954). The 
more detailed Demin’s scale can however he readily converted 
to Hult-Sernander*s (Table VII).
In each sample details were also taken of locality, 
altitude, slope, plant cover (^  total of 1 sq.m.), height of 
vegetation and soil profile* Using a Bye Minlmieter, aoil-pH 
was determined in a large number of samples. The same method 
was employed in the Goyles of Muick (Aberdeenshire), on various 
hills in the Island of Rhum, and on Romas Hill in Shetland:
80 results are directly comparable* 55 quadrats were taken 
of which 30 were in Unst.
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The serpentine flora aorapared with that of the acid 
and basic rocks in unst
A* The species of llnst hi 11-land 
grouped aqqordlng to rock-preferenceb
The object of the first inquiry, of which Table % p#5a 
is the result, was a oomparative study of the flora in 
relation to the geology; sampling being limited to hlll-land, 
to areas where the country-rook could be presusied to be the 
primary soil influence (see Method p* 86 ).
The qualitative differences between the distribution of 
speoios on acid basic and ultrabasio rocks is expressed here 
in quantitative terms* Through them, the flora may be 
divided into planta which, since Ï am primarily interested in 
serpentine, are characteristic, indifferent or accidental on 
that rook, or absent from it# A measure to assign each 
species to a group is available; the ratio of that species’ 
frequency on serpentine to its nearest frequency on another 
rock* This is a measure of how far that species is exclusive 
to serpentine* It follows that all species on serpentine 
having a- frcquenay-ratio greater than unity are indicated 
as serpentine-characteristic# For, as one speaks of species 
actually confined to serpentine, it is in this sense rather 
than in its absolute quantity that a species is «olmracteristic"* 
With a frequency-ratio greater than unity the degree of 
exclusiveness is being measured* This is a clumsy term but 
unavoidable since the more concise Fidelity and Gonatancy 
have well-defined phytosociologioal uses*
When assigning species to any of the four groups shortly 
to be defined, frequency-ratio alone should suffice, provided
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the ©paeles’ frequenoy is high on one of the rook-types.
But, where neither Is high, then frequency itself must be 
considered as well as the ratio* Oonsequenc© of error being 
greater at these lower levels, a frequency of at least 10#
on one rock .and exclusiveness to that rock of three or more
have been thought neceasary to assign a species to other than 
the indifferent group*
With this preamble the four groups may now be defined:
A* . ^ex^pentlne-charaoteristifp* Plants quite exclusive, or 
having an exclusiveness greater than 2-3 and frequency 
of more than 10#*
B* ^erpentine-indlfferent* plants with exclusiveness about 
unity and ivith, therefore, no preference for serpentine 
or other rooks and soils, in Uest*
Ü* Serpentine-casual* Plants with exclusiveness to another
rook and very low frequency on serpentine*
D. Acid-rock-characteristic. Plants with exclusiveness to
acid rooks and absent from serpentine*
As with the degree of fidelity of a species to a 
community ao there may be differences between a species’ 
local and general exclusiveness to, or preference for, 
serpentine* serpentine-ehameteristic is used here in this 
local sense* The wider or regional preferences of a species 
can only be considered after examination of other serpentine 
and non-serpentine areas (Bart III, p , et aeq#).
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of the blanket-bù^ of the acid rocks
a very brief summary can be given here of the major 
communities in the predominant blanket-bog of the acid rocks*
(1) iriOBhorum anMustifolium : CalXuna vulgaris t
Empetrum hermaohroditum: with Triehoohorum caesnitosum. 
Rhacomitrium lahpginosum etc* The number of species per 
1 aq*ft* (species density) is lowest here* The community 
occurs on deep undisturbed peat with mueh cutting back*
(2) Oalluna-aeid grassland; any or all species of (1) 
with any from the following community* Its distribution is 
sometimes eootonal*
(3) Nardup stpipta - Junous sauarrosus (acid grassland). 
The dominant or subdominant species of (1) drop in quantity; 
while species density increases. The community occurs widely 
on naturally or artificially drained ground, redistributed 
peat etc*
(4) ?accinium-acid grassland; differs from (2) mainly in 
the replacement of Oalluna by Vacoinium mvrtillus or
V* uli^inoBum and an increase in Luzula sylvatica. This 
is a summit community of small extent, in which Trientalis 
occurs*
(5) Bog or mire communities; Sphagnum species, Comarum 
etc.
C* Analysis of soecias distribution
Of serpentin©«*characteristic species most of the 
exclusives are confined to debris - Arenaria norvégien. 
Gardamononsis netraea. Cerastium nigrescens. Oochlearia 
SGOtioa. HubUB saxatilis and Sabina ^Qdosa or crevices,
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like Praba inoana and Asplénium virlde. There are two 
other species which I have not seen in Unst but which have 
their only recorded Shetland localities on this serpentine 
debris, namely Mlnpartia rubella in «stony places on 
serpentine, lick of Hagdal©« (Beoby IBS?) and Saglna 
saglnoides. recorded from the Muckle Heog by Bruce (fide 
ïiindmann) in 1022; both records are accepted by Glapham*
Tuttn and Warburg (1952)*
Of the other exclusive species, Schoenus nigricans occurs
heath and lunhrasia rotundifolia on heath or debris; the 
rest are found on serpentine, and sea-oliffs or sand-dunes*
Thus Anthvllis vulneraria. Armeria maritima. Silene maritima>1       r   .......    f
and sileno aoaulis grow on serpentine debris, or sea-cliff of 
any rock type; Silen© aoaulis on serpentine heath also. 
Botrychiqm luharAh -^nd Oo#oglossum appear on serpentine
debris which has passed the primary stage of colonisation 
(see pt 54 ) and m  serpentine aedge-gres© sooiation (p*/00) 
or sand-dunes*
The relatively high values for soil-pH on debris suggests 
the flora should have a number of basicolous species. Using 
the more precise terms of Small (1946); of the group of 
highest soil-pi tolerance (alkaliphils: pH more than 7*0, to
8,4) two known members are present - Botrychium lunaria and 
Anthyllis vulneraria* Of the many debris species I have 
found a record of the eoil-pH range of only one - Hubus 
saxatiliq: this is an aikatolerant (pK4#B’*7*7). In view
however of the high soil-pH of the debris in this and their 
other stations it is probable that species like Arenaria 
norvégien or Bilene maritima (see Part III, p# ) will be 
either alkaliphile or alkatolerants.
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The other earpentine-eharacter1ot1o species are all 
widespread on serpentine; Garex fiacea . Thvmus drucei.
being typical of the closed vegetation. Their exclueivenaas 
varies from 2 (Oarex flacca >) to more than 50 tLinum
There is a large group of serpentine-indifferent species ; 
nor is the list exhaustive. Most of them have low but others 
have high frequenciea on both acid and ultrabasic rocks; 
some indeed like Featuca apeciea or Gallupp. vulgaris 
dominating cliaracteristio oomunities#
In the serpentine-casual group g^rioa pineraa and 
Rhacomitrium lanwiinosum have their highest frequency on 
greenstone. Barely present on serpentine are one or two 
dominants on acid rocke in Unat like Vaccinium mvrtillus or 
Trieho^horum caesnitosm: and several others such as
Carex nilulifera and Desohamosla flexuosa which are Imnortant 
in communities on these latter rooks, Quite absent from 
serpentine are BmDOtrum..lmr:muhr;pdittm. iripohoruîr^  va^inatum,
and iurfiex. acotooella. This again may
reflect the relatively- high sdii-pB (5*12) recorded even on
serpentine heath; for apart from Beacharansia flexuosa
(soil-pH range 3.5 to 5.4, in ScurfieM 1054), Bhaoomitrium
lanu^inosum and Byloa.cinerea. all these species are known 
acidiphils, of soil-pM range of from less than 4.8 to 9.2
{yacoinium. iwrtillu^s. f x^i chonhor urn ; fide Bayard Mora 1947;
the remainder, Small 1S46). There are other species absent
from serpentine which are widespread in raw humus habitats -
Irioohorum ammstifolimm. lumula svlvatica and Juncus
gguBr£Osys, or bog species like ,CqmaruiB pajluatrg. and
llydrpeotvle vulga^ria. Put in another way, the rarities on
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or abs-entoos from serpentine are dominant or abundant on 
blanket-bos or other raw humus, acid, habitats.*
It is noted here for later reference (p* 56 ) that 22 
out of 104, or 21# of the species of Unst hilX-land listed 
in Table I p#5a are arctic-alpine, arctic-subarctic, northern 
montane or oceanic northern species (Matthews 1937, 1955) or 
low arctic-oeeani'o (Bêcher 1954). Eleven, or 50# of these 
plants are confined, away from sea-aliffa, to serpentine 
debris-or rock crevices.
The ultrabasic series has either a mineral soil or one 
bearing thin mor, Hydromorphic peat-is absent. Greenstone 
has some mineral soil but is covered mainly in thin mor or 
thin hydromorphic peat# Only the gneisses and mica-sohiste 
are practically devoid of mineral soil and mor, the latter 
existing on a few steep slopes; otherwise the whole exposure 
is covered in blanket-bog* The distribution and depth of 
the different types of humus indicates that the series 
ultrabasic, basic and acid rooks in Unst form a series 
showing increasingly poor drainage.
It is clear that the similarities in-habitat provided 
by the presence of raw humus of various types accounts for 
the similarities■in the apecies-liste on the three rock types. 
Differences In the liste can be attributed primarily to 
variations in depth and typo of humus on the three rocks, 
allowing more, or leas, contact with the mineral substrate#
The chemical nature of the mineral substrate can substantially 
affect only the sex'pentine flora. The flora of Unst thus 
follows an odaphic trend from the basic mineral debris with 
its exclusive species, via the thin mor on serpentine# which 
lacks aoidiphils and many species typical of raw hwma; to 
the generally deep peat over the acid rocks with its exclusive 
species*
PART II
THE VEQBIATIQH IN RELATION TO THE 
SERPEKTIHE DEBRIS HABITAT IB ONST
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Most of the serpentine outcrop in Ünst is covered in 
closed vegetation. But amongst it lie areas of debris with
sparse plant cover# The present part of the thesis is mainly
concerned with the study of the interaction of vegetation and 
the serpentine debris habitat in ünst# The emphasis is on 
the dynamic sueoessional aspects, the phytosociological 
approach comprising most of Part III*
An attempt is made to discover why, in the absence of 
(say) mobile talus slopes, closed vegetation has not covered 
the whole debris surface# Why in fact has colonisation been 
retarded? For all the debris, however originated, must 
consist 'of areas open because of more or less permanently 
retarded colonisation*
Serpentine has long been known for its peculiar effect 
on vegetation* The «serpentin© effect*» results above all 
in extensive waste or barren areas; relatively few species; 
presence of species with discontinuous distributions and 
(not readily determined) serpentine races, some of which are 
morphologically distinguished (viz. Rune 1953, p.123)# In 
this way the sparsely covered debris is the result of the 
serpentine effect# Study of what retards colonisation is 
study of the cause of the serpentine effect#
To this end, the priser© which starts on serpentine 
debris is first described, together with appropriate data 
concerning particularly the distribution of plants typical 
of the pioneer stage. This failure of closed vegetation 
to develop over the debris must be due to serpentine features 
like toxicity and/or physical factors* Bo th© physiognomy 
of the debris vegetation and the distribution of the debris
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itself is compared with earlier olimatio evidenoo and with 
the probable effects of different chemicals in serpentine 
soil# This leads to assessment both of the factors retarding 
colonisation, and of the serpentine effect, in Unst itself#
It also leads to consideration of cyclical succession and 
the origin and affinities of the debris habitat#
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A# The four caver-nhaeas
Derivation'.of figures. ,- Foroontag# cover in 59 quadrats was 
recorded# Percentage cover per species was noted separately 
but kept in groups of thirteen (total samples per 1 ft* x 1 ft, 
quadrat t see p# 38 )# This last value - cover per quadrat -
is used here for both total and specific cover# 0, total
cover, lies between 0 and 1300; and initial study is of 
trends in vegetation with increasing cover# Bo quadrats are 
grouped in ascending classes where 0 » 0, 0 « 1 - 20, 21 - 40 
etc* The mean cover in each class is expressed as a 
percentage - the average % total cover per class; this is 
referred to hereafter as ’total cover’# Oover values for 
each species are treated similarly - the average % specific 
cover per class; hereafter referred to as ’cover* of that 
species# This information is given in Table Vlip.57a),
In considering this prisere, I wish to compare a species* 
performance bn debris having ©parse plant cover with its 
performance on closed, climax, vegetation* No cover analysis 
however is available for the latter* The frequency figures 
set down for this purpose in Table VI col* A come from the 
debris analysis (frequency being recorded simultaneously with 
cover): those in column B from samples got in Analysis A
(p# 56 ) on closed vegetation over free-draining, not mire,
soils; on what may be loosely termed heath* (This analysis
antedated the phytosociological analysis of the pioneer and 
various types of closed vegetation described in Part III)*
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Demarcatlonof rahases. Wl-iile it is at once clear that some
species are confined to this debris, it is not possible to 
say by inspection at what degree of total cover they disappear 
This is primarily .because areas of debris and heath vegetation 
lack a pattern discernible to the eye# Even the extremes, 
«open« and «closed” patches, do not necessarily bear either 
a spatial or temporal relationship to one another as do such 
phases of a sand-dun©». A random method of sampling was 
accordingly used (p* 38 )*.
Reconstruction of phases la based on the assumption 
that total cover normally Increases with time* Division 
of phases might seem arbitrary, but inspection of the table 
shows there are noticeable changes in the'quality of the 
total cover, corresponding to changes in the contribution 
of the dominant species or the number of species present#
The plants fall into three groups with Increase in total 
cover and in average mmber of species per quadrat# These 
groupa fit into a four-phase priser©;
(1) Pioneer phase, characterised by species exclusive 
on serpentine, sea-cliffs apart, to debris (serpentine 
exclusives, p# 42 )#
The next two phases are typified by species common to 
debris and heath;
(2) Grass phase ; dominated by A.gro,stis .stolonifera 
and Festuca rubra or F# vivlmra
(3) Carex flacca phase and
(4) Galluna phase or heath (to ± 100 % cover: the 
climax vegetation) which also has some plants exclusive to 
heath. These phases are now examined#
5Q*
(1) Pioneer phase (early open t to 5^). This phase
is typified by species which,' though of low--cover, are - ■ - 
exclusive on serpentine to debris or dobrie and aoa-eliffs#' ■ 
Comprising more than tivo-thirde of the total cover even ■ 
where this is at its lowest, the largest number of these 
species occurs where it is 5»3# and none is found where it- 
exceeds 19*4^# This group■I.call the-pioneers#'
The other species in this phase/' are ooimon to debris 
and heath» With'low cover here as in all the other phases, 
and opportunists by nature, the annuals Euphrasia rotundifolia.
E. foulagnBi's, 1# scotica. Einmn catharticum and Hhinanthus 
Bpadiceus have little significance# low % cover also 
applies to Bellla-verna and Humex■acetosa. while only that 
species and Anthvllis vulneraria may be said to belong rather 
to the lower phases of cover than to heath# The presence of 
on© plant of Garex flacca at a total cover of 0#8^'is 
probably related to secondary succession (see p» 82 )# While 
maritima shows no apparent relationship to total or
specific cover, Thymus druoei does# At total cover of 8#7ÿ, 
cover of Thymus rises but cover of pioneers and grasses drops# 
The cover relationship of these groups is examined in relation 
to secondary succession (p#83 ) and competition (part I?)#
M  restIs stolonifera. Festuca rubra and F# vivioara 
might justifiably be regarded ae pioneers, but the term 
’exclusive to debris’ eliminates them; even at total oover 
of 0#8^ ' these grasses constitute the greatest single oover 
value and, to their maximum at a total cover of 19#4^, they 
never form less than 50JS of that figure where, incidentally 
a pioneer - .Cerastium nig^resoens - ia still present# It is 
just the presence and increase of th© grasses throughout the 
range of the pioneers that makes it difficult to set an upper
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limit, in terms of oover alone, to the pioneer phase. The 
pioneers do however drop in number and oover value from a 
peak at a total oover of 5#3^ ae does the average number of 
speoies per quadrat# For the present therefore I consider 
total cover of 5.3^ as the upper limit of the pioneer phase#
The pioneers are the most important single group of 
species in this study and there are several features to be 
considered in connection with them# One question is prompted 
by the fact that Hamar contains the largest number of these 
species in Unst# What of the other ünst serpentine 
localities? After Hamar, Clibberswick has the greatest 
number, then Sobul-Watlee, while the Heog© have least* This 
is to some extent due to each of these localities having 
progressively less debris, associated or otherwise#
A,renaria norvegica and three other species are found in all 
four places, Hubus saxatilis la confined (in Unst) to Hamar 
(one record each exista for Minuartia rubella and Bag^ ina 
aaginoidea : see p# 43 )*
Another distribution feature is the complete absence of 
the pioneers from unassociated debris, on either the ochreous 
or grey parts of such patches# The reasonsfor this preference 
are examined causally in relation to the chemical nature of 
the soil and the pioneers’ micans of dispersal on pp# 69 -/O #
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Table VII .
Distribution of the pioneers on the four main 
serpentine debris looaiities. (see map, -fig, 4 p# 21a).
X, observed personally; x, recorded by other authors#
ïîamar Clibbera- Sobul- Haoga 
wick Watlee
Arenaria norvegica X X X X
Oochlearia ecotica X -X ' ' X ■ X
Silen© maritimm X X X X
Armoria maritima X X X X
Sagina nodosa X X X -
Oardaminopais petraea X X V — /
Oerastium nigroacens X m> * • 
{F.j.Hanbury 
1894* In Druoe 
1922* p, 476)
Hubus saxatllis, X *# ## •
Minuartia rubella m (p #43.) -
Sagina ©aginoidea m
The geographical distribution groups (arctio^alpine ©to#) 
to which many of the pioneers belong are dealt with after th© 
prisere has been described (p*56 ); so are such biological 
features of the pioneers as their life-forms# The question 
of their means of dispersal I have just mentioned; and a 
remaining point, that of their adaptations to the physical 
features of the debris habitat in Unst, is ©xmiined on pp#65-66
(2) Grass phase (lat© ooens to 10^ cover). This phase
extends from total cover of 6#8^ to 10#4# where the grasses, 
never contributing less than 50# of that total cover, reach
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their maximum* The mean number of species per quadrat 
again inoreasea with increase in total oover but la initially 
lower than the figure at the oloa© of the pioneer phase; 
this is explained in terms of cyclical sucoeaaion {p#83 )#
After the graaaee, Flantago and fhymus contribute most 
oover# Six species are first seen on the debris in this 
phase# They pereiet into heath where all but one hâve 
higher frequencies ; Antemmria dioioa. Viola riviniana. 
Pplygala vulgaris. Garex flacca. G* " demi ssor: and
BiSSEâSMMOiiaiiSâSaaE - only m&ss-en the debris,
Garex maieea also oacurs in this and, succeeding phases,
growing with Carex flacca# There was however some difficulty 
in the field in distinguishing the two species# Most of the 
plants wère heavily grazed, and material of the two species 
In the vegetative state alone could not with certainty be 
differentiated by the ligule character given in, for example, 
Glapham, Tutin & Warburg (1952) # But by far the greater 
quantity of flowering material was Oarex flacca# So, 
although it is impossible to give preeiee proportions, it is 
safe to say that only a small amount of the cover attributed 
to Carex flacca in, for instance, Table VI (p,5ya) is in fact 
duo to
(3) Carex flacca phase (early closed : to 35.7#)#
This phase occurs from beyond total cover of IB#4 to 33,7#*
The drop in the cover of the grasses between total cover of 
19#4 and '23*9^  is countered by a sharp rise in cover of 
Garex flacca* This reversal in cover of the principal 
species is accompanied by other important changes in the 
flora# The pioneers persisted through the grass-phase; at 
total cover of 23*9^ they are absent and Oalluna appears.
But at this stage the planta are small, prostrate and an
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orange-red colour, indicating the abnormal behaviour reported 
by'Raynor {1013, 1921)■in Oalluna. on calcareoua soils where 
the inimical factor is chemical 'but of unknown nature* :
Galluna appears with other species (Table. VI) which, ^ like< 
several seen for the first time in the previous phase, are . 
typical of -serpentine heath* Ooelogylossum virid© and 
Botrychium lunarla were first noted in this phase, though
they did not occur in any samples*
heath (late
closed : to 100^) * Ones total cover exceeds 33*7.0* cover
of Garex flacca drops from its peak while that of Oalluna. 
rises* There is a gap in the readings betvmen total cover 
of 33*7 and 1000* Gan the final phase be said to begin 
once total cover exceeds 340?
Behoenus ntericans'and Garex flacoq, become dominants 
in serpentine communities where total cover exceeds 330 but 
which* lacking ■Galluna* cannot develop from this stage of the 
prisere* This leaves the Galluna or Erica oinerea soeiations, 
the least affected biotically of those of the sedge-grass- 
heath in Ünst (see.Part III p*105)*
With the exception of some annuals, several characteristic 
but subordinate heath species first appear in the grass-phase* 
They are augmented at the start of the sedge phase by Galluna 
and others* Before the arrival of Oalluna the.pioneera go* 
This suggest© some habitat change in on© direction, connected 
with the gradual accumulation of humus in th© mineral debris 
(Table yiXI) and other associated result© of reaction 
(Olemeats 1916 p# 102)* Qn increase in total cover no further 
Bpccies drop out; with any other© that appear they persist
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Into serpentine heath at a total cover of 1000* So the soil 
development must be maintained normally in one direction, as 
the soil-pH figures,like the 0 humus content ^ indicate 
(Table VIII).
Plant cover (»mx#) 
phase
Sail pH range 
0 humus content
of oven driecL <soil
to 60 to 190 to 330 
pioneer grass sedge
672-612 620-5.7? 5.90-330
042 1.27 4‘82
to 1000 
heath 
3.30-S12
21-54
As .Oalluna ■ ie established by a total edver-'of 330* the final 
phase starts once cover of Oarex flacca declines, and develops 
to the elimwc vegetation with 1000 plant cover#
The pioneers are restricted to the moat open phases in 
the plant succession; or most mineral phases in the soil 
succession; and they are eliminated with increase in total 
plant cover (and/or humus content) and the appearance of known 
càlcifuge species such as Galluna .vulgaris. This is very 
like the sequence described by Balms (1953) of plant and soil 
succession from open unstable limestone scree in the Derbyshire 
fells# Galoieoles occur only under the oonditiona of zones I 
and II (open and closed Festucatum), some like Anthyllis 
vulneraria and He liant hue chMaecji.stus being confined to the 
most open condition© of zone I on* that is, the unstable 
rendzinas (Balme l»c# p*,341)* Similarly, calcifuges (there 
defined as absent from the highly calcareous zone I) like 
Deaohamoaia flexousa. Mardus striota and Vaccinium mvrtilluo 
normally invade at a later stage in the succession# It ia 
of Interest that on the serpentine of Unst (and other Scottish
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serpentine localities exetmined : Part XII, Table XI p. i7 )
these species are absent from or rare in even the closed 
heath# This applies also to several other species, many of 
them aoidiphils (see p# 44 )• (I merely wish to point out 
here a parallel that exists to the situation on the serpentine 
debris in Unst# Discussion of Balme’s conclusions is held 
over to Part IV which I devote to a field inquiry into the 
general problem of the restriction of rare species to open 
habitats#)
Now that the succession from pioneer phase to heath 
has been described, two further features are noted* It 
was said (on p#45 ) that 210 of the species listed from Unst 
hi11-land are in Matthew’s (1937, 1955) arctic-alpine, 
arctic-subarctic, northern montane and oceanic northern 
elements or are low arctic-oceanic (Bêcher 1954)# Apart 
from the presence of some of them on eea-cliffs of any rook 
type in Unst, 500 of the species in these categories are 
confined there to serpentine debris or rook-orevices* The 
significance of this high percentage can now be examined 
further.
Of the 20 species listed for the pioneer phase on debris 
(Table VI p# 57ûu) 9, or 450, are in the above elements (see
Table I p#5a)# This compares with 5 out of 34 species or 
140 in the heath (Table X p# 41 ), the climax vegetation to 
which the pioneer phase ia serally related# The pioneer 
vegetation has a far hi^er proportion of boreal species 
than the closed heath which succeeds it# This indicates 
that many of the pioneers are relics («survivors of a lost 
flora” Ridley 1930), that the community itself has relict 
status. life-fofma confirm this#
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The chàmaepbyte 1$ the arctic life-forraj the 20%
Biochor© (the line at anâ beyond which chaftiaephytee form 
at leaet 20^ of the total flora of a region) corresponds 
to the June isotherm of 40 deg* ?* (Haunkaier 1934 p# 132 
et sag.)# Shetland as a v/hole lies according to Raunkaier 
south of the 1ÔS6 Bio chore in the cold temperate zone* The 
Ch* percentage in the sedge-grass aooiations in Unst (Table XI 
p* 97 ) i® ^0# in the heath sooiations 23 (Table X p#S* )# 
figures well above the Shetland average* But what matters 
here is their proportion to the figure for debris; and the 
Oh* percentage in the pioneer phase (Table VI p*57«-) is 45* 
which is twice the percentage of the communities forming the 
climax vegetation* #he -presence is thus demonstrated—of 
-species wit^h disoontinuouB distributions-* The relict status 
of this community is discussed in relation to climate and 
climax vegetation in Part III p* 150-1) *
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A© soon m  erne plant goes short of an essential 
requirement duo to the aetivlties of another plant, then 
competition exists* fig# 6 (p#58a) is a root-*diagram of 
on© square foot of debris# It shows a more extreme situation 
than that reported by Jenny#*lipB (1930 : in Braun-Blanquet 
1932 pttlO) in a gravel^slide association, where roots 
Intermingled when surface^cover was 5 -*• 15^# Here, total 
cover is only about 1#5^, but the roots of one plant occupy 
the same ground {0#7 cm# 1*3 cm# below the surface) in the 
vertical and horizontal planes as those of another, well-- 
separated on the debris surface# Thus Cardaminoosis petraea 
in B4 lies more than 30 cm# from Oerastlum nigresoens. 20 cm# 
outside A4# So competition can exist even at almost the 
lowest cover-^phases of the priser©#
Until total cover of 33^ there is a broad increase in 
both total cover and in the mean number of species per 
quadrat (M)# This cover increases from 33^, to 100% in 
gras ©--heath, with an increase in the total number of species 
X in the community (22^to 36 in Oalluna--aoclation, p* (^1 )#
But there is no rise in the number of species per quadrat#
This romins at about 12 (sedge phase, p# 55 )# The priser© 
undergoes a qualitative change between total cover of 19$ and 
33$# Though the plant cover has only reached 33$ of the 
total surface yet the community has in some aens© become 
closed and root competition, possible at the lowest total 
cover, is the probable explanation# Such a habitat with 
2/3 of its area uncolonieed would normally be regarded as 
open# But in view of the qualitative changes just observed
3  o R/
3 +2lcm4 4j^+l5cm. 2
AftCNAm
CARDAMINOPJfS
CERASTIUM
6 cm
A
B
D
Flg^6o 8eal0 drawiiiïg, % roots of plants In 1 sq*ft*
(I3 ô2 X 1 3 ^ 2 om* ) of dfôteis; plant qover 1  ^ 5% x m =stone s t 
□ s point of ©mergenoe of shoot from solle A figure beside 
a root indicates (In erne*) the depth In the soil at which 
the root waa found. The soil is surfaced by gravel^between 
0,3 and 1,0 oms, in diameter,which forms a thin layer 
over about l^cms of fine earth mixed with some gravel. 
Beneath is bedrock.
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it seems cox'ract to refer to it rather as ' ^ early olOBed*’ 
phase^ reserving *^ open^ * for the two earlier phases where 
the mean number of species par quadrat is atill inoraaalng# 
, The ■ nomenclature adopted for the phases of the priéere 
can now be seen to.be based on % cover and the probable 
effect of compétition.
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habitat and, yegetatlom 
A, , i^ lant phyaio^nemy, wind .ianâ retarded ^^oloniaation
(.1)  ^Boll-erosion and soil^inBtfibility, Whether or not 
there., ia exposed bedrock in the centre of a patch, of. debris, 
the margins of .these, patches at ones suggest erosion# Areas 
of heath alternate with the debris or bound its edges and the 
surface of this heath lies perhaps 15 cm* or more above it 
(Plate IX phot* 3)# The join is made by scarps of earth at 
the top of which the vegetation is undercut# Scarps usually 
lie across the slopes facing west to southwest (Plate II 
phot# 2)* But debrie patches can be seen developing in the 
closed mat almost anywhere on the serpentine outcrop# They 
often lie in alight depressions#
Let the earth^barad scarp represent a first stag© in 
soil'^erosion; then progressive removal of the earth will 
eventually bare the underlying layer of small stones that 
forms the typical debris surface# $o patches of earth with 
sparse or no plant cover may be taken aa recently eroded in 
comparison with areas where stones extrude* Such open 
patches of earth are becoming in effect areas of re^exposed 
debris (see p# 81 )* The evidence on the causes of this 
r©^exposed debris has still to be given (p# 66 ), but where 
these patches lie in slight depressions on the hill#^sides 
then rain*-wash is clearly important#
Soil^erosion on the debris results first of all in 
root-^baring of the scattered individual plants* I’rost may 
assist; the soil in the early cover phases is soft to the 
tread* easily compressed* This may be inimical to eoesis; 
while X imvo no available figures for survival rates, I 
noticed that a large number of seedlings or first year plants
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were * sprung * in March 1952# Exposed tap roots and laterals 
are usually seen in spot-bound species with lax branching 
systems, like Qspaatlum. «iereseens. Arengxla, Oarâmlnopsls 
§ll©ne_n^£it3|® (Mg. 6, p. 58a)] snd in Mlene..ao&ulis. 
ârmeria maritima and.Plantage maritlma# .
Initially low-growing as. shown for the last two..species 
by Plate III phot* 1, 2* they tend with time to develop conioal 
tufts 5 to # cm* high (Plata III, phot# 3*4), These ■tufts 
may be eroded from,the base (plate IV phot* X) like the edge 
of the heath patches* or die from the top; to leave in time 
only the bottom fringe of the tussock (Plate IV phot* 2)# In 
this last case a semicircle of bare earth marks the missing 
part of the plant and must indicate recent erosion# Pestuca 
rubra forms 7*5 to 10 cm# high tussocks which may be similarly 
eroded (Plate IV phot * 3) leaving young growth only at Its 
lower edge# , This would eventually produce the fringe of 
Pig# 7 (p* 61a), each piece of Peatuoa being a short length of 
stolon# Surrounded by a ring of nearly-dead pestuga  ^the 
circle of earth in Plate IV phot, 4 must represent the base 
of a tussock which has been almost completely eroded; and 
again more recently than the surrounding debris*
'Carex flacca. and Ü# naniQça> (Pig# S p#6ib), shows another 
aspect of soil-erosion. The base of the oldest of the three 
rosettes must stand about 1*5 cm, above the present surface 
of the debris; normally (in, say, wet-flush turf) the base 
of the rosette of three leaves is almost level with the ground - 
as at the extreme left. The younger rosette Is moreover about 
1,5 cm*, below the soil surface* This shows how rhiaommtous 
species can resist erosion by colonising new ground vegetatively 
By contrast, individuals of spot-bound species such as Arenaria
DEBRIS
BARE SOIL
SCALE X 1/2
7 - D i a g r a m s h o w i n g  the fringe of an eroded 
tuesock of ï'estuca rubra,the bare soil IndicEiting 
its probable former extent; cf® Plate IV,phot,4*
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or Oerastium seem to survive passively» (These different
reaotions ar© âi^cuBsed on p* 65 )#
The ©yldence shmis that the ©oil is unstable and that 
erosion, which in hollows is caused by drainage water, is 
occurring, By destroying the vegetation-mat, erosion 
r©-exposes debris; a patch of this type is what I have called 
(p, 2,6 ) unassociated debris* ividenc© of severe erosion among 
individual debris plants is also given; some species can 
survive by vegetative spread*
(2) Stature and community limitation* Shoots of debris 
specimens of Silene maritima (PI* V phot* 1) and the peduncles 
of Oardaminopsi© petraea (FI* V phot, 2) are prostrate; so is 
the normally vertical peduncle of Bumax acetosa* â specimen 
of Hubus saxatilis from the open debris (PI* V phot* 3) shows 
considerable dwarfing compared with one from the edge of a 
boulder (PI* V phot* 4)* In July 1952, two stones were set 
beside several specimens of Oerastium nl^^rescens of the usual 
prostrate type (Pl* VI phot* 1); by August 1953 they were all 
more or less erect (Pl# VI phot* 2)* These examples all 
suggest that the typical debris plant is subject to sisse 
limitation*
Among plants found on debris and heath, debris specimens 
of Carex. demissa . average 4*5 cm* in height compared with 
7*7 cm* for heath specimens (each av* 10 plants)* Stature 
here might be attributed to edaphic differences* So measure­
ments were made of the length and, if it differed, of the 
vertical height of the flower stalks - plus - inflorescences 
of some species common to both habitats* Headings for 
Agrostisstolonifera are given in Table IX, On debris the 
plants have a shorter flower stalk - with - inflorescence*
This is also more prostrate than on heath, even more than on
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heath by the sail (see below) where the greatest hsi^it is 
aehlevoa,
length and vertical height, in inches, of flower stalk 
and inflorescence of Agrostis stolonifera in three stations.
station
heath by 
wall (1)
heath (2)
debris
measure
length 
vert.ht.
mean range
7.3
6.1
6 - 9  
4 - 8.5
length 
vert.ht.
5.0
3*2
4.5 - 6 
2 — 4.5
length 
vert.ht.
3.4
1.4
2 , 6 - 5  
0,5 - 2.6
ratio of 
length/ 
vert,ht#
1,2
1,6
2#4
stature limitation can be assumed therefore to exist over 
most of this serpentine area (Hamar) with a maximum on debris 
and a minimum or nil on the heath by the wall# The figures 
for Agrostis stolonifera indicate that the difference is not 
primarily edaphic; this ia also indicated.by the restriction 
in spread of a community with 100^ cover to on© metre from 
either aide of a dry-stone wall that crosses the Hamar debris 
at 30 m# (Pl* I phot# 2), from the negligible change in fenced 
areas of Hamar over the past three years, grazing too may be 
discounted here ip.34),
It was earlier stated (p# |7 ) that wind might be important 
as a limiting factor; there also seemed to be broad correlation 
of major debris areas and west and south-west winds# With 
consideration of roughness height (Heilman 1915), greater
wiïidspeed may be anticipated near the ground on the larger
areas of debris than on adjoining areas of heath (Geiger 1950 
p#307)i The debris'is smooth as if oteam*^roilered (of* p#^6); 
the heath Is a low plant cover * {f inâspeèd'.v/ill'be least on 
heath by the wall where shelter ia obvious on any suitable day*) 
Microolimate readinga confirm t h i s O n  13th September 
1952V for exàmpléy ■ between ■ - SO*00■ hr©#*• the air temperature 
ahd relative humidity were conaiatently lower at 15 cm* on 
debris than at the same level on heath; indeed H*H* on heath
at 15 cm# >■ R*H*; on-debris at 1 cm*-
■ -Stature-limitation is least on heath by the wall and 
greatest on the débris; - windsÿéed near the g%#und beCing^  the' % - 
converse* So stature seems limited by wind* This relationship
was studied by Whitehead (1951) who showed what he called
parameter 2:-'\(Hellman''B r^oughness-'height**') to be directly
V
related to the height of he ont onodium ..nival© on. .Monte Malella*. 
Italy* - ' hater, ■- with' selection of-\ sample, areas, ■ he showed . (1953) 
Zq to be related to plant and inflorescence height of a series 
of communities variously exposed* [p Wind therefore seems to bê 
the master factor in this habitat, dwarfing the plants and 
limiting their ' spread.#' and,' causing’,erosio.n#: destruction of the 
vegetation mat and .ré^exposuré- /'of. thé \ debris *
Microclimate* Air temperature and relative humidity near the 
ground; were "measured in contrasting locaiities over several'' ' 
periods* Two maximum and two minimum thermometers were ©ach 
placed in special **coo0a*^ tin^  shield©* This whitened shield 
has been-',found in -practide;.to\fedUcc-.radiation effects# giving 
results about 2^ F* higher thah,standard screens (Mr* i* Smith, 
in litt# ) B*È# was measured by an Assmann Hygrometer* 
Measurements were taken on Hamar of air temperature at 15 cm* 
(grass minimum at 0*5 cm*) and R*H* at several levels near the 
ground# in heath by wall#heath in open# and debris (Plate VI#
3#4)* Vegetation heights at points of measurement were ; 
heath (1) |3 cm* # heath (2) 7*5 cm* # and debris 0 cm*
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Stature limitation means that, at least, 
growth is slowed. The day after a northerly gale in August 
1952, the tops of sedge leaves and grasses on debris and heath . 
were scorchedj about 2.5 e®. in the oase of the sedges, 
heaves of Garex demlssa had a mean (20) height of 4.5 cm, 
on debris* They were scorched from 2*5 cm. above the ground.
In heath their leaves were nearer 7.9 era.5 these were eoorched 
from 5 cm. above the ground, Sail ©peciraene were unaffected.
The smaller specimens of Q&v&x were on the debris; they were 
scorched proportionally more (3:4) than the taller heath 
specimens (1:2),
Wind can limit stature directly by scorching; as expected 
it does this most severely on debris. This shows that 
colonisation is retoxded on the debris and hence the vegetation 
tends to stay open,
(4) Adaptations exhibited.,_by_,pi.tneeri. and.jathtr. plantg, on...the
û B h P i B m  In oonneotlon with ©oll-lnetablllty # the qmeatlom 
arise© whether the debri© plmts have any physical adaptatiohs 
giving them advantages over epeeiea i m k i n ^  such adaptations# 
Binee the pioneers# with the exoeption of Euhus samtilis 
and OardaminoDSls petraea. lack means of vegetative spread they 
might seem to be passive in surviving the effect of soil-erosion# 
frost**heavlng etc# The scaXe-dmwlngs of Figs# 9-1 1,
PP# 66 a#b# show that in fact# and including gardaminonsis. they 
Imv© very deep and extensive root-systems# particularly when 
these are compared with their aerial growth#
Piohi-Sermoli (1948) and Rune (1953 p# 57) note the great 
develop^ment of the root-syetcme aa one of the morphological 
changes undergone by serpentinophytes# Referring to Fenno-
scandia# Hun© considers both nanism and greatly-developed 
root-ay a tome to be Adaptive chamoters - xeromorphism - 
typical of plants in dry habitatst# But I îiave shown stature
6 6 *
limitation p n the üiiet serpentine to be largely adaptation to 
wind-exposure# ' The extensive root-systerne of the pioneers I 
likewise oonslder adaptations to soil-instability that would 
put all but deep-rooted perennials at a disadvantage#
All the species common to ünst serpentine debris and - 
heath vegetation and abundant on debris possess deep roots - ■ 
Plantago maritiim. Agrostis# gestuca, Oarex flaoca (G. nanicea) 
and Thymus drucei# And - all these species# except Plantago. 
possess means■of vegetative spread by which they can evidently 
revive after erosion (of# Oar ex panic,-ea# Pig# 8 p#61b)* This 
ability to resist erosion imy also confer an advantage in 
succession# especially if ecesis is difficult (cf# p# 60 ); 
certainly the grasses and later Qarex flacca are dominant on 
the debris till cover, exceeds 33%i and all persist into, heath* 
This too can be interpreted aa a direct adaptation to physical 
feature® of the environment - all these species are typical of 
debris and associated heath of different rock-type® in Shetland 
and beyond (see Part III)#
(5) Bumnmry# • It aeema established beyond doubt .that wind is 
the master factor in this habitat# It may be said to act 
directly by stature limitation {scorching) and indirectly# with 
rain and soil instability, by baring roots# Wind must 
consequently re-expose the surface of the debris; with area® 
re-exposed by rainwash these constitute uncolonisad areas of 
unassociated debris# find must also maintain debris as an 
open habitat more or less permanently by retarding oolonisation. 
Debris species have been shown to possess adaptations which 
suit such an interpretation# This of course bears out the 
supposition made (p# ly ) when discussing data on the Shetland 
climate, that wind in view of its magnitude there raight well 
impose limitations on vegetation even at low altitudes#
3 cm.
a.
S'ig.9o Scale drawing, x 1, of (a) root profile of young 
plant of_Argna#m_aag%,Êgim and (b) root spread of 
yotog plant of CQra^ tliM.,niff.yese.ens.the .roots of which 
lie about 2,5 eras below the soil surface.
4 cms
Flg«10« Root-"diagram, x i,of Cardaminopsls petraea 
Full depth of tap root not known. Dotted line in­
dicates extent of finer roots.
TAP ROOT
Fig,11, Root-diagram, x i,of Silene maritima:also 
shows the prostrate stems. Dotted circle indicates 
point of emergence of shoot from soil.
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Serpentine debris with sparse plant cover can be said 
to exist because the interaction of wind with an inherently 
unstable habitat retards colonisation. But this ignores 
questions arising from the chemical composition of the rock, 
questions which are now examined.
6 8 , .
B, Chemical composition of serpentine soil and its effect on 
vegetation.
(1) Different, rates of weathering.and the, distribution of the 
pioneera. There ia much exposed, serpentin© bedrock in Unat#
Some of this is immediately surrounded by heath even where,, as 
on the Heogs, the elope is craggy. On Hamar the exposed 
bedrock ia surrounded by expanses of associated debria. Two 
problems arise from the presence of different rates of weathering: 
the cause of these differences and their consequence for plants.
According to Hune (1B53 p,101), unaltered olivine is 
extremely resistant to weathering and such rock is more or less 
destitute of soil and vegetation; in fact serpentine rocks in 
general weather slowly, but weathering seems to increase with 
increasing serpentini%ation#
percentage mineral content has been determined from a large 
number of serpentina and other ultrabasic localities in Sweden, 
From these data Rune has correlated extent of weathering with 
degree of serpentihization. 1© has shown that on peridotite 
rock the serpentine character of the vegetation, like barranness 
(this paper p,4 ) increases with Increase in serpentinixatlon. 
This he considers the result of the consequent increase in 
weathering and in solubility of nickel and chromium (this paper 
p. 31 ).
3erpentiniaation is general over the ultrabasic rooks of 
Unst (p, 23 ) but I cannot assess difference in degree and 
therefore the precise effect on weathering. Rune * s explanation 
however fits the known facta from Ünst; certainly the most 
weathered areas, those with most extensive debris or barrens, 
have high Or and Ni content (p, 31 )• The significance of this 
in producing the ’serpentine effect’ is discussed on p,]6 ,
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The affect, on colonisation is for the moment more important 
than the cause, Mh^thBr it ia due to rate of weathering 
exceeding rate of colonisation or the presence of excess 
nickel, or both, extensive debris round bedrock means that 
colonisation is retarded, an open habitat constantly provided. 
The debris habitat as a whole illustrates the condition of 
ecological youth (Griggs 1940) or failure of climax vegetation 
to establish itself (Pigott and Walters 1954), conditions 
essential for the survival of relic species like the pioneers 
(see Part IV),
It is a distribution phenomenon of these pioneers which 
may be directly attributed to the rate of weathering exceeding 
the rate of recolonisation. How far any pioneer species is 
confined to one locality like Hamar, or found on all the hills, 
has already been noted (p,?2 ), Although their abundance 
varies greatly within these localities, the pioneers Ijave one 
oonsiatent habitat^feature; namely, that they are found only 
on debris associated with weathering bedrock. This debris may 
be of the nearby, oçhreous, type or more distant, older and more 
fragmentary grey type (p,zy ), However large the patches are, 
no pioneer has been found in unasaociated debris. This lacks 
bedrock, but is otherwise similar to the grey type of associated 
debris; whatever else is the cause, the pioneers’ consistent 
absence from unasaociated debris cannot be due to unsuitable 
soil for ecesis,
A feature of some pioneers species ia their limited 
dispersal. Adult plants are often seen surrounded by seedlings 
or young plants, Cochlearia sootica particularly occurs in 
clumps in the manner of foreshore plants like Salsola kali or 
Crambe maritima. Once, on Ruinsival in Rhum, 12 seedlings of 
Arenaria norvégien were observed growing successfully in the
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parent’s buried capsule# Certainly these two species and 
Oerastium niferesoens and Cardaminonsis petraea have relatively 
heavy seeds in comparison with those of Euphrasia rotundifolia 
or Linum oatharticum.
Given the pioneers’ limited dispersal and poor powers of 
colonisation it is possible to account simply for their present 
distribution on the lînst debris, patches of unassociated 
debris, isolated now from bedrock, have been re-exposed by 
secondary causes like wind or rain-wash (of, p,66 ); they 
present more recently exposed surfaces for ecesis by the 
pioneers. But the pioneers themselves Jiave limited dispersal. 
It is for this reason and not because the soil habitat in itself 
is unsuitable that the patches of debris unassociated with 
weathering bedrock remain more or less consistently without 
pioneer species. The present day survival of the pioneers 
must be due to the provision of permanent debris patches where 
the rate of weathering exceeds the rate of colonisation*
The properties possessed by the patches of associated 
debris are this permanent source of freshly weathered material 
and absence of competition, in a wide and rather loose sense; 
whichever may matter more to the survival of the pioneers I 
examine in part IV, Such associated patches can be visualised 
here as providing a permanent ’nursery bed’ from which the 
pioneers can spread to associated, spatially continuous, grey 
debris, Now rapidly weathering bedrock is also highly 
serpentinised, having therefore a high nickel content. So, 
with time, selection must have favoured those races of pioneers 
adapted to this unusual factor.
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(2) Opinions on the causal connection between chemical 
elements in serpentine and the serpentine effect.
Interpreted as a serpentine effect, features like the debris 
with sparse plant cover are generally presumed (vide Rune 1953 
p. 115) to be due to the chemical composition of that rock.
This causes toxicity, an unfavourable balance between ions 
or a deficiency of essential elements*
Hune reviews the literature on the effects of the presence 
and quantities of different elements present in natural 
serpentine soils. The follov/ing ia a summary of this review, 
/Magnesium was often suspected of causing the "serpentine 
effect" through (1) high Mg, content or (2) Mg/Ca balance,
(1) Robinson, Bdgington and Byers (1935) point out that 
serpentine rocks of Cuba weather into a laterite soil from 
which nearly all Mg is lost by leaching* The vegetation of 
these soils nevertheless has a marked serpentine character. 
Again, Lammermayer (1928 in Rune 1953) noted that, in the 
Austrian Alps, floras of other rooks with high Mg content - 
magnesite, dolerite - did npt show a serpentine cîriaracter;
Hune confirms this view from his Swedish data, j (2) As to 
Mg/Ca ratio; the Austrian magnesite has, incidentally, almost 
the same Mg/Ca ratio as serpentine. Decrease in serpentine 
effect with presence of Ca might be oonsidered due to decrease 
in Mg/Ca ratio, Kruokeberg’s (1951) experiments showed that 
adding calcium countered the serpentine toxicity; which, 
however, also counters chromium toxicity (Koenig, 1910).
Apart from iron which is mentioned below there are the 
two minor elements, chromium and nickel, that are found in 
relatively large quantities in serpentine. Robinson et al 
cited experiments by koenig (1910) on chromium toxicity and by 
Bcharrer and Bchropp (1933) on nickel toxicity. They assumed
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that the comparatively high percentages of chromium and nickel 
were the dominant and general causes of serpentine infertility# 
Rune states that all Swedish ultrabasic exhibiting the 
serpentine effect had oWomlum#
 ^As to nickel: Rune shows that several plants typical of
copper soils in Scandinavia are also typical of serpentine 
(ytp<3aria alnina is actually a niokel-or© indicator) i the 
same applies broadly to calamine soils* This suggests a link 
in coïïimon effect between serpentine, copper and zinc, soils*
Such a connection is provided by Hi, Ou, and to, 28, 29 and 30 
in the Periodic System, and true minor elements* Hune concludes 
that his own observations support the assumption of Robinson 
at al, that the rather high content of chromium and nickel are 
the general and dominant causes of infertility. Special 
indications are noted with regard to nickel (Rune 1953, p*130). 
But Hune emphasises that the effect of these elements on 
serpentine soil depends upon many other properties of the rock 
like low nutrient content, mechanical composition, absence of 
Ca, etc*
Reviewed now are some of the findings, on-nickel-toxicity, 
of workers at the Macaulay Institute for Soil Research# {Most 
of this work has been published since Rune’s paper want to 
proas)* Vargnano and Hunter (1952) list the many authors 
besides Bcharrer and Bchropp,‘mentioned above, who have 
demonstrated that nickel is toxic in nutrient solutions, over a 
varying range, to a large number of crop plants* . The same 
applies to cobalt (also present in serpentine soils)* Similar 
toxic symptoms - white necrotic stripes - are produced by both 
metals but they are distinct from those produced by chromium 
(Hunter and ?ergnano, 1952)* They are accompanied by chlorosis 
caused by induced iron deficiency (Vergnano and Hunter 1952)#
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îorgnano and Hunter (l*c*) have shown that the toxic 
symptoms and anatomical changes produced In oat plants by 
addition of nickel and cobalt to nutrient solutions, or by 
iron deficiency, are similar to thoao occurring in oat plants 
on serpentine soils In Aberdeenshire (this paper p* 31 )*
Cobalt content of sand culture plants is consistently higher 
than in those on natural soils; nickel content is comparable*
Mckel-toxlcity is clearly demonstrated* Relationship 
to iron is not 00 certain* A further series of experiments 
showed that nickel toxicity symptoms wore less severe vjhon the 
concentrations of iron in nutrient solution was high* There 
appeared to be good correlation between degree of toxicity 
symptoms and the Nl/fo ratio in the plant (Orooke, Hunter and 
Vergnano 1954) which later result© do not however confirm 
(Orooke and Inkson 1955)*
Recently Steele (1955) investigated certain aspects of the 
calclo'ole habit* He produces experimental evidence which 
suggests that the offspring of Arenaria verna var. gerardi 
from the serpentine of the Lizard, OornwaXl, are adapted to 
high Mg supply, rather than to high Oa supply, in neutral soil* 
He also shows that certain known oalcifugeB prefer the least 
oalcaxaous and most acid experimental soils* Neutrality and 
high calcium supply is deleterious but not sufficient to prevent 
growth* Magnesium content seems immaterial within wide limits* 
Questions of soil-toxicity are not considered by Steele*
(3) Beroentinomorpho©#©* If the barrens (p*4 ) or open areas 
are assumed to exist because colonisation is more or less 
permnently retarded by toxicity, then the plants found in this 
habitat or at least in the pioneer phase, must be adapted to 
Chemical conditions that preclude most species; "the essential 
factor (in such debris species) is a capacity to withstand the 
toxic effect of serpentine soil" (Rune 1 9 5 3 p*SO)*
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A plethora of terms Ilk© the one heading this paragraph 
has grown up round the vegetation of serpentine, particularly . 
in connection with plants and their known or presumed adaptions 
to the serpentine substrate* Plants with the facility to 
withstand the presumed toxicity of serpentine soil are known 
as serpentinomorphosea (Piohi-Bermoli 1943, Hune 1953,
Kotilalnen 1950 et al)* They form two groups, both of which' 
are accepted features of serpentine rock (cf. Hune I.e. p.123)*
On the one hand there are serpentinophytea* These are
insular species (Stebbins 1942): "those which have developed
on an island or an isolated ecological habitat on a continent"*
They are sometimes referred to as ecologically isolated 
neoendemios and may be morphologically differentiated from the 
type race of the species (Hune l*c* p*124)* On the other hand 
there are depleted species (Stcbbins 1942) "those which formerly 
war© more widespread and genetically diverse but have lost many 
or most of their biotypes"* These species have by definition 
disjunctiva distributions* They arc also known as geographically 
isolated serpentinicolous relics (Fiohi-SermoXi 1948) oi‘ 
epibiotics, "the survivors of a lost flora" (Ridley 1930)* To 
the extent tlmt members of either group must be adapted to the 
toxic substrate the terms are not mutually exclusive; 
serpentinicoloue relics are eerpentinephytes in statu nasccndi* 
Serpentinicolous relics have survived because toxicity has 
prevented the development of closed vegetation over the debris 
habitat they need* Serpentinophytes may be thought of as the
few successful Invaders *
’ Some authors have raised these taxa on morphological grounds 
only; viz* Novak (1937), with the rather high total of 107 
obligate serpentinophytes in 0* Europe (where admittedly there 
has been more time compared with H* Europe for race differentiation).
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Others have erected varieties after cultivation experiments; 
vlz.Kotilainen and S.aivala (1954)* Hune (1953) describes four
wmww**» # • . .  .  f
new serpentInophytee from Fennoscapdla, all varieties of species 
In the family Garyophyllaceae. All have retained their 
diagnostic characters in cultivation in normal soil# While 
the numbers a,re not mentioned, cultivation In the case of 
Oerastium alplnum var* serpentinicola Hune nov* var*, was of . 
"one small tuft". Kotilaine%i and Belvala (1954) also describe 
a new Oerastium variety on the strength of the cultivation of 
a few specimens (in this case 4 pots). Doubts may Indeed be 
cast on the value of such taxa In a highly polymorphic species 
like Oerastium alpinum. In extensive transplant experiments 
of material of Htreotanthus Rlandulosus Hook, and Achillea 
borealis Bong, from the American Qentral Coast Range,
Kruokeberg (1951) has produced the most convincing evidence of 
the existence of specifically serpentine races*
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0. Diseusslen of the serpentine effect in Unst,
Both climatic and edaphio evidence has been examined#
Appraisal now follows of the cause of the serpentine effect 
in Onst, of what retards colonisation on the debris#
Hickel is present in the ©oil of all parts of the hill
land of the Unst serpentine outdrop examined# It is present .
in far larger quantities than normal# These amounts are, 
however, equivalent to those in certain Aberdeenshire 
serpentine soils where crop plants exhibit varying degree© 
of toxic symptom© {p#3l )# As in these soils from Aberdeenshire 
(p#73 ) cobalt content is low (p# 30 )# Nickel is present in 
AOTOstis atolonifera^ i growing naturally on Unst serpentine soil, 
in quantities which are again far in excess of normal but 
comparable to figures from crops in the Aberdeen localities 
mentioned (p#3l )• The latter plants exhibit toxic symptoms; 
ACTOBtis stolonifera does not#
The distribution of the major debris areas is correlated 
with the distribution of the chromium-rich areas# These by 
inference are also the areas bearing the greatest amounts of 
nickel (p# 32 )# The major debris areas are expanses of 
associated debris having, that is, bedrock exposed on the 
surface# Their oohreous areas, those nearest the exposed 
bedrock, have in fact the hi#test nickel contents on the 
outcrop* By contrast, other areas of debris, the unassoelated 
type, have a nickel content no greater than that under closed 
heath vegetation on serpentine#
A strong purple colour is characteristic of the foliage of 
many debris plants# This disappears with the provision of 
shelter in the few cases examined# While therefore exposure 
effects must be considered, no necrotic or chlorotic symptoms 
have been noted, at least in Agrostis stolonifera*
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The quantities of nickel in the oohreous associated debris 
produce toxic symptoms in crop plants in other serpentine areas# 
Similarly the amount of available nickel, indicated by the 
quantities present in Af^rostia stolonifera from this debris, is 
severely toxic to those crop plants* These expanses of debris 
may therefore be said to owe their continued existence primarily 
to the high available content of nickel in the soil#
Colonisation will be more or less permanently retarded. Such 
plants as inhabit the debris must be adapted to high available 
nickel content. So the evidence agrees with the most recent 
findings that niokel«»toxicity is the prime cause of serpentine 
barrenness#
However, high degree of available nickel also coincides 
with high degree of serpentinimation, which in turn can cause 
a high rate of weathering# Irrespective of nickel content, 
rate of weathering might exceed any possible rate of 
colonisation# There are also the many smaller expanses of 
unassociated debris where nickel content is no higher than it 
is under closed vegetation and therefore unlikely to retard 
colonisation#
for the moment the natural consequence of soil-*toxicity, 
the presence of serpentinophytes, is considered, I have 
insufficient experimental evidence of the existence of such 
taxa in Unst# To judge by the case of Agroatis stolonifera. 
some are likely to be present even if morphologically 
indistinguishable# Many of the pioneers in Unst are relics 
(p* 56 ); here they may be regarded as serpentinicolous relics, 
adapted to the high nickel content known to exist in the 
expanses of associated debris to which they are primarily 
restricted.
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Yet here again their survival need not be due entirely 
to some adaptation to eoil-toxicity. All the eharaoteristic 
epociea of the pioneer phase are adapted to conditions of 
soil instability and similar physical factors that would 
exclude species lacking suoh adaptations (p#65 ), Apart from 
toxicity indeed the physical nature of the habitat has been at 
some length shown capable of stopping the development of closed 
vegetation on the debris (pp# 60-67), This accords with the 
view of writers such as Pichi-Bermoli (1948) who considers 
serpentine infertility can be explained in many terms other 
than chemical ones, like microclimate, mechanical composition 
of the soil etc.
Wind is the chief physical factor in maintaining debris 
of whatever type in the open state (p,66 ), But wind also 
re^exposes the debris by root^^baring, destruction of the 
vegetation mat etc# With rain-^wash in suitable localities, it 
must re-^expose in this way the smaller expanses of debris; 
the expanses of what are called in consequence unassociated 
debris, lacking because of this ’origin* any exposed bedrock#
A consequence of such a dynamic habitat is cyclical 
succession (p# 80 )• The vegetation can be thought of as 
migratory (Orampton 1912), Since these phenomena have been 
shown to occur almost anywhere on the serpentine outcrop, some 
closed vegeta-tion phase is therefore liable to disappear from 
a given patch of ground and an earlier phase appear in its place. 
The nearest analogy in this respect is the sand-dune habitat; 
inherently unstable, in any phase of the vegetation of which 
wind is always liable to cause blow-outs.
It seems likely then that debris can be re-exposed in any
part of the serpentine outcrop, each closed area being potentially
open* But each area at present surfaced by debris is not
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potentially cloBéd to the same degree* All the factors will 
not operate equally over the whole serpentine outcrop* The 
slowing-up of colonisation and the existence of debris with 
sparse plant cover will be more, or leas, permanent according 
to the number and degree of unfavourable factors and whether' 
they act together or apart*
It is now possible to answer the question why colonisation 
has been retarded on the debris, as an explanation of the cause 
of th±3 serpentine' effect* The causes of the continued presence 
of the areas of debris lie partly in their origin and partly in 
what maintains them in the open state*
This is whore the distinction between associated and 
unassociated debris is important# Retarded colonisation on 
associated debris is brouglit about by a high rate of weathering 
and high available nickel content, with wind-exposura and soil- 
instability. I^jor debris areas result from a combination, of 
unfavourable factors at a maximum* Migration 4a correspondingly 
at a minimum or colonisation almost permanently retarded; the 
more it is, the more will the pioneer phase tend to form an 
edaphio clime%* (Pioneer species are present only on patches 
of associated debris#)
On unassociated debris wind and soll-lnstability again 
play a part in retarding colonisation* - But here it is a 
dominant role, for wind after all re-exposes the debris while 
'weathering and soil toxicity will have only a minor part in 
its maintenance (the nickel soil content is no-greater than it 
is under closed heath)* Colonisation may be in consequence 
less permanently retarded, cyclical succession more rapid or 
migration greater than on comparable patches of priimry debris* 
There are no pioneers*
Dé Cvolioal Sueeession*
QyoXiml succession is the consequence of a dynamic or 
Violent habitat# like the generally-described pattern of 
cyclical succession (gf# Watt 1947) this cycle may be divided 
into four phases# Of these, three could be said to correspond 
to the four phases of the prisera, the mature phase being 
considered to run from where the dominance of Oarex flacoa is 
surpassed, to 100# cover# It is the breakdown phase that is 
considered here#
Full primary cycle Prisera 5 Total Cover
Pioneer Pioneer to 5#
l'a Crass phase to 19#
Buiia-up lb Sedge phase to 335Ï
Mature Heath phase
(Clilnax) to 100#
Breakdown
The evidence presented so far suggests the following 
cyclical relationship# Excepting the first phase of the 
prisere each depends on its antecedent and Influences its 
successor# For Its establishment the pioneer oommnity needs 
debris however this originates# In terme of cyclical succession 
the debris originates through the destruction of, say, the 
vegetation mat; With removal of the humus and finer soil- 
particles by soil-erosion and winnowing, the larger debris- 
material eventually reappears# ; The re-establishment of debris 
and the pioneer community marks the completion of a full cycle# 
Any stage of a prisere is liable to destruction# Each 
example of such erosion, whether mat or tussock, is an example
ax*
of breakdown phase* ' If the soil is completely eroded, debris 
will again appear (p#60)# The ayole will be shorter but the 
îioïj sucoession, starting on debris, still priimry (pioneers 
themselves will only be present if this is associated debris)* 
Erosion or the breakdown phase may, however, stop after the 
destruction of the vegetation mat or tussock (e*g* Pestuoa 
’ring**: p* 61a) * In suoh a ease any oolonisation is of earth 
rather than debris* This I call secondary (oyolioal) suooeasion* 
Accepting that methods were not refined enough to make more 
than an arbitrary division - ’earth^ and ’’debris** - in vdmt 
must be a series; whether the new cycle is priimry or 
secondary depends then on the stage to which the breakdown 
phase (or erosion) has proceeded before reooloniaation takes 
place*
It is to the presence of breakdown phenomena that we may 
look for an explanation of an anomaly in the analysis of prisera 
based on increase in total ^ cover* This Is the absence of 
the pioneers at the start of the grass pWse with simultaneous 
increase in cover of Thymus (cf * Table VI p* 57a) *
There was a first assumption in examining the prisere - 
that all individual plants in the lowest cover phases were truly 
original* Each, that is, had arisen in that phase by ecesis 
or by vegetative means from such individuals* But, unless the 
destruction of any serai'stage is complete, there is always the 
ülmïioe of relic plants from that stage being present in 
otherwise freshly-bared ground* There is also the possibility 
of vegetative spread by plants from patches of, for example, 
mature phase to pioneer patches* Of the spot-bound species 
found in the pioneer phase and known from the higher pimses, 
Ilantago maritime seems to be one of the few that may often be 
a relic (Plate IV photo* l)j for the rest, Oarex oanicea and
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are examples# In the diagram of (|# mniaea on 
p# 61 the oldest rowtte may be regarded as a relio of a 
plant from a previous sore, which has reoolonieod vogotatlTely.
1 and F###**<**«' ©A ^
Süââ &m.K3:msm Q.M S M e E-SSBSSI oapabl©
of BU%*vivlng an upheaval In their substrate by means of 
vegetative spread# They may therefore be ooneldored 
racolonieors# Their abundance on debris and heath imy Indeed 
be interpreted as a direct result of this adaptation (gf# p.66 )* 
Suoh power of reoolonieatlon probably accounts too for the 
preeenoe of Isolated planta of fhvmue. and Oarex flaooa at the 
lovrest degree of total cover p* 50 ) » These W o  species 
are reoolonisers or relics the acre on© considers the rest of 
their distribution in relation to total cover; not so, aleayo, 
featuca and Am-oatlB which behave as pioneers from the start 
P* '^0 ) *
Hoarly bare earth is
either being recolonised or ©Is© losing the remainder of its 
plant cover; which is taking place can usually be determined 
by the appearance of the plants present* If breakdown is 
involved the plants are moribund like gestuca (Plate I?, phot©,4) 
or standing free of the ground like Plantayo (Plate W, photo*!); 
if reeolonisation is taking place the plants are close to the 
Surface life© QësmJ&àS^M (3?ie,8, p*6lb).
The course of the priser© is naturally constructed on the 
assumption that, accompanied by concomitant soil-ohanges, total 
plant-*cov®r inoreases with time* Thus the pioneer phase 
persists till total cover ©meeds 9^, grass phase to 19# and • 
so on. Given its total cover therefor© one can assign any 
sample to its correct phase in the primary succession. But
The    «3 4.^ 1
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the preaonce of bare or nearly bare earth, as opposed to debris, 
introduces complications,
A sample with its surface consisting largely of earth 
may have plant cover of less than 3%: in terms of % cover alone
that sample belongs to the pioneer phase. But earth indicates 
an eroded surface, and in terms of eoil-development that sample 
may belong to the sedge phase. So the sample bears plant cover 
that is equivalent neither in composition nor extent to what it 
should be,
Explanation of anomalies, I will now examine the anomalies 
already noted in the grass phase of the prisere (p,8l )♦
Pioneers are virtually absent between total cover of 6,8% and 
10,2ÿ; at these two points, cover of Thymus increases and 
cover of grasses decreases. In Fig, 12 (p.83a) values of 
cover of grasses (from Table VI p.^^a) are plotted against 
corresponding values for ^hymus. Cover of Thymus clearly 
increases with cover of grasses, inferring that there is 
between these species no competition, where this implies the 
decrease in cover of one species with increase in cover of the 
other (see Part I? p, 180). But there are two points where 
cover of Thymus increases abruptly. Cover of grasses must be 
smaller, cover of Thymus larger, than they should be at this 
stage of a succession based on total cover. In addition, the 
sum of the number of pioneer species at each value for cover 
of grasses gives a distinct curve with a break, again, where 
cover of Thymus is relatively high.
There are two problems here; (a) the cause of these 
abrupt changes in cover of grasses and Thymus. and (b) the 
significance of the lack of pioneers at high values of Thymus. 
in relation to their eventual disappearance at high values of 
total cover.
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(a) The abrupt changes between total cover of 6 and XQ% 
in the grass phase agree precisely with the consequences of 
breakdown and secondary succession just postulated (so far as 
grasses and Thymus are concerned). The sudden decrease in 
cover of grasses indicates the result of breakdown, the 
corresponding rise in cover of Thymus illustrates recolonisation. 
Earth is in fact recorded on the surface of six out of eight , 
samples showing these anomalies,
(b) I have said that samples with earth on their surface 
may belong edaphically to the sedge phase even if In total 
cover they are of the pioneer phase* Thus the absence of 
pioneers at the start of the grass phase is accompanied by 
high cover of Thymus, This perhaps represents recolonisation 
of a higher edaphio phase in the succession which is therefore 
not available to the pioneers. Since competition too may be 
involved, this is considered in Part IV with the general 
question of the elimination of the pioneer species,
B3é
IV, The origin and affinities of the debris habitat.
The over-riding influence of wind has been established 
in the previous sections: in the formation of secondary debris
it is paramount. With rain and frost therefore it should be 
Important in the origin of primary serpentine debris. Of the 
probable origin of the ”froat-debris of the alpine plateaux” 
in climatioally-similar Caithness, Orampton (1911, p,35) states 
that its characteristics may differ with the rock yielding the 
debris but depend chiefly on its having formed In situ under 
the influence of frost and wind (”winnowing” - Orampton l,c,, 
p,25). He also states that where, ”on the tops, disintegration
is more advanced the rock is buried to some depth in fine
.
angular debris. The surface is smooth as if arolled upon (ray 
italics: of, p* 2.6 ), but allows the rapid percolation of water,”
Resemblances to Unst are obvious, though the particular 
depth of the debris In the absence of water-erosion may be 
regarded as a feature of the Caithness, and Sutherland 
(orampton 1913), plateaux since water-erosion affects at least 
parts of the Unst debris, Orampton (l,c, p,35) points out 
that the frost debris of the alpine plateaux in Caithness is 
only part of a formation having a wide distribution in the 
Northern Highlands of Scotland and is "probably included in 
the fjoeldmark of Warming and Ostenfold” (Orampton l,c. p,25).
Similar debris, the details of which are given in Part III, 
was observed on Ronas Hill, Shetland, and on Rhum, On this 
mountainous island of the Inner Hebrides, debris occurs between 
1300 ft and 2350 ft (396-716 m,) on such hills as Orval (basalt), 
Hallival (hallivalite and peridotite), Barkeval and Ruinsival 
(peridotite). In addition to the presence of solifluction 
phenomena such as stone lines in Unst (p#25 ) and terraces on
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Ronas lill (Part III, p* IZI ); however limited or extensive 
on a particular outcrop of any rook-type, the debris always 
has a flat surface of small stones or gravel overlying finer 
material, is apparently unstable and liable to frost-heaving, 
and is exposed to wind*
Writing on the extensive Faeroes# ”rooky-flat” or 
Fjoeldimrk formation, OstenfeM (1909, p*909) says that 
’’everywhere it is evident that winds are the cause of 
barrenness”. One of the characteristi#s of this Imbitat is 
its freedom from enow, a freedom achieved by exposm»e*
Another is indicated by the translation of the Icelandic  ^ ■ 
Molar-or llelur vegetation grav#l-fl.^ t (my italics) (Hansen 
1930, p*178)* A further characteristic la the presence of 
solifluction phenomena already discussed, Hansen (l,$c* p*46) 
refera to Molar as an arctic vegetation type with its greatest 
distribution north of Iceland, though occurring at high levels 
in the Faeroes, Scotland and Scandinavia#
I would dispute the use of the phrase *hlgh levels * in 
describing It© distribution in Scotland generally* For as 
the serpentine debris in Unst i© essentially the came habitat 
as that, whether serpentine or not, normally found on mountain 
plateaux further south, the low altitude (0-550 ft : 16S m#) at 
which it occurs here la Just one of its striking features# 
fills is admittedly within a ©ubmontane-oceanic rather than a 
lowland regime but from its normal name of mountain-top 
detritus it ie clearly not found at as low equivalent altitude© 
in say the Central Highlands# This low-level occurrence must 
indeed reflect the exposure, known from climatic data and 
supported by study of the phyelogmomy of the plants themselves, 
in this oceanic regime# This question is studied more fully in 
Part III with reference to similar foilfield vegetation In other 
areas#
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I# Introduction
The alms of this part of the thesis are to deaoribe the 
Unst serpentine communities and discern their affinities both 
in Scotland and beyond# One can then see how far this and 
other serpentine vegetation is part of some general vegetation 
type and how far they can be said to show special serpentine 
features# Arising from this question of affinities is the 
fourth aim which is to establish some relationship between 
climate and vegetation,
I assumed from the outset that the closest affinities of 
Shetland vegetation would be with types in N# Scotland# the 
Faeroes, W. Norway, Iceland and S*W# Greenland# Considerable 
work has been done in describing the vegetation of all these 
places but different field-method© and methods of classifying 
results have been used in each#
In Iceland, Hansen (1930) and Rteindorsson (1945) employed 
Haunkiaor’s frequency method or modifications of it; broad 
classification is in groups analogous to Tansley’s formations# 
The considerable volume of work undertaken by Kordhagen (1928, 
1935, 3.936, 1943) on the vegetation of Norway is an application 
of the methods of Braun-Blanquet# Orampton (1911) on Caithness 
vegetation, like OstenfeM (1908) on that of the Faeroes, gives 
lists of dominant and subordinate species in broad habitat types 
Bdcher (1937) also does the same in these islands# But here 
and subsequently in S#W# Greenland, Bdeher (1954) employe a 
simple field method, which I have described in Part I, and in 
the latter country bases his classification of the vegetation 
on four groups of indicator species, a blend of biological and 
distributional types#
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It soon became apparent that, owing to the scant data 
available from Scotland, I would have to gather iior own data 
beyond, as well as in, Shetland# A method of field analysis 
and subsequent synthesis had therefore to be chosen which, 
applied to the areas I myself wished to investigate, would 
yield results that might compare with those obtained by so many 
techniques# I decided to adopt Bdcher’s principles# In 
theory they make the subsequent classification of the vegetation 
independent within certain limits of the method of field 
analysis employed# Clearly however the comparative value of 
any results are increased by some quantitative measure of plant 
material present, such as cover, by a uniformly applied cover 
scale and some limits on sample size# Bo in the field I 
adopted like Bdcher a quadrat size of 1 sq#m#* I used, mainly, 
Bomin’s 10 point scale for measuring cover and abundance (see 
part I, p# )#
Bdcher develops and applies his principles of classification 
in his recent work on the vegetation of southwest Greenland 
(Bdcher 1954)# Applied to Scottish communities, they certainly 
help to fit into a broader scheme the vegetation of for instance 
the debris, in Unst and elsewhere, with its noticeable low and 
sub-arctic affinities# But several other groups of communities 
Î describe do not have such affinities# They are therefore 
unrepresented in the area so far described by Bdoher# Nor do 
they fulfil certain other requirements#
As the methods of classification could not be applied 
uniformly, two ways of presenting the field data here were 
considered# It would be possible, after uniting the data in 
the same basic phytosociologlcal units as SOcher, (1) to outline 
Bdcher’s principles of classification, apply them to the grouping
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Of the basic units just mentioned, and assess the value of the 
subsequent classification} or (2) arrange these units in 
vegetational groupings which could later be fitted into BOoher’s 
scheme, but which at present do not involve consideration of 
his principles#
The first courae would be instructive, particularly in 
view of the current interest in phytosociologyj but little more# 
Bdcher’s principles seem to me to be important, and therefore 
in need of a more accurate assessment than is possible from 
their application to my relatively limited data* So the first 
course is deferred until more field data have been gathered*
In adopting the second course, the basic vegetation unit 
Ï use with Bêcher, and earlier authors, is the sooiation; a 
plant community with definite dominants in all strata and a 
related floral list (of# Du Hietz 1930)*
The next stage may not seem practicable# But, as 
reference to Bêcher (l#q*) will show, the vegetation unit 
{”vegetational type”) in which sociations are aggregated is 
defined in part by the life form of the dominant species#
(life form has hère a wider moaning than Hauïikiaer’s) * These 
units are intended to correspond broadly to such popular terms 
as ’heath’ or •copse’*
The grouping subsequently decided on, in which related 
sociations were to be united, had (1) to avoid terms like 
•association’ having established usages in or beyond Britain:
(2) at the same time to correspond broadly to units, like heath, 
already recognised in Britain and (3) be capable of later merging 
into Bêcher’s scheme of classification#
I use therefore the term •series’ for a collection of 
related communities, often eociations, dominated by different 
species but which share both a number of species that are abundant 
in each community and intergrading or closely similar habitats*
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Beyond the serpentine of Unst I have gathered comparable 
data from serpentine and non-serpentine localities in 
Aberdeenshire and Rhum; as well as from Ronas Hill in 
Shetland* I am presenting these data community by community 
with the Unst material# For a particular community, therefore, 
its composition in each of these localities is given, and its 
affinities#
7 /
Table %
Callum - Erioa cinerea - JunlneruB nana (heath)sooiations
Loeallty Unst Rbum Unst Rhum
Sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13
Rook type 
(Hall-hallivat it ©) serpentine H# serpentine H-
1) 2) 3)
Calluna vulgaris Oh 9 a 8 7 8 8 ,7 I 9 4 3 6 2
Erica oineraa Oh 1 6 6 mm 3 6 — 9 8 m
B# tatralix #* m¥ mm •* mm 4 mm
Juniperus communis nana «* «# m 1 w, mm ém 6 . A
Salix herbacea m ■m (x) ww mm (*;
Thymus druoei Oh ■5,„ 5„, 2 J 2 ,4 2 1 „ „ 2 , , 3, 4
Blechnum spicant — m mm — mm *# (x) mm m
lycopodlum alpinum A#JI# Oh — (x) ## «# mm ## mm ## mm *»
Ii# selago Oh mm Wt *# 1
SelaginalXa selaginoides^j^ 1 2 mm 1 1 2 2 mm fW 1 3 3
Agrostis canina — 1 m mm 3 ## 3 1 1
A. stolonifera 3 .3„„ 2 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 ?
Anthoxanthum odoratum 1 4 2 m <ü* # X m mm 4# «P
Beschampsia floxuosa mu 2 2 m (X) 3 2 3 m mm 3
festuca rubra *# 2 mm *# w# 3 fM» 2 — m <w
f. vivipara 2 ## X 3 3 ## 3 3 *» 2 4 6
llolinia eaérulea mm ** — MH 2 3 — 1 M»
Kardus stricta mm ' *# 1 1 1 X ## 2 1 5 —
Bieglingia decumbens 2 — mm w* 4 3 — 3 NW mm
1Ï
' Species in this and subsequent tables W v e  been arranged in the 
following order* which is largely that used by Nordhagen (1928): 
dwarf shrubs (for which Ï take woody Ghamaephytes, Ohw,) ; 
pteridophytes, grasses* members of the Gyperaceae and Junoaceae* 
other monocotyledons* dicotyledonous herbs* mosses* liverworts and 
lichens# The species are arranged in alphabetical order within 
these groups# D o m i n ’s cover-rabundance scale is used (see p. )♦
Species occurring as dominants* and/or in 90SS or more of the 
samples* are underlined#
for authorities used in nomenclature see p#/
Chamaephytes (Oh) and boreal species present in the heath 
sociations on Unst (p#56)*
sample number 1
G ont)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Carex demisea m ** ## *# ## — mm mm 1 mm
0* flaoca 2 — «À 2 1 1 . 2 mm
C# panioea 1 1 3 3 2 2 4 1 1 â 3 2 mm
0* pilulifera m 1 mm 1 1 1 — 1 1 X
0# pulicarls 2 3, 3 3 2 3 4 2 1 3\ . 3L 2 m
Trichophorum caespitosmi 2 *• 1 4 2 1 2 '4' mm-
Luzula oampestris mm mm ## ## 1 **
Orchis ericetorum ** m #* 3 ## 1 mm mm «M» mm
Polygonum viviparum A#A# m (x) mm m tWHi mm *# mm W *#
Boilla verna mm 1 mm 2 1 mm 1 ## mm
Alchemilla alpina m mm mm •m m* X (x) mm «M mm
Antennaria dioica N*M* Oh 2 — 1 \ , 1, 2 1 1 2 2 __X
Euphrasia ?curta^j|i^3^ ^
«n — 1 1 tm mm um ##
E# sootioa 2 2 1 1 «# 1 ém mm #» m «n* <Êm
Hypericum pulchrtmi 2 1 2 2 1 2 (x) 1 mm 1 ##
Llnum catharticura 1 m X 1 ## — #* ' 1 mm m X 2
lotus corniculatus mm mm «KM ## «M m X mm «— mm «M
Pinguioula vulgaris mm mm 2 mm — 1 mm mm *" mm — *#
Plantago maritima Kr-Gh 1 mm 2 3 1 X 4 X mm 2 mm 2
Polygala eerpyllacea Oh mm mm 3 2 1 1 w# 1 1 4# ‘ 3 <w»
Potentilla erecta 3 3, ,3 S 4 3 3 2 j , 2 3 2
prunella vulgaris 2 Wf '" i ' ' - *m ' 1 #* mm mm 1 #» *#
Hubua aaxatilis N.M# — _ mm mm «# mm w m mm mm ■ 2
Solidago virgaurea mm mm mm W mm w 1 mm mm ## — 3
SuQcisa pratensis mm mm 1 2 1 1 3 mm mm 1 2
Taraxacum officinale 1 m ## #W mm mm m m
Thalictrum alpinum A*A# 2 # 2 (x) mm mm mm 2 mm
Viola canina 2 mm mm mm m mm
V# riviniana 2 3 2 .2 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 1
(to be contd#}
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Table X (cont)
sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 0 11 12 13
BraoiiytheoiuKi pur urn X MM» #* mm *» «M*
Bicranum sooparium ## % X X X m* X X — X
Hylocomium splendene X *# X X X X tm X
l3'ottectum n\^ suroicLe.s X X X X X X ## X X X #»
H/oupressifor^l^jll^^^ % X X  ,,x X x' X X 4m X X m* X
Malum punctatum m - — «4» X mm m* mm ##
Pleuroziutti sohreberi m #» mm X ** m mm tm «m
Polytriohum formosum Him- X — X X mm mm mu mm mm m **
Bhaoomitrium lanuginoeum X #» 2 2 X X X 2 . 2 X X
Hhytidiadelphu© loreus X X 4# X X X mm ## X 4» X mm X
ThuMlum tamarlscinum X - #* X mm — X mm mm ##
Biplophyllum albioane *# #* m* 4M» ## mm X mm mm mm X X
Frullania taraarisGi X, X ,,x, X X , X X mm , X , X X X X
Bophocolea oueplduta — X m m m mm mm <#» m mm #»
piagioohila asplenioides m — mm mm m mm <m m mt X mm «M#
Oetraria aouloata m — mm nm mm m# m mm X 4#
Cladonla rangiformis, m #e X m X X X mm •» «4
0 1 * sUbtenuis — X X X mm X mm mm X X 4» 4»
0 1 # uncialiB ém éé X mm mm X mm mm M#
Peltigera canlmi m X — •mm mm mm> mm ## 4# •K» 44*
mmmmtmii
n
Additional mosses : Mcranum majus* Plagiothecium undulatum and
Rhytidiadelphus trlquetrus.
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II# Sedgge-CTass-heath series (Unst. Rhum and the Coyles 
of Muick)#
A# CalXuna-Erioa oinerea-Junioerue imna (heath) socis-tione# 
Table %, Hoe# 1 - 13# Serpentine* peridotite, greenstone 
and hallivalite localities, Unst and Rhwi#
Qalluna vulgaris sociation; Table X, Nos# 1 - 9 #
This sooiation is the commonest of the heath types in 
Unat# It occurs there and on Ruinsival on level or gently- 
sloping ground (0 - 10^) and on slopes of up to 20® on Hallival, 
Rhum# It is found chiefly on the south end of the Unst 
serpentine, on the flanks of Hallival and the flanks and 
summit of Ruinsival (alt. 1600 ft ; 437 m#)#
The vegetation ranges in height from 5 - 7#5 cms# (summit 
of Ruinsival) to 25.5 oms. (at 50 ft : 15 m# on Unst)# In all 
the sociations of this group the bryopiiytes excluding 
Hhacomitrium lanu^inosum are almost confined to the ground 
beneath the suffrutioose bushes and coneequently contribute 
little surface cover# lichens too are unimportant in this 
respect#
Erica cinerea sociation; Table X, Nos# 10, 11*
Erica cinerea contributes some cover in five out of nine 
of the first samples, becoming subdominant in three - Nos# 3,
4 and 8# These show the transition to the full dominance of 
Erica in Nos# 10, 11; Oalluna however is still present# The 
sociation covers little ground compared with the previous one, 
in or beyond Unst#
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Junloerus eommunls nana sociation; Table X* Nos# 12, 13* 
Juniper Is absent from Unst, though scattered between the 
same altitudinal limits on the free-draining granite-diorite 
of North Hoe, Shetland Mainland* It was seen once on the 
Coyles of Muickî forms sociations on Ruinsival from isolated 
occurrences at 500 ft (152 m*) to small areas on the summit 
plateau of Ruinsival at 1500 ft (457 m*)# Present already 
on Hallival at 1200 ft (365 m*), (Ho*8), the juniper forms 
patches 5 - 7 * 5  cm©* high on the summit of that mountain at 
2350 ft (716 m*)* Oalluna vulgaris is present in both oases, 
co-dominant in Ho* 12* Hubus saxatilis was noted in the
Hallival sample©;in Oalluna sociations on the peridotite 
Barkeyal and Ruinsival, and in debris on these hills and in Unst 
Boils are considered below in conjunction with the sedge- 
grass group#
Xnter-eociation relationships* Oalluna is present
throughout, sharing dominance with Erica cinerea or Junioerus 
communis nana. or giving way to them* In addition the 
sociations as represented in these samples all share 
Agrostis stolonifera. Antennaria dioica. Festuca rubra or 
F. yivipgraà Potentilla erecta. Thymus drucei. Viola riviniana 
and (except No*12) Oarex panlqea and 0* nulicarls* lacking 
sufficient data to account causally for the distribution of 
these three sociations, I am not excluding this sample# It 
still has the other six species and the three constantly 
occurring bryopliytes Hypnum cunressiforme var* erleetorum. 
Bhacomitrium lanuginosum and Prullania tamarisci*
This group of heath sociations is clearly related to the 
sedge-grass sociations, from which Trichophorum caespitoeum  ^
Beschompsia flexuosa and Erica cinerea seem to be its only 
species tWt are quite lacking; I consider its wider affinities 
then*
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B* Oarex flaccu-C.* pulioari.a-Festuqa specie© (sedge-graBS 
sociations*
Table XI, Nos, 1 - 9 *  Serpentine and peridotite 
localities, Unst, HhUBi and the Coyles of Maiok#
Oar ex flacca - Plantai maritima 
sociations} Table XI, Nos, 1 - 5 , 7 *
Oatex flacca is the usual dominant in the sedge-grass 
communities in Unst, but Flantago maritima (Mo, 1), Festuca 
rubra (Mo, 2) or Carex pulicaris (Mo# 3) may be co-dominant. 
This last species is dominant in Mo# 7#
The Carox flacca sociation is widespread in Unst, 
occurring on level or gently slopiïîg ground (O - 5®) mainly 
in the north of the serpentine outcro%), . The Carex pulicaris 
sociation is found on 10 - 20^ slopes on the Coyles of Muick 
( ± 1800 fl).
With leaves from 1,3 to 7,7 cm, (rarely 10 cm,) this 
community forms a cloae-aroppad turf and is, like the following 
sociation, one-layered. Soil is often visible between the 
plants, the bryophytes contributing little cover* Lichens 
are only important in the East Highland samples (Mo b * 6, 7, S),
Festuca ovina-F* vivipara sociations (Table XI, Mos, 6,
8, 9, 10),
Festuca vivinara being absent, F, ovina dominates in a 
short turf on the Coyles of Muick, Anthoxanthum odoratum is 
co-dominant in one sample, F* vivinara dominates in short 
turf on the steeper slopes of Ruinsival (Mo, 6), Carex 
pulicaris is of little account or absent in this sociation#
Mo, 10 is pasture improved by the guano of Manx shearwaters,
Table XI 
Carea flaooa » 0. pullcarls ;Ç6eûge-gras s )_ soola
locality 
sac^le number 1
tost 
2 3 4 5
Coyles 
6 7 6
Hhum 
9 10
Oalluna vulgaris Oh 4 4 3 4 ## 1 ft* #» ft#
Empetrum hormaphroaitumg^ 0ft ft# ft* ft# 3 1 1 m #*
tbymus druoei Oh 2,,,,2, 2 Â ,,,4„„ 2 ■7 X ..2 4
facoinium ttyrtillus — . "ft# ft# m ft# ft# ft# #* 3 2
V. vitie-idaea *w* — (ft# m ft# 4 3 3 ft# m
Botryohium lunaria (x) *# ft# ft# ft# ft* 1 1 ##
Selaginella eelaginoide^.^ !.. 2 . 3 ...I, 2 1 .7. ,1
Agrostia canina ■m # 1 ft# 1 ft#' 1 3 ft# 1
A. stolonifera ,s„, f,M 3. 4 ft# 2 4 ft#
Anthoxanthum odoratum ft# ft# ft# 2 6 ft# i 3 4
Besohampsia flexuosa m ft# ft* ft# ft# ft# ft# ft# ft# 3
festuca rubra 6 „4 2 ft* #4 ft# ft# i
f* ovina #» ** ft# ft# ft# X 6 #ft ft#
f* vivipers # ft# ft# ft# 2 *# ft# ft# 6 I
Kooleria gracilis m ft# ft# ft# ft# 1 ft* ft# ft# ft*
Molinia caerulea 5 2 5 5 ft# ft# ft* ft# ft# ft#
Sardus striota ft# ft# ft# ft# 3 ## 1 1 ft#
Bieglingia deoumbens m 3 ft# ft# 2 ft# ft* ft# ft# w
Carox caryophyiloa *0 ft# ft# ft* ft# 1 ft# ft# ft# ft#
0*■demissB ft# ft# W ft* 1 1 ft# ft# ft*
C* flaeoa ,2 ,7., 4 6 .§ ft# ft# ft# ft# ft*
0* panioea I,,,.,ft# ,1 .X . 2 ■2 2 „ 1 ft#
C. pilulifera ft# ft# ft# ft# ft#' ft* 1 2 ft#
C* pulioariG .„.!5 ,„3, 4 , 1 6..a. ■ft# ft#
(to be contü»)
Table ix (contd,) 
©ample number 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Luziala campeetris m ft# 1 ft* ft# ft* ft# ft#
L* multiflora *• ## ft* ft# 1 ft# ft* ft# ft# X
Coelogloasum viride X 1 ft# ft# 3 (x) ft* v 2
Polygonum viviparum m ft* 'ft* ft# ft# X ft# ft# #ft ft#
Scllla verna 2 3 1 ft* ft# ft# #ft —
Alchemilla alpina m mm mm ft# ' 'ft# ' 'ft# ft# ft# 1
Antennaria dioica Oh 3, 1 1 2 ?. 3 ft# 1 3 , mm .
Anthylli© vulneraria ft# ft# 1 ' ft# ■ém 'ft# m 'ft# mm
Armeria maritima Hr?Oh (x) ft* ft* ft* ' ft# ém ft# mm ■ ft# m
Campanula rotundifolia mm ft# ft# ft# ft# 2 2 1 ft#
Euphrasia scotica 1 3 ft# ft* 2 ft# ft* mm 1 mm
E* ourta ft* ft* ft# ft# 1 ft* tm ft# mm
B* rotundifolia % ft* ft* ft* *ft mm ft# mm ft# mm
Galium hercynicum # ft# ft# ft# mm ft# 1 1 mm
G, verm ft* ft# ft* ft# 2 #* 2 ft# mm-
Gahtiana campestris 0ft ft# ft* ft# (x) ■ ft# ft# (x) ft# mm
Hypericum pulchrum 2 ft* 1 1 1 ft* ft# M ft#
Leohtodon autumnale 1 1 1 1 ft* ft# ft# ## ft# mà
Linum catharticum 3.. 2 2 2 2 2 7, (X)
Plantago maritima Hr-Oh è 2 2 3 5 ft# 5 mm
P# laneeolata ft# 2 2 ft# 1 ft# ft# ft#
Polygala oxyptera ft* ft# ft# mm ■ft# ft# 1 ft#
P, vulgaris Oh m 1 .ft* ft# màm ft* ft# ft# X
Potentilla erecta 3 4 3 3 _z. 3 1 1 4 I
Prunella vulgaris 2 1 1 3 2 ft# X mm ft#
Bhinanthus ©padioeus 1 ft# mm ft* m ft# mm mm ft# *ftft
Silene aeaulis Oh 1 ft# mm ft# m ft# W tm #* ft#
8uccisa pratensis mm ft* 2 2 mm ft# WM mm ■ 3
Thalictruin alpinum 2 2 3 ft# 3 ft# «Ü 4m X (X)
Viola riviniana 2 1 1 2 2 2 I 1 2 2
(to toe eontdt)
'1^
Table XI feohtd.) 
sample number 1 2  3 4 $ 6 7 a 9 10
Bryum of pallens m 4M X MM Mw MW mm 4m
Campylopus atrovirens X MM MW ,#M 4* m 4M»
Bicranum sooparium X X X Mm X X X
Brepaneoladus revolvene MM X «M- 4# 4» •M àm
Fissidens osmundioldea MW X •iM MM wM 44W mm
ü^locomium splendens m X X' X X X X
I^qth:eAium myâüroLde^ 3C MW X MM MW •MW X MW
II/cupr60ai|g||g^X||^ m X X ■ MM X X X 4H»
Mnlum undulatum #M MM X WM MM 4W» MW
wdulatum Mm Mw MW 4M» wM 4# X
ï>lôüï*oaiüm eato^beri MW MM X X X X
P0lytriohum pilifwum «* MM WM MM MM 4WW X X
HbaooMitrium Xanuginbeum MM X X 4M» MM X X
flhytidiadeiphus Xoraus ## MM Mm MW X X X 3
Ha triquetrus 4M» 4M» MM X X MM «4»
Tbuldiusn tamariBoinuin W 4M MM MM 4M» ■Éf X
VVeissia mierostoma X MM MM MM MW WWI
Biplophyllum albicans #* % MW 4M» 4M» «4M
friillania tmmrisci tm X X X X X 4M»
Alectoria nigricans # MM #* MM ## X X mm «4W
Gctraria aeulcata «W» MM MW % X X mm mm 44W
0; Islandlca # MM MM 1 wM 1 mm 4M»
Qladonia caricsa 44W MM MM ## «4M X 44W
Cl* ranglformls 4M» M» * X % 4M» X mm «4M
ei. oerTigg|g||^j|g^^^^
MM 4M X ^ M4» 4M» MM MW
el« sylvatloa 4* M# ■3 4 4 mm «M»
Parmelia omphalodes m % M* *M 4W4 mt MW mm MW
peltigsra oanina X MM MM X MW
Thamnoli©- vermicularie MMt MM MM 4M» X mm % 44#
* Additional lichens (Ooyles of uuiok): Anaptychia leucomelaea, 
Gladonia pyxidata and parmella saxatills*
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mst nmabers of whose burrows riddle, the boulder clad 
mountainside of Hallival from about 1800 to the aummit at 
2300 ft (459 - 716 m#)* I include this example here because 
the normal closed regetation, which is so changed in the 
vicinity of these burrows, seems to be the Juninerus communis 
nana sooiation,*
Int.er*>>aQciation relationships * The sociations share 
eight species mare or less constantly i Agyoatls . stolanifera # 
Antennaria dloica* Oarexnanic.ea, linum cathartlcim, Potent ilia 
©recta# Belaglnella selaglnoides # TWmus drucei and Viola 
riviniana* The bryophytas Hypnum euoreaaiforme var^ 
erioatorum# Hhaeomitrium lanuginosum and Prullania. tamErlsci 
occur fairly regularly (though two samples are unfortunately 
missing)» present also, even if sparingly, are Botrvehium
ilffiSElâ anû S2Sâ2S3LSSSiELZâEâââ«
Thera are however differences in floristic composition
in these samples from such widely separated localities* Of
one,
the dominant species, Garex pulicarls is the only/^found, within 
the communities in question, in all three localities; it also 
occurs constantly as a subordinate species* Peatuca ovina 
is confined to the Coyles, P. rubra# ?. vlvipara and Planta^o 
maritima to the oceanic samples, and Garex flac.ca as a dominant 
and, almost, as a subordinate species, to Unst* The Coyles 
samples alone contain Bnmetrum hermanhroditurn. Vaccinium 
yttisM^idaea and Campanula rotundifolia* They also have a 
denser and more varied lichen cover, including Aleetoria 
nigricans, Getraria islandiea# Qladonia svlvatioa and 
Thamnolia vermlcularis.
The causes of these differences are important in deciding 
whether the latter outweigh the aimilarities* Concerning
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dominants, for example, yivipara can raaaonably be regarded 
àe replaoing ?# ovina>in the oceanic samples# Likewise the 
absence of Blantago, maritima from the Coyles in contrast to 
its presence in most of the ooeanie samples may be regarded 
in part as a reflection of geographical position*
The predominance of üarex flacca in the 0nat sedge-grass 
community may, by contrast, have a different significance, 
particularly in view of the widespread mire sooiationo in 
which that species is co#»dominant in tinst (see p*/10)* As, 
however, with the. question of the affinity of the Coy lea 
samples with the rest, it is arguable whether, on the strength 
of the small number of samples available, final conclusions 
may be drawn# l*or the present they are regarded as related 
sooiations, united by a large number of regularly occurring 
species, in which the dominants replace each other both within , 
and between different localities#
Soila* These are considered with the heath-group 
asjuplee'because of their obvious similarities*
Three soil types underlie the various heath and oedge-* j
grass aociations* î
i
SXBSjSk* Heath (Table 1, los# 1* 2, 3, 4, 8); on ± level 
ground in Hnst: Hallival, 20^ slope#
SedgeM-grass (fable 2, los# 3, 4, 7); on ± level ground 
in Unst: Huinsival, 25^ slope#
Heath Sedge-grass 
1# little or no litter: no raw'humus 0 iem* 0
2. fine loam ( * burnt sienna*) 15 26cm# 2(H*val) -5*-70»#
3# white,oohraoua or red clay(drift) 30 - 60cm# . 30cm#
or sand {qg#B6cher 1954:Pig#36, p#141) * (>2m# H*val)
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Tyne B* Heath (Table 1, Iloa# 9, 10, 12, 13); . 0«15^
slop©» Oedge-^grass (Table 2, Mo» 3) 5^ slope »
Heath S©dg©*^grass
1* raw humus and litter 1 cm# 0
2# fine soil (?stained) with humus 2#,4 cm# 3^7 cm#
3# debris and gravel (rocks often
protrude)*
Tvne G# Heath (Table 1, Mos* 3, 7, 11); 0-13^ slope#
Sedge^grass (Tablé 2, Mos* 1, 2, 6, ?, 8); 0*^ 3^  slope
in tJnst: Coyles of Muick, 20^*
Heath Sedge-grass
1# fibrous rootM-mat with raw humus 3^4 cm# cm#
and’ Borne mineral soil 
2. soil (V stained) v/ith humus 3^3 cm# cm*
3# black humus pan 3 mm# 3 mm#
4# clay: white, oohreous or red^grey
(stained black for 13 cm# and
lacking legef 3* in Eos* 6, 7) 23‘*30 cm# to 30 cm#
Type A is clearly irmmture ; the striking featui*© being 
its possession on level ground of cimracters # like lack of 
humus accumulation and profile, normally associated with soils 
of steep slopes# Type B is again immature, developed on 
debris# Type 0 has a slightly developed profile, with some 
raw humus and a humus pan, but it is still shallow#
It is only this type which shows any tendency to even 
seasonally'impeded drainage# The larger number of aedge*-graBs 
samples fall into this category: this suggesting a trend
towards the mire soils which, ih draihage hollows in Unst,
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underlie the Garez flaooa^Q* demisea soeiation (p^//0)^
(The widespread oocurrenoe of this habitat in Unst may account 
in part for the predominance of Garex flacca in samples of the 
seclge^grass-heath series from that Island). But it la only 
a trend, and in general it is clear that no particular feature 
of the vegetation can be corre3,ated with a particular soilm 
type* All the soils share immmturlty and generally good 
drainage despite the presence or absence of drift, and 
variation in slope, and geology#
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_ Affinities; of tha serio.a. ,
» Not only &q the heath
arid sedge-grass aooiations occupy the earn© soil series; 
floristio rOBemblanoos are also close# Of, the dominanta
in the sedge^^grass, aooiations, Oarex pulieariB. ll.estuca./rubra
or 3?\ vivlpafa are invariably present in the heath sociationa 
(except Table'1, Mo# 13), while Qalluna occurs in most of the 
seclge-‘grass examples# Six spoolea, Agrostis... atolonifera.1*  ^ f w#   w
Antannaria... dioica * Garex panicea. Thymus drucei. Potent ilia 
©recta and Viola riviniana. occur in almost every saraple of 
both groups# In addition, Linmi catharticum and Belaginella 
selaginoides which are fairly constant in the heath group 
become quite constant in the sedge-grass group, Plantago. 
maritima in the oceanic examples *
Gracing must be one of the-variable factors here*
Bvidence of grassing pressure is given by the short turf 
adjoining tall, fenced, grasses on Glibberswlck, Unst (p* 34 ), 
and probably by the high incidence of Plantago ^maritima in 
the sedge^grass sociations; I have shown how in Unst this 
plant disappears, even if dominant, on the cessation of 
gracing and the development of tall plant cover (p# 33 ), this 
agreeing with aillhmn*© (1954) findings on Bkokholm# Then 
there is direct evidence of the converaion of Oalluna-patchcs 
into grassland:^ the boub of small, dense, isolated Calluna 
bushes, themselves biotically induced forma (Oimlngham, 1949)., 
in the short turf surrounding such patches and the presence of 
dead heather rooted in the turf* (A special ease of thie 
conversion is the *improvement *, noted on p* 46 , of -Juniperus 
commnis m na sociations on Hallival by the gumio of Manx 
Shearwater’s# )
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The aooiations of the heath type are those which, on 
well drained moderately aold soil that shows little tendency 
to humus accumulation, are convorted to sedge^grass soeiations 
under increased gracing pressure# This is the same as the 
heath;hent«^fesoue conversion described by Farrow (1916) and 
GiUham (1955)#
The presence of poploglossum viride and Botrychium lunaria 
only in the sedge^grass type is interesting because these 
species, with tegOBQdiiim_a,lpi n m  and Oen.y^gg._.oamBgstrig, are 
in my experience typical of relatively short vegetation: so
they must to some extent depend here on the maintenance of 
short turf by graaing# Bo far as Qoeloiglossum viride is 
concerned, Bummerhayes (1951, p#212) says that comparatively 
short turf is a common feature of most of the habitats in 
which the plant is found in Britain#
Apart from the dominants, the heath communities are 
distinguished from the sedge^grass sociations by their 
possession of %riohoohorum caesnitosum. Beschamoeia flexuosa 
and Erica cinerea which are absent from, and Garex nilulifera 
which la rare in, the latter communities. The sedge-grass 
communities in turn have Goelofilossum viride and Botrychium 
lunaria. absent from the heath, while Linum eathartioum and 
to a lesser extent Selagjnella become less frequent In heath# 
Without going further afield it is obvious that, with the 
possible exception of the Garex flacca soeiation in Unst, the 
sedge-grass*«heath series on serpentine is indistinguishable 
from that on non-*aerpentine rocks examined#
Other affinities# With published accounts of heath or 
graes-^heath communities in Britain I am unable to make any 
comparisons#
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Beyond Britain, Eune (1953, p#50) notes their dry nature 
as one of the features of the serpentine outcrops in N* Sweden 
and accordingly the closed vegetation, like that of much of 
the Scottish serpentine examined, is heath# On the most 
exposed parts of the outcrops this heath is a version of the 
liOiseleuria-Arctostaphyllon alliance* of Kalliola (Nordhagen 
1943) or Bmpetrion of Du Eieta (1950) ; these are low-^alpihe 
heaths on acid ©oils, especially on parts not protected by 
snow' during the winter# Bmnetrum nigrum, one of the most 
xerophytic plants, with abundant Hhacomitrium lanuginosum 
and Calluna vulgaris, are the chief features of what Rune 
considers a specialised or serpentine facies of the Bmpetrion 
alliance# (The lichen-rich samples from the less oceanic 
Aberdeenshire serpentine imy be related to the Qladonia 
sylvatica#*QlA rangiferina^rich Calluna sociation of Nordhagen. 
This author includes tlmt sociation in his Phyllodoco- 
Myrtillion (Nordhagen 1943, p#124) a dwarf shrub heath alliance 
having moderate snow cover#)
In the Faeroes Bdcher (1937) refers to but does not 
describe the Calluna^lrlea oineréa Atlantic heath of the 
0 *- 200 m# **Atlantio” aonej but Os tenfold (1909, p#947) says 
that dry Calluna heath does not exist, the nearest representative 
being Calluna- B^rioa cinerea heather-moor, which he differentiates 
from the moist Danish heath containing Brica tetralix#
Two of the seven lists given by Qstenfeld are from 
communities resembling my aedge-*grass«^heath series# Qf species
Associations, in the sense of Braun-Blanquet, which are nearly 
related ecologically are grouped into Alliances (termination 
-^ ion)* Far definition of Association and Alliance see Poore 
(1955, PP.233, 241)#
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conspicuous In w  oxaniplea, Oatcnfcld*© two .lists store the 
dominant Oalluna and the subdominant Bmpetrum heramphroditum 
and Brica cinerea: and Anthoxanthum-odoratum> Festuca ovina#
Loontodon autumnal©» Polygala aerpyllacaa, Potantilla eréota. 
jPrunella vul^mris and Thymus drucei# One or other list also 
contains Agrostis stolonifera. Cfarax panlcea* Hypericum 
pulchyuiBi Planta^û maritima 'and Selaginella éela^sinoidèe #
Xn all, 22 out of 25 phanerogams occur in my samples# Taking 
the heath forimtlon as-a. whole Ostenfeld describes the first 
three species aa above, and states that the following are 
subordinate but characteristic: Vaccinium myrtillus.
V* uligjnosum (not comon), Tliymus drucei and Juniperus ■ 
COKMunis-nami (very rare ) * Lichens as in my oceanic examiples 
are unimportant #
This heather moor is however uncommon in the Faeroes; 
according to Qstenfeld (l.c# p#B59), **it picks and chooses 
its stations**; it needs a rather dry substratum and sunshine 
(both rare there)* Qstenfeld considers this community part 
of the moor formation of the subalpine (0-*5D0 m*) sione, in 
which'Hardus^Juncus eauarrosus grass^moor is the predominant 
type. He gives no detail of-soil beyond saying^that it is 
humous, but examination of his lists indicates ttot communities 
which are distinct in Shetland are less obviously separated 
in the Faeroes* In all my sedge*»grass^heath samples, Hardus 
stricta. Juncus squarrosus and Trichophorum caesoitosum are 
absent or very rare* In Shetland at least they are 
characteristic of deep peat or thin wet peat - in Unst on the 
gneisses, micaM^sehists or greenstones (see part X, Table I, 
p*5a)f In the Faeroes by contrast these species are present 
even in the two examples which bear some resemblance to my own*
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Even at its lower limit a.©, in- Unst, the presence of euoh. 
arcticMralpine species as Lycopodigm alninum  ^ Silen© acaulis» 
Polygonum yiviparuni and Thalictrum e-lpinum (Matthews 1955) 
indicates that, wherever else it may lie, the general affinity, 
of the series is hot with lowland heaths* Yet neither is-it 
montane a»s inspection of the list readily shows* I therefore 
designate this series submontane sedge^grass-heath*
fable XII
(a) Garex flacea-0. demisea sociation
Locality 
©ample number 1
ü H s 
2 3
T
4 5
Calluna vulgaris mm ma 1 #*
Thymus drucei ## 3 4M «H»
Selaginella selaginoides • M». ma 1 m
Agrostis Btolonifera ? 2 2 4 ,„2
Festuca rubra 2 mm 3 44 **
Molinia caeruleà mm 4* 4 3
Bieglingia decumbens 3 m 3 4# 44
Carex demissa ■? , 6 6 5 , 6
C# flacca .7,,, 1 . ,6.
0# nigra mm 3 mm
C, panlcea mm 1 2
C# pulicaris 2 3 mm «#'
Bleocharls pauciflora mm 3 mm 4
JuncuB articulatus g , ■ % 1 2 3
J. bulbesus MM 3 44 3
Bcilla verna M* 4M 1 #» 4»
Euphrasia micrantha 2 MM 2 4 ##
Plantago maritima 6 m# 5 4 2
polygala vulgaris 4* 1 mm «4»
Potentilia ereeta 2 4M mm
prunella vulgaris 1 *4 2 1 44
Ranunculus flammula 2 2 3 , 2 5
Thalictrum alpinum 3 4# mm 44
Viola riviniana mm m 1 mm 4*
Bryum gf* pallens 4 mm «4> mm 1
Brepanocladus revolvens X ..k X X X
fissidens osmundioides mm 44 mm 44 1
Bcorpidium soorpioides S- 1 X X X
Table XII (eoïitcl»)
(b) Schoenus nlaricane-^Molinia oaeruleà sociation
Locality
sample number 6
0
7
K s T 
8 9 IG
BelagineXla selaginoides mm 1 mm am
Agroetie stôXontfera 1 1 1 2
Festuoa rubra mm mm mm 1 1
Molinia caeruleà 2 l., ,2 .l ,— &
Oarex dioica 1 mm m
G* demissa X„ , 1. 2 ^ 1 ■,3
G. flacca
1
4 1 „ 4
G# panicea m 1 m mm-
Bleooharis pauciflora 1 1 4# mm mm
Scboenus nigricans 8 0
junouB articulatus 1 4 mm
Triglochin palustre 1 mm ma mm mm
Armeria maritima X mm 1 X mm
Leontodon auturanale am mm m 1
PinguicuXa vulgaris 1 2 mm nm
Plantage maritima %, ?, 3 ,.1, ..4,
Polygala vulgaris mm *1* 1 mm
Ranunculus flammula 1 ** mt mm
Bryum sp* X mm mm
Bicranum bonjeanl X mm mm
Brepanocladus revolvens X .X, *rm X X
Scorpidium soorpioides X ...%....JS X X
III. Mire sociations (Unst).
Table XII, Eos* 1 - 1 0  Serpentine localities, llnst*
A series of soligenous mire communities occurs on 
serpentine in flat'-bottomed drainage hollows or alongside 
streams, where the drainage water rises close to the soil 
surface* Observed also on the Ooyles of Muiok, two of the 
commnities from Unst are described here*
A# Garex flacoa^O* damisea sociation
With a total plant cover of from 50 ^ 9055, Garex flacca 
and 0# demises dominate in a short heavily graised turf with 
leaves from 1*3 to, exceptionally, 5 cms# long; Ranunculus 
aatnmi^a end flower at these heights.
Brown mosses (Sooroidlum seorololdes and Drepanooladua revolvens) 
are scattered sparsely over the black mud* The sociation 
often merges in the field into the Garex flacea-C. nulioaris- 
Festuca group with which it shares many species# It le 
distinguished, however, from these sociations by its possession
of RmDmoM3ag_aaWïm. and SoorEldium
scorMoides, while El© oc tor is pauciflora is sometimes present 
too* The sociation is dietlnguished from the following one 
only by the absence of Hchoenus nigricans. there being no 
species exclusive to this sedge sociation at least as I have 
discerned it* Boil I describe below#
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B» sociation
This community again is subjected to very heavy grazing, 
the leaves of Schoenus itself varying from about 1#3 up to a 
maximum of 10 cms*, the inflorescences.,'.which under these 
circumstances are rare, from 7*6 to 12*5 cms* Within a 6 ft 
X 6 ft (1#0 X 1*6 m*) rabbit- and sheep-proofed area, erected 
in BUMOr 1952,. these dimensions were increasedby summer 
1953 to 31 oms* for leaves and 35 cms* for infloreecenoes*
In the community in general, plant cover varies from as little 
as up to lOOjS* The lower degree of plant cover is a
reflection of the fact that here the leaves of Schoenus are 
grazed down to the base, leaving spaces between each tussock 
which in the ungrazed state are not visible# .Mosses are 
rare in grazed and ungrazed samples# The fenced area has 
not been enclosed long enough to show any changes other than 
an increase in the size of Schoenusi but one nevertheless 
gains the impression that this is an unnaturally Impoverished 
community - it contains fewer species than even the related 
sedge sociation*
The following observation confirms this view# Below 
the north of OolvadaXe lie a series of open areas of deep 
waterlogged clay in which, during a normal year, grazing 
animals would sink# In one such patch, at an altitude of 
50 ft (15 m#), there was in ihily 1951 a small * island* of not 
more tton 30 sq#ft (9 sq*m#) in extent* This island was 
formed by hugh tufts of Bchoenus nigricans » nearly 40 ems# 
high and in full flower; Armeria maritima was subdominant and 
nearly as large* There were in addition the following species; 
Molinia oaerulea, Euphrasia micrantha. Plantago maritima.
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CSESiLlîaSÊâ or fiareSLJanlçea, i£loa^et2a3:i£* §Ê3ëglBÊÏM
ÊgïÊgWlÉSÊ, 2lDgmÉmiâ._i#mE^  , SâESîLiiaisa» lassas
articulât US and Sphftgnm species* When, in late July 1955, 
the area was revisited the community was no longer 
distinguishable ; the mud had dried out during the prolonged 
drought and had presumably allowed aooeaa to grazing animals*
Soils
With a flat surface, the soil under the Carez flacca- 
0* demissa sociation showed the irregular stratification 
associated with areas of deposition# Thus a black surface 
layer of fibrous roots, humus and many mineral fragmente 
(1*5 to 10 oms# deep) was often underlain by a layer of white 
clay 2*5 to 15 cms* deep} this Is turn overlaid black 
sulphide-smelling peat* At other times the predominantly
organic soil was continuous, the root mat overlying blue-grey 
humus stained clay* Soil-pH (first 7 cm©*) 6*1 to 7*4*
In the dry swmier of 1955, the surface layers were quite dried 
out, crumbling in the hand*
Under Schoenus nigricans the soil surface was uneven and 
showed little layering beneath# Lying in drainage hollows, 
it consisted of alluvial soil in a gravel or stone matrix, 
the stones being up to 15 to 30 cms* in diameter* Samples 
were examined at the same time as the preceding ones and, 
even during this drought ^ several had standing water at the 
surface# When the stones were extracted the drier samples 
had soil like a dark brown loarâ} but the prevailing 
conditions could have produced an atypical appearance in 
what is usually, to judge by preceding years, a waterlogged 
soil* Soil-pli (first 7 cmis#) 6*9 to 8*1*
1X3*
Relationships
There is a gradient in both soil-pH and the height of 
the water table which may be correlated factors* At most 
these communities may reflect two relatively level stretches 
in a gradient of variation connected with these factors*
Not enough is known to say more*
From soil-pK it is apparent that both commun!ties are 
eutrophic-mesotrophie mires or fens* They resemble wet 
flush (sensu Pearsall 1950) oommunitlea of high soil-pH 
described by Holdgate (1955) from Westmorland# Particularly 
does this apply to what holdgate (l*c* p*85) calls the 
vegetation of the open surface, having a similarly high soil-pH 
and many species in common* Closer comparison is not possible 
as speoies-lists only are given* The Garex flacca-0* demlssa 
sociation is also related to the Garex demissa-C* mnieea 
nodwa of poors (1954) on meaotrophic mires in Breadalbane#
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IV. The fellfield series.
Table XIII, 8nst and Eonas Hill, Shetland;
Hhum and the Opyles of Muick,
From the start of my study of the prisere on serpentine 
in Unst (Part li, p. 41 ) it was obvious that certain plants, 
the pioneers, were confined to open debris but it was not 
possible to say at what degree of total plant cover these 
pioneers disappeared. Patches of debris alternated with 
patches of heath in no discernible fashion (Part I’, p.35 ), 
With the subsequent investigations however it was established 
that the pioneer phase can be said to persist till total plant 
cover exceeds 5%» As this figure is reached the maximum 
number of pioneer species are present, later I came to study 
this pioneer vegetation of the serpentine debris as a community 
in itself and without reference to succession. So I adopted 
a total plant cover of 5# as its approximate limit. The 
same limit was applied in the other debris areas I investigated. 
As a check, however, a few sEunples with higher cover were 
taken in various places: these are indicated in Table XIII,
My criterion of uniformity was that the 1 sq.m. site selected 
should lack patches of vegetation of obviously higher stages 
in the succession; patches for instance of Calluna growing 
in humus and fine-partioled earth where, otherwise, the 
substrate was predominantly mineral and composed of debris,
A, Arenaria norvealoa-Oardaminons1s netraea sociations 
Table XIII, Nos, 1 - 13(.17); serpentine and peridotite:
Unst, Rhum and the Coyles of lluiok.
The Arenaria norveaioa sociation has a floristic
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composition in Unat Indicated by the sample© in Table VI^
Eos# 1 - 8 }  its debris habitat has already been described 
in detail (part I pp*2^ ~7)# Distribution of the sociations 
is (Part I p#24 ) the distribution of this debris habitat 
itself# For Rhum and the Coyles of Muick these are therefore 
described together#
The Arenaria norvegioa sociation has its maximum# on 
the debris areas of peridotite Huinslval# between 1300 - 1600 ft 
(396 488 m#) but small patches also occur on the gravelly
shores of Loch Fiaohinis at 75 ft (229 m#)# On Huinsival 
there are broken cliffs and short scree slope© (with, as on 
the Coyles, Qardaminonsis netra^8 sociations) to E*W#, W# and 
B*W# Eastwards the hill presents a slope of not more than 
20 deg# overall, flatter near the col with Sgurr nan Glllean 
and level on the summit# Where the slope is at its maximum 
small level terraces about 3 m* broad alternate with steeper 
rock and boulder slopes formed from peridotite blocks 
disintegrating in situ* while larger areas of debris occur 
near the summit and the eol, both these and the flat terraces 
consist of gravel and fine dark earth, which may form &o% 
of the surface and is up to 30 cm# deep# The soil is very 
soft to the tread and easily compressed, indicating frost- 
heaving# The essential similarity of the Unst and Bhum 
tebitats is striking*
^SâSaâaSfiSââ-BSÈïSeâ sociation occupies, on the 
serpentine Ooyles of Hulck, short, steep talus slides In 
which the stones average 1 cm# diameter but are frequently 
larger and conversely approach gravel In size. Plants are 
often partly covered by stones sliding down from above#
These talus slides lie at the base of a series of short crags 
Chiefly to the southwest of the hill and between 1600 ft (488 m,}
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and the eummlt at 1900 ft (579 m#)# They resemble those
beneath the broken aliffe on Huinsival in which too
Oardmilhopsis is abundant# More or less flat patches of 
debris are rare on the Ooyles; but the- less steep a talus 
slide becomes the more it may resemble debrie as a habitat, 
particularly where as here the talus itself is of comparable 
size to much of the debris under consideration# This.is 
borne out by the similar communities in the two habitats# 
(Where by contrast the talus consists of larger stones, as 
happens in isolated localities on the Ooyles, Huinsival and 
Unst# then the commnitlea consist mainly of ferns such as 
Dry opter is fllix-mas. D# dilatata: see p#' (l\1 ) #
■8oll-pH of this most open debris varies .from between 
6*12 to 6^62 in Unst# 6#60 to 6*88 on Huinsival and 6#70 to
7#02 on the Ooyles of Muick#
There is some variation between the sociations in the 
three localitiea#- Arenaria. norvegioa (Plate VII, phot#l) 
and Plantggo maritima are absent from the Ooyles: Oerastium
nimtmmnB is replaced here by 0# aloinum# ICoeleria gracilis 
(absent from Shetland) is confined to the Ooyles, Tofjeldia 
pLL&iLla. ri to Hhum, Saicina nodosR to Unst and so on# But there 
la basic similarity between these communities in such widely 
separated localitiesi in the presence of âardaminoosls#
Bilene maritiraa. Armeria maritima  ^festuca rubra or 
I# vivinara* A^rostis stolonifera and Thymus drucei#
On Unst the sociations with their name species and other 
pioneers (Part II p# ) are only found on associated debris* 
0m unaeeociated debris an impoverished form occurs# This 
lacks the pioneers but still has at least one of the fescues, 
bent, thyme and sea plantain#
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B* Junous trifidue-Fostuûa vivi.TOra-Alohomilla alpine, open 
sooiations# Table %III, Nos# 16, 24 basait, Orval: 
los# 19, 20 .Imllivallte, HalliTal: Nos# 21-23 granité-
diorita, Honas Hill*
F. Tivipara-Alohamilla alnina open sociation ocours in 
the debris which is soarce on the predominantly^ paat covered 
basalt summit ridge, the only one examined, on the north of 
Orval at about 1300 ft (396 m*)# Even if- scarce the debrie 
is still similar in appearance to the ultra-basic type* With 
some atones up to 20 cm# across, gravel forms a flat easily 
compressed surface over, fine black earth#.
Jimeus trifidue-Aloliemllla alnina open sociation la 
fairly common above about 1800 ft (549 m*.) on Hallival, on 
debris terraces around 3*0 m* wide with 5 deg, slop# * On 
these terraces gravel with some small stones overlies fine 
black earth, the surface sinking to the tread* The terraces 
alternate with 50 - 100 ft (15*2 - 30*5 m*) high dykes of 
hallivallte which traverse the mountain* Both from the 
appearance of the chips and the soil-pH (5*2) the debris 
seems derived from this hallivalite., not the abundant 
underlying peridotite of which the mountain is mainly formed* 
With these dykes, the overall slope of Hallival above about 
1800 ft (549 m*) is nearly 30 deg* Much of this steep ground 
as far as the summit at 2300 ft (701 m*) is occupied by a 
closed improved’ _pasture associated ivith a vast nupber of 
burrows of the Manx Shearwater (Table XI, Mo*10, p*17 )#
Honas Hill with an altitude of I486 ft (453 m#) is the 
highest land, mass in Shetland* Bising-as a gently sloping 
hill in the south of the Shetland Mainland it is, like that 
district, composed of granito^dlorite* Its summit plateau
1 2 1 *
extends north-south for about half a mile at over 1400 ft 
(427 m#) and debris occupies more than 90^ of the surface, 
extending to below 1000 ft (305 nu) on the westward side of 
the hill* The debris consists of a surface layer, about 
1*5 ams* deep, of granite ohlpe ( 1*5 - 2*6 cma* dia*) over
very fine dark earth {indicating some hunme fraction) in every 
aample taken* Itay boulders strew the ground at this altitude} 
closed vegetation is confined to the lea of these (Plate X, 
phot*l) or to shallow gullies (see p#/3é )# Much of this
debris covers ground with 0 - 5  deg* slope* On steeper
10 - 15 deg* slopes solifluction phenomena are visible 
(Plate VII, phots*2, 3), the debris being crossed by 
horizontal lines of closed vegetation* These are similar to 
the terraccB on such slopes (or up to 25'deg*) in arctic-alpine 
regions (Wilson 1952) described by that author (l*o*) from 
Jan Mayon; from Iceland by Hansen (1930; Plate VIII, figs* 
16-17) and from the Oairngorma by Watt and Jones (1948)* 
festuca vivicara. like Deschamosia floxuoaa on Hallival, 
actually covers more ground than Juncue ■ trifIdas but the 
latter species and Alchemilla aloina differentiate these 
communities from those on basic debris* All the plants are 
very short, the leaves of the sedges and grasses rarely 
attaining more than 2*6 obis* in height, the herbs less* The
flowering shoots of Lepntqdon autumnale and Beachampsia 
flexuasa lie along the ground* .Luzula snicata (not In 
samples) and Saussurea alpinaj which was barren and grazed 
(1952, 1955) arc confined, to the open sociations and, moreover, 
to altitudes above 1000 ft (305 m#)* Junous trifidua is also 
confined to the top 400 ft (122 m#) of the hill but occurs, if 
rarely, in the closed mat# Polygonum viviimrum and Salix 
herbacea are also encountered in the most open conditions., and
1 pp
in the closed mat* Mat-forming liohene which colonise the 
bare, chips do not cover much ground and consist chiefly of 
Qladonia carlosa and Qladonia oerTieornis rar# suboervieornis # 
In all these ca.,sea, from non-serpentine- localities the debris 
is acidvarying between 4*05 on Orval and 5*2 on Hallival 
and 4«4 'h- 5*3 on Honas Hill*
These examples from aold debris show similarities in 
the dominance or presence of Alohemlllaiftpina as a debris 
plant, of JuncuB trifidus and BesphampsiB flaxuosa and
lÊglmSÊ_llZÈmm, te o s t is ^ t^ o jiife r a , Em #agojm r iM #
and Thymus... druooi * These last five . species represent, on
S0a.ward parts of Bandness Hill between 700 ft (213 m# ) and 
the summit at 816 ft (249 m#), an impoverished form of these 
$0dations froBi which the differential species- are lacking#
Red or viviparous fescue, bent, thyme and sea plantain 
are typical of debris areas lacking pioneers In Unst: areas
that is of miaBspciated debris* With the general paucity of 
mosses and lichens these four or five species therefore 
provide a link between the sociations on basic and acid 
substrates.
The pî'^sical features of the habitat indeed seem similar - 
whatever its rock type and however limited or extensive on a 
particular outcrop, the debris always has a fla.t surface of 
sm,all stones or gravel overlying finer material: is apparently
unstable, liable to frost heaving and exposed to wind* These 
are the features of the classical foilfield (see part XI, 
p# 8é ) # Sharing these physical features and a number of 
species are two groups of sociations, one on acid, the other 
on ultrabasioi debris* These sociations are distinguished by 
two mutually exclusive sets of species, some of which are hsed
1 2 3 .
in naming the aoeiations. On the ultrabaBio debrle there 
are Arenaria nerve^iea. Bilene maritima an# Oardaminonsie 
netraea: on the aoid debris Jnnous trifIdua & luaula epioata.
^Ichemilla alnina and Peechampsia flaxuoea.
Out of 43 epeoles occurx'ing in all samples in Table XIII 
(p.//5^  ) where total plant cover does not exceed 5$ (see p* 114 ) : 
19# or A2% are ohamaephytes#
G. Affinities of the Arenaria norve^ica^^Oardamlnopsis 
petraea sooiations*
Whether the distinction between sociations on acid and 
basic debris can be maintained in other areas will be seen 
shortly. In seeking affinities however I am regarding the 
distinction for the present as valid. I take the group on 
serpentine first#
Another serpentine locality in Scotland* Meikle 
Kilrannooh of 2850 ft (8b9 m.) altitude* in Angus {Y.C.90) 
harbours Viscarla alnlna which is so characteristic of 
Pennoscandian serpentine (Eune 1953* p.5# and this paper 
p. )é The species occurs here in open ground (Patton 
in litt.) subject to solifluction# the accompanying grasses 
showing signs of wind^erosion# Other species in the open 
community include Armaria maritima  ^ Cochlearia micaoea.
Oerastium semidecandrum  ^Oerastium vul^atum. Carex ri^ l^da 
and Peatuca ovina. To thesoHoger (in litt.) adds Cherleria
âââMâ£Ë*
The two other British stations for Arenaria norvef^ica are 
both found off serpentine# The only published information 
on one, its Morven* Argyll* locality is given in a short note 
by Macleay (1952* p.62). This colony of Arenaria norve^ica^
of about 100 plants, Is on rocky detritus, a very unstable rich
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loam on a steep northwest slope with ocoaeional .Qardaminopsis 
petraea as an assooiate. Hoek-type is not mentioned; to 
judge from the distribution of Arenaria norvegioa it is 
probably basic (HordMgen 1936, Eune 1933)4
In Boandinavia, Mordlmgen in several publications {1935, 
1936, 1943) deals with the peculiar vegetation of talus slopes 
(*Hasmarkenes Flantesamfunn*, Hordhagen 1943) in the low alpine 
sub-^alpine regions. Of that occurring on unstable calcareous 
scree (limestone, dolomite and miaa-^sehista) he distinguishes 
(1935, 1936) a particular widespread northern group: the
Arenarion norvegicae subaroticum.
Of species found in the Scottish serpentine examples 
(Table XIII), this alliance on calcareous scree in Salten, 
Norway, has as constants; Arenaria norvegica# Campanula 
rotundifolia. Oerastium alninum and Soxifraga onpositifolia 
(and six others); samples from north Norway have Arenaria 
Bogvegica, Polygonum vivinarum. Silene acaulis. Thalictrum 
alninurnm Tofieldia nusilla. Carex bigelowii and Pestuca ovina 
plus four species not in my samples*
Rune (Ijifii, p*47) considers the abundance of Arenaria 
norvegioa on Boandinavian serpentine debris to be sufficient 
justification for including that pioneer vegetation in 
Hordhagen's Arenarion for, apart from the name species, only 
one of the character^species of the alliance is apparently 
found on serpentine ^ Cardaminoosis petraea. But several 
of the constants such as Silene acaulis# Oamoanula rotundifolia> 
Oerastium aluinum and Festuca ovina are found even on pure 
serpentine* To these may be added Minuartia rubella.
In Rune’s vegetation analyses (Rune I.e.# Table 3 p.48), 
by 1 s%.m* quadrats, of thé Arenarion communities in N. Sweden, 
the open nature of the vegetation as in my examples is very 
apparent. Similarities in habitat are also shown by soll^ph
6#5 7.5, by the level nature of the ground (Hune, I.e..
p#44) and by the remark (p#47) that, in contrast to oalchreous 
ground where unstable soil is more or less restricted to scree 
at the base of cliffs, instability on serpentine is caused by
Scrite^shini'colo^*
frost»aotion or deflation* As to the,\3peoleS: Gardamlnopsls.
Gèrastium alolnum and lüzulà splcata (serpentinidolous in 
north Sweden: Rune l.@.. p.51) are actually missing. Of
the twenty species listed, fifteen* including Yisoaria alnina 
and Juncus trifidus. are found in Britain and eight of these 
in my Scottish samples* Agreement is therefore moderate; 
but apart from geographical position itself, Rune's examples 
come from sub-alpihe and low alpinè regions*
In his Study of the vegetation of the olivine of %nmOre 
in south west Norway, Rj;frlykke (1939, p*64) gives a 
vegetational analysis, in ten 1 sq*m. samples, of what I take 
to be a Gardaminopsis petraea soclatlon on a serpentine gravel 
slope at 175 m,, above sea-level* Once again bare ground 
occupies 50 • 90j6 of the surface of every sample and cover of 
any species does net exceed 2 (Hult*Sernonder'B scale), being 
generally 1. There are 18 species, all but Agrostls oapillarie 
occurring in Scotland and in some community or other on 
serpentine* #ut only 8 of these species are found on Sobttish 
serpentine debris - Oardamlnopsis itself, iestaca rubra.
Viscaria alnina. Oerastium alnlhum. Juniperus communis (as sep* 
naraa. on debris at loch Fiaehinls, Rhum), Rumex acetosa. 
Campanula rotundifolla and Silene aoaulis. Silene vulgaris is 
represented in all my samples by S* maritima. while Asplénium 
viride is found in crevices, Deschampsia flexuosa and lyeopodium 
selago on acid debris (basalt etc*; Table XIII, p, IIS ) and 
Galluna atypically on serpentine where total oover is 20JÎ (èèe 
Table AIII, Nosi 14, 15, p*//S' )* Rubus saxatilis. a plant *0 ; -
^ ftfr fionx's d^ in itiiK  ^  S</ra<nh^iCoOr*s -f€c (hzsts y6./^ 4. ' '
1 2 6 *
ciharacteriistic of ooeanfc debrio (in Hhum, Honao Hill and 
Unot) Bj^rlykke saya (I.e.. p*120) le constantly found in 
crevices.on the olivine crags*
There are some species characteristic of the Scottish 
serpentine debris examples which are not recorded by 
Bjiirlykke from any of the Sunmdre serpentine localities: 
Arenaria. norveglca* Sagina nodosa> Thymus drucei and* 
surprisingly in an oceanic climate* Ameria maritima and 
Blantago maritima. Since the relationship of the Scottish 
serpentine examples to the west Norwegian area might be 
expected to be closer than this* it is of interest that Rune 
(1953* p.123) records these last two species (A* maritima and 
P* maritima) with Bagina nodosa. Bilene maritima and (p*B7) 
Agrostio stolonifera as occurring abundantly in the serpentine 
of the Norwegian coastal districts "even comparatively far 
from the sea" (e#g* Isle of HCddn* latitude 66 deg, N, : Rime 
* > p * 90)#
The Arenaria norvagioa^OardaminQosiB oetraea aociations 
on the Scottish serpentine are seen to be matched by 
counterparts on scree in Bcandinavia, particularly in the 
oceanic regions# Where particle eiae is much the same and 
particularly where angle of slope a.pproaehes nil* then debris 
and scree Intergrade as on the Goyles (p* 11^  )* So it is 
possible to include these Scottish representatives in an 
oceanic serpentine facies of Nordhagen’s Arenarion norvegicae 
subaroticum of oommmnities on basic scree in Fennoscandian low 
alpine and sub^alpine regions#
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D* Affinities of the Juncus trifidus*Bestuca vivioara-*- 
Alohemilla alplnu'mhuzula soicata open sooiations.
Within Britain good comparison can he made with the 
eroded Galluna - hoiseleuria facies in the Cairngorms between 
O.2600 - 2800 ft (793 - 854 m.) (Metcalfe 1950). Poore (1954) 
mentions small patches of an open Juncus trifld^s community on 
coarse sand (aoll^pH (A) 5*3* (1) 6*0) over quartzite on the 
top of the i«B« spur of Ben lawers# The flora of these 
patches consists of testuoa vivloara. Juncus trifidus>
Ei-slEiSHs»
Cetrarla ielandioa and Cornioularla aeuleata(cf p. 117).
Beyond Britain the ealoifuge tendency of these Bociations 
is not without foundation* The three differential species 
J. trifidus. Alohemilla alnina. and luaula apicata are all 
facultative chasmophytes in the Saxifrdgion ootyledonis 
subarcticuBi alliance of Nordhagen (1936# p*12),of communities 
of crevice plants on acid rocks in Scandinavian sub^ and low 
alpine regions*
The sociations can be related floristically to the 
Junoion trifidi scandinavlcum alliance of Hordhagen (1943) of 
dry grassland on acid mountains# for which Luaula soicata is a 
differential species; in particular to the vivipara#  ^
Bhacomii^rium lanugeinosum sooiation (1943# p*205); of its 29 
phanerogams 16# including J» trifidus and Saussurea alpina& 
occur in my examples which have however fewer lichens. Indeed 
the comparison is poor ecologically for these are predominantly 
closed grassland communities*
With the Juncus trifidus Minuartia groenlandica grassland
tm pmiMWl#  .......... » 11 iiii*mw»mwiÉ*iw*ilWipi W
and fellfield vegetation type in S.w, Greenland (BBoher 1954) 
the Scottish examples share 11 out of the 21 phanerogams.
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Including J. trifidus itself* Lunula s-ploata. ?. vivinara.
Garax bigelowil. Balix herbaoea and Polygonum yivlnarum* 
like the Scottish examples the soil is acid, from pH 4*5 5
in the luaula and J. trifidus sooiations. With the examples 
of open sooiations the agreement with my Scottish samples is 
good* The moss and lichen flora, and oover, is far richer 
in the Oreenland cases but the essentially very open nature 
of my samples must be set against this (see p*114 )*
1* Affinities of the debris sooiations considered as foilfield
The affinities so far suggested for the examples of 
sooiations on acid and basic debris have been largely with 
closed vegetation, scree or at least where open vegetation 
is the exception not the rule* Only once has a sooiation, 
in this case oh acid debris, been shown to resemble foilfield 
which is typically open vegetation* No such affinity has 
60 far been noted for the sooiations on ultrabasio debris*
The relationships have Indeed tended to uphold the distinction 
drawn earlier between the basic and acid sooiations without 
emphasising their many similarities* Both share several 
species regularly and, of factors assessed, only in soil-pH 
does there seem to bé/^eignificant habitat difference - and it 
is quite possible that even this distinction breaks down in 
other areas# 6o X deal briefly now with the Faeroes and 
Iceland where foilfield is a predominant type and the soil 
richer} in the latter, Hansen (1950, p*160) gives values for 
soil-pil between 6*2 and 6*9*
1 2 9 *
iGelaridic fellflaid {’melar * ) * Fellfield or molar 
(Hansen 1930, Steindorsson 1943) Is an exceedingly sparse 
and mainly phanerogamic vegetation type in which bare ground 
is the chief physiognomic feature* It occupies most of the 
Icelandic Highland and parts of the Rowland* Its habitat is 
typically exposed and usually snow#*free#
The most frequent phanerogams (Steindorsson 1945, p*462) 
are Silene aoaulis. Armeria vulgaris. Gardaminopsis uetraea. 
Saxifr&(%a oppositifolia. Oerastium aluinum, Salix herbacea 
(Poa glauca) and, where the melar is more sandy, Arenaria 
norvegsica. Festuea rubra. Silene maritima (and Oarex incurva).
In the relatively more fertile oases there are such additional 
species as Polygonum vivlparum. Festuca ovina and F. vivipara* 
hu&ula spieata (L# arcuata and Brvas octopetala)#
Chamaephytes are the predominant llfe^form, comprising 47^ 
of the biological spectrum of melar* This compares with 15% 
for the flora of Iceland as a whole (Hansen 1930, pp*33, 178).
In the given samples, 600-720 m* in altitude, there is no 
Juncus trifidus or Alohemilla alnina but, as on Swedish 
serpentine debris, Luaula splcata occurs with Gardaminopsis 
petraea and Salix herbacea. Again, in Hansen’s (1930, p.44)
Table of melar vegctatiion at 250 m. altitude on lyngdalsheidi, 
Gardaminopsis. Silene maritima and Silene aoaulis grow in the 
same 0*1 sq.m. as Juncus trifidus and luaula spicata. One 
only knows that the soil is non-serpentine but with a soil-pH 
range comparable to that on serpentine debris. So it would
be pointless to speculate on the causes of the intermingling 
of species which are indicators, in the areas I have investigated, 
of acid or ultrabasio substrates.
It is unfortunately not possible to compare either 
author’s associations with my sooiations as their information 
was acquired by Haunkiaer’s frequency method and no indication
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of cover, Individual or total, is given# The general 
similarity however to my debris samples considered 
collectively is good* Of the 17 abundant Icelandic melar 
species in Steindorsson’s table, 13 are found in my Scottish 
examples, many being very common there; for Hansen’s table 
the figures are 16 and 14* It is also noted that the 
cficunaephyte percentage for melar, of 47, compares closely with 
the cliamaepbyirci percentage of 42 for all the smnples of the 
debris sooiations taken together (p# 123 )#
■ (
Faeroese fellfield* On the basaltic Fareoes, fjeldmark 
or fellfield and Hhacomitrium lanuginosup-rich vegetation are 
the two characteristic groups of communities from c#500 - 800 m* 
above sea-level# (Of the fellfield Ostenfeld notes that wind 
is the chief cause of barrenness#) Both communities may 
occur in suitable localities lower than the altitudes just 
given# In fact the examples of fellfield which BCoher (1937, 
P#160) gives in his table 1 are from below 500 m# One from 
270 m# (5 ** 15 deg# slope) and two from 400 m# (flat ground) 
are given in this paper Table XIV, p# /S/ # Total cover is 
very low; Festuca vivipara. Agrostis yarieties, Thymus drucei 
and Blantago maritima are all there ae in the Bhum and Shetland 
examples#
Also listed are Gardaminopsis petraea. Silene aoaulis> 
Oerastium niRreacens. Viola riviniana and Polygonum viviparum. 
Unfortunately soil-pH is not indicated; but the gravel will 
be basaltic (Ostenfold 1909) and, in view of its slow 
weathering may be weakly acid even if nutrient-rich (Hordhagen 
1943, p#944) (the Orval, Hhum, basalt debris is distinctly 
acid - pH 4#03} p# IZZ)^ Oertainly Alohemilla alnina and 
hugula apicata and Deschampsia flexuosa of the ’calcifuge’
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Vegetational analys.p of Faeroese fellfield; Hult-Sernander'a ,
5 point cover scale (see Fart I» p.3<5 ) (from BOcher 1936.p*160)
Altitude 3 metree 270 ■ 414 414
Slofe 3 degrees 5-*10 0 5
Aapect eaet west
Sample size : eq#m# 4 1 1
Silene acaulis 1 2
Alohemilla alpina 2 2
Festuoa vivipara l«i*2 1 1
Thymue drucei 1 1
Saxifrage oaeapitoea 1 1
Oxyria digyna 1 1
luaula apicata 1 1
Oerastium nigresoens 
Viola riviniana 
Sedum villosum 
Agrostis oanina (var«)
A, tenuis (var,)
Folygonum viviparum 
Salix herbacea 
Bmpetrum hermaphrodltum 
Flantago raarltiiraa. (var»)
Saxifrage oppositifolia 
Ranunculus aoer var» pumila 
Deschampsia flexuosa var, montana 
Selaginella selaginoidss 
Buphrasia borealis and scotica 
Taraxacum faeroense 
Oerastium caespitosum 
Hhacomitrium lànuglnosum 
Stereocaulon denudatum
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
and
Ostenfeld (1909) also lists Juncus tri<alumis. Cochlearla
(forma). Saxifrage nivalis and a>»sjtg.lAaiïi'"lpiimttfia)
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sooiations are all there, the latter in an adjoining sample, 
while J. trifidus is recorded in open vegetation for boulder- 
strewn hillsides (Uerdllhaldèn) at 600 - 660 m#, luagla 
Bpiqata and Qgrjjqminonsis petraea are also recorded together 
at 730 m#
Once again the distinction between basioole and basifug© 
sooiations breaks down. But the general similarity to 
fellfield, taken together, is striking - 16 out of 24 species 
in the Faeroes© list for fellfield alone (and excluding 
GerOllhalden and fliessererdeboden) are common to my Scottish 
lists#
The serpentine debris vegetation can be related to the
/
Arenarion norvegicae subaroticum of basic scree and that on 
acid debris to communities on acid substrates, including rock 
crevices, in Britain and beyond. But the species which 
distinguish the acid and ultrabasio sooiations in Scotland 
grow together on fellfield in Iceland and the Faeroes; where 
accordingly the distinction between such soeiations, as defined, 
breaks down* Gollectively however they have marked affinities, 
floristically, in life-form and in habitat, with exposed 
snowfreo fellfield vegetation of the Faeroes and Iceland in 
particular* They can therefore with justice be considered 
sooiations of the same vegetation type#
Tabla XV
HhaGoaitrium-rich dwarf aforub heath series
I5Ù
locality (8«»8ahdheBs 
number
Cover scale: HS, Huit- 
Sernander: B| Domin#
X Arctoataphyloe uva-ursi 
X Arctous alpina 
Calluna vulgaris 
X Bmpetrum herxmphroditum 
Brica oinerea 
X loiBOleuria proeumbane 
X Ballx herbacea 
Thymus drucei 
Yaccinium myrtillus 
X V# uliginoBum 
X V* vitis-idaea
lycopodium alpinum 
1# eelagc"
Hymenophyllum wilsoni
Agroetis oanina 
A* tenuis
Anthoxanthum ©doratum 
Deschampsia flexuosa 
Festuoa rubra 
f. vivlpara 
llolihia caerulea 
Nardus stricta 
Sieglingia dèoumbens
Eonas Hill B Orval
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4# X X
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1
5
1
1
#
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X X X X X 1 X X X 6 4 4
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( to bo eontd.)
Table XV (oonM.j 
sample number 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
X Garex bigelowil X ,,x,...... .....m,„,n,3S„.,3.. I , X,. '44 2
C* blneafvls m m X #4 mm mm 44 44 3 mm
G* panioea m m X m mm mm 3 4» 44 4 mm
C« pilullfera X X X # X 1 mm X «4 5 3
X Juneus trifidus m X m 4# X mm m 44 44 ■4* «4
X Folygonvan vivipafum ## mm X m mm #4 44 4M 44
X Alctiemilla slpina X m mm X mm m X 44 44
Antennaria dioioa X X X mm X *m m 44 X 44 4#
Euphrasia feulaenggj^^^g^
■# m mm # mm mm X 44 X 44 44
E» rotundifolia 4* im 4» mm mm X m 44 «4 «4
£ ,  sootioa mm tm «rt* X mm mm , mm 44 mm >■>- — 44
Galium hercynioum ## m m mm mm mm mm X X 1 44
Hypericum pulchrum X X m mm mm M> 4# mm 44
Jasione montana mm «#. m m mm. 4# 4 . 4* X 44 4M
leontodon autwmale «# X 4# m X 4# m 44 44 44 «4
lusula multiflora m mm m # mm 44 44 1 mm
Flantago maritima m m # mm X mt mm 44 mm 44
Polygala serpyllacea mm m 4# mm mm mt mm 44 44 1 1
Potentilla erecta X X X mm mm X 3 X X 3 2
Bhinanthus minor mm X m mm W» 4# mm 44 44
Taraxacum officinale X m *m mm mm mm 44 mm .44 44
Viola oanina X X *m X X mm X 44 X 44 4M
V« riviniana ## M X m mm mm mm- 44 44
Oampylopus atrovirens X 1 mm 44 44 44
C» flexuosus X we mm W» X M. 44
Dicranum bonjeani mm mm mm #4 X 44 44
D» sooparium mm X X 44- 44 X 44
D. falcatum mm mm mm ## «4 X mm 4M
HylOGomium splAndens X X mm 44 44 X X 44
I^ o th e c io m  m y a u ro id .e s X mm X #4 44 X X 44
H. o u p c ^ B s i f o r g g ^ j l Ç g ^ ^ ^
X X mm
i , , X X X X
Polytrichum piliferum mm m X X 44 X X X
Plagiotheeium undulatum mm mm X 44 X mm mm
Hhacomitrium lanuginosum cd câ ed cd ed • 'r 4 od cd 6 6
Rlqrtidiadelphus loreus mm mm •m X mm «4 X
(to be oontd#)
Table XV (conW, 
sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Diplopbyllum albicans 
Fà'ullanla tamarisei
Ostrarln aeuleata 
0* islanâica 
Oladonla oervi
■aWMiM  ..
01, subtenuie 
Cl* unelalie
6g @ & M m n l a
X ^ X' X
% — 4#
m. M. m, . X m , *w,
X m we X ## m #w
#4' % X ww X #h e* ww
«* 4# m m ww X X
X «# m . X ## X X X
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V. Rhacômltriüm-rich dwarf shrub heath series 
Table XV* Shetland Mainland and TJnst, Hhum#
A. Bhaa.a»itteiiim-rich Loiseletaria-Oalluna heath.
Table XV, Mo b# 1 - 8 ;  Honaa Hill, Shetland.
The preceding fellfield vegetation is sueoesalonally 
related In all my samples to the graas-heath series already 
described, except on Honas Hill# There the fellfield is 
suoeeeded in suitable looalities by a Hhaoomitrium-rieh 
Lo1seleuria-Oalluna Heath# This is described here because
its presence in Shetland has a distinct bearing on the 
ecological status of the fellfield vegetation in îlnst and, 
by extension, in the other localities examined* This 
description is a preliminaiy one#
lowland and submontane communities# There are three 
groups of closed commnity on Renas Hill corresponding to 
three main intergrading habitats# The first two are 
mentioned briefly.
Deep peat is distributed on and is most typical of lower 
ground wherever drainage is impeded, but persists to the summit 
of Honas Hill in a very shallow but apparently sheltered gully#
Srlchopborum caespitqsum - Brlophorum - Emnetrum - Hhacomitrium
communities occupy the greater part of the low*-lying peat both 
on Honas Hill and in North Hoe# It is replaced at higher 
levels - from c.llOO ft upwards - by a Nardus-Juncus sauarrosus 
community with an underlayer of yaccinitam vit#.8"*idaea^
V. lavrtillus and V. uli^inosum. The vegetation here is 23 cms# 
h i #  compared with 1.2 - 3#8 cms# on the adjoining open debris#
Better drained peat occurs at lower levels along stream 
Bides or edging the steeper granite knolls with which so much 
of North Hoe ia covered# A Qalluna-histera cordata-
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community oceupies such ground, S t e S â  
itself reaching 61 cms# in height in-sheltered localities# 
'Foore (1954) records a similar lowland sooiation in the 
BreacMlbanes■in Perthshire* The community in Shetland merges
at lower altitudes into the Tyichpphoy]up-Iirionhorum group on 
poorly drained ground and at higher levels into some of the 
following series#
The soil
is analogous to the more stony, not drift, types under the
series in Unst, Rhum etc. 
Exceptionally as deep as 20*4 cms# the black humus is thin, 
usually admixed with granite chips, typically well drained and 
overlying debris or the' knolls of granite bedrock; in the 
latter cases the closed communities usually alternate with
patches of open debris# This well drained habitat occura
from'as low as 500 ft (152 m#) in North Hoe and not below about 
800 ft (244 m#) on the southwest, moat exposed, flank of Honas 
Hill itself* Apart from some local occurrences of the 
preceding communities, the Hhacopaltrium-rich loisalaurla-
series (Bbaomitrlum heath hereafter) forms the only 
closeft vegetation above about 1000 ft (305 m») on that hill.
The heath consists of a series of communities, dominated by 
alternative suffrutloose species, in all of which E ^ b €?mi^ ,^ri,ur^  
is present, oo-dominant or dominant# These dwarf shrubs form 
a flat mat level with the Rlmcomitrium* from 1*3 - 7*6 cms* 
deep, the inflorescences and leaves of the grasses and sedges 
protruding beyond that(Pl.pipHoJr. 4)# The community is graced by
* Rhag.Qmitirj.um lanuaiOQSUia
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sheep* Though the methods of getting results varied, the 
Table shows that there is an underlying similarity in the 
usual eo-dominance of Ehaoomitrima itself and in the invariable 
presence of .6areac.,.a4gei f j i i ,  gsm&mmucWmm* ^
pyrtillus, Lyeonodium aluinum and 1# salago.
From 500 ft (152 m,) upwards the suffrutiooe© oo-dominants 
may be Galluna. Empetrum hermanhroditum#Arctostephylos 
pva-ursi m Ayctoue alpina and lriei|i....,eineri.é^* Above 900 to 
1000 ft (274 - 305 m#) areas of heath may have as alternative 
dominants or oo-dominants loiseleuria# Salix hprbacea or 
V$oolmi#^ullginps%m.
Gonsiderable work has still to be done before any 
causationjOn the lines of Crampton’s work (1911) in Gaithnese 
and Metcalfe’s (1951) in the Gairngorms, can be discerned 
between the various communities in this Hhacomitrium heath#
It is obvious that exposure is the master factor and that 
gradations in this factor and in drainage, both resulting from 
micro-relief, must largely affect the Interrelationship# It 
is evident for example on the last 200 - 300 ft (61 - 91 m#) 
on the south and southwest of the hill that such closed 
vegetation as there is is entirely confined to wind shadows 
in the lea of boulders and largely consists of prostrate 
0alluna-mat in which Hhacomitrium itself is subordinate#
Eleven arotic^alpine species (Matthews 1955) and one low 
arctic-oceanic species (I*yconodium alulnum : Bdcher 1954) 
comprise 29% of the flora of the Hhacomitrium heath on Honas 
Hill (Table X?, p# /33 )# The dwarf shrub species and 
M6SB0&lm4.&lpiRua, £â_§elgg£, and Pplygala
sernyllacea together total 15# Of 42 species, therefore,
36% are chamaephsrtes# These figures compare with an arotio- 
alplne total of 30% for fellfield on Honas Hill and a :Ch ' r
wpercentage also of 30# (8alix herbacea, Alcheanilla alpina.
Bausouraa alnina are all arotic-alpinea-j S# herbacea■ Thyi^ ug, 
1 80la^o f Antennaria dioica. Planta^o maritima' and Ameria
maritima are all eimmaephytés)*
B# HhaGomitrium-rlch Galluna communitiSB*
Table XY, Ho0# 10-11* Sandnese Hill, Shetlandj Orval, Rhum*
On sandstone Sandneae Hill, West Mainland, from 700 ft 
(213 m,) to the summit at 817 ft (249 m#) open eociations on 
debris and Hhacomitrium heath occupy the tops and seaward 
faces of the ridges, while blanket-bog occurs in the hollows 
and up to the summit on the east side# The Hhacomitrium
heath has islâaUîSEMsêâ. Sâ$m-Msslfi$U« MssBâââmjilsâsffi»
Df selasco. Vaocinlum rnypt^ lllus ana Galluna. In Unst, a
Rhaoo|mitrium-Dmpétruîr| herg^nhroditum community, with Garex 
bigeld^ii. and .Qaiidhs^  but lacking ialix...herbacea (on gneiss 
rocks at 500 ft : 153 m*) occurs on very coarse greenstone 
debris from 300 - 400 ft (91-122 m*)#
In Hhum one sample'was taken on basalt debris, of small 
compacted stones, at the summit of the col between Orval and 
Fionchra; the other was also in an exposed situation, this 
time near the edge of the west facing cliffs of Orval, at 
1350 ft (412 m#); the plateau behind consisted largely of 
lardus-Juncue suuarrosus communities on thick peat#
0# Affinities in and beyond Britain#
Within Britain, Hhacomitrium heath was first recognised 
by Robert Smith (1900) as a community on mountain top detritus
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above 3000 ft (914 m#) in Porttehir©* Thore are 20 Bpooim 
of vaecuXar plantS'.given, in f. 0. Smith’s (1911) list amended 
by Tanslay (1939), as obaraoteriatla of.the.Hhacomitrium heath#
Of these, 15 -ooour in the Honas Hill Heath; three of the ■ 
remainder-ar©’ absent from Shetla^ rtd# But loiseleuria. so 
typical of the Caithness exmmples (see below) and locally 
co-dominant in^the'heath on Honas Hill, is not mentioned#
The Hhacomitriimi-heath on the plateau'of Oader Idris 
(2700 ft : 020 m#) includes no species of vascular plant not 
found on Bonus Hill (except Oamimnula rotundifolla which has 
one doubtful station in Shetland)# lacking for example mai^ 
of the dwarf shrubs like Galluna or loiseleuria. it seems an 
impoverished version of moat of that heath and equivalent 
more to a Hhacomltylum-Oarex bigelowil nodum (for definition 
of ’nodum’ see Poore 1955 a) described by that author from the 
Breadalbaiies at 2700 - 3100 ft (023 - 945 m*) on exposed ridges, 
usually swept bare of snow in winter or late spring*
Beyond Britain, Honas Hill Hhagoaiitrium heath shows poor 
correspondence with Icelandic Bhacomitrium-heath as described 
by Hansen (1930) and Steihdorsson (1945)# Once, from 0#Iceland, 
Steindorason (l&g#, p#455) records m  "unusual variant of 
Orimmia-heath" - one rich in Yaocinium uli^inoaum* Otherwise 
its affinities lie far more with the dwarf shrub heath 
(Icelandic mo) of well drained lowland ground with moderate 
snow cover#
The Icelandic Bhaeomjtriufift-heath, v;ith Carex blgelowii ^
■Salix herbacq.a. and golygohhs^ yivto as the most frequent
phanerogams, is more like the speoieè-poor Bhaoomitrium-heath 
of the highest and most exposed altitudes in Britain; so ia 
Bdcher’s HhacomitriUm-heath ^ rich in Bmoetrum or some other 
species, from southwest Greenland (which he places in the
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^o'iseleurla-Salix .gva-urqi: type of dwarf . shrub heath with . 
Inconstant show eoTor).#. , Eerè'.too may belong the Hhaoomitrium- 
heath recorded by Du Riots (1925, In BBeher 1937" p*166)‘, from 
flat ground at 550 m* ©.Ititudo- above Bergen, west Norway#- 
The■vegetation (Kult-Bernander *s scale)'coneiets■of
■ 5 I %.rex:j#gjda 2-3 : Salix-herbacea 1 
Juncus : trifidus' 1- 2 Festuca vivipafa 1*-  ^ Further Inland in 
Scandinavia- Bhacomitrium Only forme small cushions, hot a 
carpet# . :I return to this point ahortly; '-meanwhile the 
absence of Galluna. from all these Hhacomitrium- heath sample a 
is noted. This applies also-to-.the Hhacomitrium-rich 
vegetation in the - Faeroee which._ooeur.e most typically from-'
500 -800 m* but is found down to 300 m*; Oalluna is 
mentioned by Oatenfeld (this paper/p# loy ) ^ m .aoaroe• even'4n 
the'lower parts of the Faeroes#. ' Qtherwiee the: correspondence 
of the Faeroese Ehacom-itrlum heath # at leae.t.to 500 m#, le the 
-cloaeet so far to tha Honaa'Hill' type; among the 33 vascular 
plants' found' thereI'.26 occur in the 36 on Honas/ Hill*
■ The lack^ of 'Hhacomitrium, as a mat former in landward 
Scandinavia .-'iâ In line with' the paucity ,of this apecies in - - 
the lolseleuria-'^Arotoetaphylion (Kalliola-1939).■alliance-'#, in 
the ,Braun-Blanquet'classificatory system* -of communities 
presumed ,able-'to do without good snow cover .(Ho'rdhagen 1943) 
and■therefore.corresponding to one of the chief 'features in 
the 'ha-bitat of Btecomitrium heath# Its sooiations as 
described ■by/-Nè,fdhag©n (l#c* ) from the Sikkilsdalen are 
oonspicUously/lacking in that moss as they are* indeed* 
abundant ' in ,lichens'# ' ' 'This 'applies tO'more, continental parte 
.of Iceland also (Steindoreson 1936 in Bêcher 193-7 p#î66) # --
Three pointe emerge from this survey ; (1) the North
Atlantic distribution-, of Hhaoomitrium heath vfith its absence 
from* for instance* continental Norway* (2) the lack of
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equlTalence of the Horns Hill and most of my other examples 
with this Hhaoomitrium heath which (3) normally lacks Galluna 
and in Britain, anyway, is found at the higher levels.
Returning now to comparisons within Britain, X note tîmt 
all the species found in the Honas Hill scries except Salix 
herbacea, Polygonum viviparum and Juncus trifidus are listed 
by Crampton (1911) in the same sort of communities, the 
"Plant formations of the alpine plateaux" in Caithness (e#g# 
Büoryen>a,ltitude 2313 ft : 705 m# ) ; the same dwarf shrub 
species at any rat© act-as alternative dominants# As on 
Honas Hill lichens are scarce* Xgnoa'ing for the present the 
prominence of Hhacomitrium in the Honas, Hill samples, most of 
them can* with Grasapton’a qalluna^mat* be related to the 
sub^alpine Galluna sooiation described by Poore (1954) from 
the Breadalban©,mountainsi This is in the most exposed 
localities,. regularly blown free of snow in winter, between 
2600 - 2850 ft (792 - 669 m#), lower by all but 1000 ft (3o5 m#) 
than the Hhacomitrium>"*Oarex i nodum (see p# ) # .
All the phanerogams in Poore’s list, except Onanhalium supinum 
are found in the Honas Hill exauBples above 1000 ft (305 m#)#
The alignment of most of this Hlmcomitrium**rich series 
with high-level Calluna vegetation seems further justified 
from the reported behaviour of that species in the Gairngoi*ms 
(Watt and Jones 1946, Metcalfe 1950)* Mountain Callunotura 
according to the latter author occurs there from 220 - 3200 ft 
(671 - 976 m*i on well-drained exposed slopes. In sheltered 
localities its maximum altitude is much less; this is 
attributed to its-intolerance of snow-lie# ArctostaphyloB 
MZâzMËÊi 1^ typical of the lower parts of the £ione - up to 
2600 ft; Loisaleuria from 2600- 3000 ft (790 - 915 m.), 
descending lower on the ridges than in the valleys : in exposed
10.
places Loiselcuria may reach as low a© 2200 ## 2000 ft (671 ^
610 m#)# All the vascular plants present in Metcalfe’s 
Galluna^lo^sel©bria facies occur in the Honas Hill heath; 
the most notable difference lying in the high percentage 
cover (25 30%) of lichens in the Cairngorms* This
relationship is confirmed by the fact tîmt* on Honas Hill#
eociation i© serally related to the Hhaoomitrium heath series 
and 4© equivalent (p# IZJ) to the eroded Calluna^hoiaeleurla 
facie© in the Cairngorms#
In Norway the Honas Hill Hhacomitrium heath resemble© 
the Gladonia svlvatioa-01* rangiferina**rich Oalluna sooiation 
(Nordhagen^1928) from Sylene# which has# again# little 
Hhaoomitrium. hihked to the eub'^alpine Oalluna sooiation 
from Breadalbane# this lichen-rich sooiation is placed by 
Nordhagen in a dwarf shrub heath alliance (Phyllodoco- 
Myrtillion : Hcrdhàgen 1943) having moderate ©now cover* In 
Iceland too the Honas Hill heath resembles more closely the 
dwarf shrub heath (Icelandic mo) of well drained lowland 
habitat© having moderate snow cover# In these# .galluna is 
present and Hhacomitrium according to Hansen (1930) is of 
local occurrence* (correspondence is good with ©xamples 
from the oceanic south country ^ AretoStapkvlos uva^uroi and 
Lpiseleuria communities : Hansen# I.e./ 0*48, Table HA# Nos*
8# 9) #
Thé paradox incidentally arises that this Bhacomitrium-rich 
dwarf shrub heath belongs to an alliance typified in term© 
of habitat by little or no snow cover# but actually has its 
greatest affinity with communities characterised in 
continental regions by moderate snow cover* (This of course 
illustrates the difficulty of applying a classification of 
vegetation to an area far from that for which it was originally 
invented*)
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Neverthele©© the alignment of the Honas Hill Hhaoomitrium 
heath'with a Calluna zone in which Hhaoomitfjum is normally 
inoonsplouous# at once explains its lack of correspondance 
with the usual Rhacomitrium heath* Although an Empetrum- 
VàCûinium zone is interpolated in the Cairngorms, in more 
sheltered areas which have some snow lie# the Hhacomitrietum 
lies oh exposed slopes directly above the Oalluna-Iio i s e leur ia 
zone (Watt and Jones 1948)* This Rhacomitriétum is related 
in turn to the Hhacomitrium heaths of Iceland# the Faeroes#
8.VÎ. Greonlàhd etc# So both these facts confirm the 
importance attached earlier to the absence of Qfilluna from 
these heaths#
Not only has Hhacomitrium greatly increased# in Shetland# 
in a community in which it is beyond Shetland normally 
inconspicuous; it even descends there oh certain hilltops 
as low as 300 ft (91 m*) above the sea* This question is 
discussed later in relation to climate (p# )#
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ïi‘* Asplénium' viride. sooia'tlon (Basic rOok' crevioe ©eriee) * ■
The crevioe habitat le merely an extension of a more 
■or les© horizontal talus elide, which in turn grades into 
débris*-'Bo'-'-apeo tea'lists'for Orevioes from'various 
ioqalitieè' may overlap similar, lists for debris# ' Only'"- 
presenoe"or absanOe of a spééiés'".was_ recorded from the ' '
crevices* lists were màûé in serpentine and# for comparison# 
on basalt # hàllivalitë-and granite^diorit© localities in 
Shetland# Hhum and'Aberdeenshire*
■In-the■" localities examined# two species are confined'to 
the ultrabasio qfevioee Asplenium viride and A* adiantum^ 
nigrum; ' ■Silene,' maritime, is. confined to ultrabaaic debris# -'
' scree or crevices* ■ 'OardàmirîopBis petraea which is eo 
characteristic of ultrabasio debris or scree is confined, on 
rooks of which the debris at least Is acidic, to crevices*
Thés© 4 species are found in each of the three areas 
■ examined'*/ ■ Asplenlum adlahtum^nigrum also o'coure on very 
small serpentine outcrops on Hoo Fell, Shetland Mainland* 
4©blenium viricle is the one plant among them confined in 
Britain to drévices on basic rock (0*T*W*1052)* This plant 
is also typical of crevices on basic rocks in Scandinavia 
^whero it is widespread, ©hough; to; have been used to characterise 
v,th©- :plant communities in that (habitat " (see below ) * In ' ’ '
N* Sweden, Asplénium viride ©Ccura in nearly every serpentine 
area, but here the fern "forms tufts etc# on plain bare soil 
patches" (Run© 1953, p*45), suggesting that it characterises 
sooiations without parallel in Scotland, whether on serpentine 
or not* There Is indeed little or no correspondence between 
my lists and Rune’s serpentine ex^ples of the Asplenion viride 
subaroticum# Nordhagen (1936, p*12), however, originally 
described this alliance as or©vice comimnities of basic rocks
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in Scandinavian sub-aXpina and low.alpine regions. In this 
paper# Nordhagen points out that the crevice oonaaunities of 
basic rocks on the west coast of Norway contain Asple,niU§
.A^djantumznjgr# ,  SîïiüliS
<&, Aa,._ma:lnum^ in Shetland, and that species , 
and Fhyllitis scolooendriimi (doubtfully recorded for Shetland) 
in Hhum,are restricted to seacliffs* A.viride is typical of 
crevices on the serpentine of Sunmdre# B.W# Norway, occurring 
(Bjidrlykke 1939# p#65) on 28 out of 30 outcrops*
A. adulterinum. A. adiantum*^nlg%rum. Viscaria alnina. Silene 
vulgaris# Silene maritima and Qardaminoosie petraea also occur# 
though the last four are most typical of the serpentine scree* 
From similar evidence Hordhagen (1943# p*56S) concludes that 
the crevice communities of the Norwegian west coast belong 
to a particulàrly oceanic alliance* Containing the four 
specie© found constantly in the 3 Scottish serpentine crevice 
localities examined# from 100#1800 ft.(30 - 549 m*),the Sunmdre 
examples oertainly correspond vfith them far better than the 
Swedish examples* '{Thé corresponding sooiation of acid rook 
Crevices is not described here# though some examples are given*)
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luzula aylvatica ia quite absent from the serpentine 
localities, even from the stable boulder scree which occurs 
sparsely on Huinsival and the Goyles* Among such boulders 
however are some of the larger ferns which accompany that 
species in the ledge vegetation of which it is so characteristic 
Bryooteris dilatata, D. filix#mas. lastraea montana and# 
surprisingly in view of it© calcifuge tendencies (0*T*W.1952)# 
TheIvDterls dryouteris found among boulders of both the Coyles 
and Unst# one of it© few Shetland stations*
VIIë Olimate and Te^^tation#
At Vegetation zonea and oXimatic affinity*
'Both fellfieXd .and 'Hhacomitriofa heath ae represented in 
the Beottish examples'have -heen'shown', to be related'to 
vegetation with a north Atlantic distribution} the fellfleld 
resembling most cloeely those of the I*aeroes and Iceland*
An attempt will now bafmade to see whether the ooourrence Of 
these communitiesI and submontane heath* at different 
altitudes in different regions can be connected with some 
causal climatic factor: such as the mean temperature of the
warmest month* Since-fellfleld and Hhdcomitrium heath In 
particular are typical throughout their range of a well drained, 
humid, exposed and lisuailÿ snow free environment, this is 
presumed initially to provide a reasonably uniform background 
against which variation in temperature can be assessed*
The existence has long been known of apparent anomalies 
in the altitudinal distribution of certain species in Scotland* 
Montane in the east or central Highlands, they descend to sea- 
level in the west and north and occur in many of the islands*
The corrélations traced here elucidate this so-Called problem*
Pellfield and Hhacomitrium heath are eharàotéfistic of 
all the more exposed, usually snowfree'areas■'•Ih'low and ,
'subarotie.oqeanio; regimes in..:8*f* Greenland '{frojiT'900, m*) 
(Bdoher. 19?4): and Iceland "'(Bteindorsson 1945 and : Hansen 1950)* 
They form'■the Characteristic;, vegetation in thè Paeroes from 
500 M* (BÔçher 1957)# where the calculated mean temperatufe of 
the warmest month must be at least 7*7 deg* 0* (45*9 deg* B?) 
or already low arctic- oceanic, to #00 m* above sea^levelj but 
occur in suitable locaiitiee down to 240 m*, in the subarctic - 
oceanic sumier climate# .
x^"™Throughout ^mpter’^ VxTlheTeSj^atu
subsequent cases are taken from Big*3A (p* \<=\a,) and Appendix 
Table mill, p* .
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. Rhacoiaitrium heath is litoitea in the Highland areas noted
to exposed snowfrea loeaXities above'2700 ft (825 m*) 
■'(Braidalbanas.) or’5.100 ft (945 m*) (Cairngorms: this paper,, 
pp.* 140 .144 ) ; below' that iS' a mean temperature of the-warmest 
month of about 48 -■ 49- dog* ?#.. or well within the- subarctic- 
oceanic ' summer regime.,, and probably .alsO'at ■■its upper limits 
in a low' arctic ^ oceanic■ summer regime* - ■In Shetland however ■ 
Rhacomitrium - has- 'become prominent in a - Ûallunà-Loiseleuria ^- 
heath} ■ and its analogous*Highland;-community in similar 
exposed- anowfrèa localities occurs from 2600 - 2850 ft : 743 
869 m# (Braadalbana) or 2600 - 3000 ft : 793 915 m.
i  , i  «
(Cairngorms) (this paper, p«142,)} not that is above a mean 
temperature' of about 90 # 51 deg# B*- and not below about 
49 dog* (Its narrow range lies entirely within the.
subarctic-oceanic summer -regime $) The same'lower altitude 
applies to the.related,fellfleld*vegetation on Bonaa- Hill and 
in the Highland areas noted*
So far^two' fairly definite zones have been established#
?Jhila the possible■ correlation of their lower limits with/a 
'given mean.smmwr temperature of the warmest, month is new, . , 
one would expect the low arctic and subarct-iG* affinities'^  
demonstrated;, here' - fro.m the high percentage of-' chmmepl#tCs 
■■{30 - 36j and’-the'fact that the important species in both 
communities have predominantly low, arctic .'or subarctic ■ 
distributions (p# 158 )* Above'the- temperatures of 50 - 51 
deg* F'f- (or below the equivalent altitude) the picture Is less 
clear; for they may extend well above this temperature# •
In Shetland, Bhacemi tr ium-ri ch.- Oalluna heath occura.^ .on.,’ 
exposed parts of 'Bandness 'Mill at 700 ^ Bid ft (213 - 249 m# ) *
It is found down to 300 ft (91 m#), and fellfleld from 500 ft 
(152 m#) to -sea level,.--in suitable localities in.Onst# This 
is up to an Isotherm of 53 - 94 deg# F#, or within the .aubmbntàne-
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.acesnio regime#-'" ' In' the '■"OoylesVthe -analogous- scree' community, 
at 1600’^  1900" ft'(488:,:-'j?9 ,m#)...occurs, within'the submontane' 
regime# Corrélation must be regarded as véfy tentative in 
Rhum where ' fellfleld extends''from-2300 120Ô-ft ' (701 ■^;'-366;m*)
down in’’a'few'places'to 750 fti (229' # ' '/The'lower ; limit'Can-.
be aaid'¥/ith'-reasonable certainty'to'lie'hot below' àn isotherm 
of about; 54:#3'deg# -f#'- the'arbitrary lower' limit'Of the" 
submontane (oceanic) regime which lies; at/sea-level in Shetland, 
1176 ft ( 359^ -m# )■ ' at halWhinnle #. ’ To that extent neither 
community may.'be -said 'to' exist in lowland regimes# , ■* '
- consideration of upper hltiWlin:cLLtire limits in Rhum 1 leave 
for the moment I beyond noting that thèse camiot lie much below 
the 50 51 deg# isotherm# One important point however is
that the closed végétation which is succeseionally related to 
this fellfleld - is 'submontane graas*^hèath# ' ' This"applies^ even:. ' 
at the highest altitude, 2300 ft (701 m#)> examined#
This leads ■ to the questien of climax-vegetation# Low 
and subarctic -'oceanic fellfleld is succeeded'on Honas’Kill 
(or the Oairngo'rms); by 'low' 'arctic - oceanic 'dwarf shrub heath# 
At ..higher'levels over 1000 ft (305 m#) bn that hill thé/ ' 
communities -forms -a: mosaic.:and the predominant vegetation.
This mosaic- on Ronas 'Mill is therefore the'Climatic .climax''..in 
what -has'-been;-shown indepehdently to be a ''subhfctic#oceahiC 
summer climate#' In Unst add RhUm the- fellfleld ;(br -scree on 
the Ooyles). 'is euoceeded by a-'subfmontane àedge-gfass-heath- 
which with-other,- peat, communities is the prédomiriant 
vegetation# Fellfleld théré is an edaphie climax#,.;" ''The "same' 
could be said'of the Rhàoomiitrium^héhth on bust. and- Bandness.-.,
Hill# (In this way, incidentally, the serpentine fellfleld
' ; ' . 1 5 1 .
in Unst can be, bqqxi to persist through the failure of , ,
■submontane ''olimax vegetation ■ ,tp: develop,over- Itis .surface#/' '
Its relict nature,, indicated by the high proportion of arctic 
and boreal species' and high c: percentage: (p,*57 ) is
very clear# ) Finally the analogous submontane, heath is 
uncommon in the Faeroes where i t ■picks and;chooses its 
stations, heeding, the habitat, rare in these islands, of dry 
substrate and sunshine (Ostenfeld 1909)# It is subordinate 
to the Hardus-Jmicus .-sgiiarrosua. -^rass^moor# ■ persisting up 
to 200 m. (Bôchôr 1937) this heath community may well be an 
edaphlo climax over most of its range#
In Shetland and the Highland areas noted, then, this , 
suggested isotherm of 50 - 51 deg# F# for the usual lower 
altitudinal limit of the low and subarctic communities also 
seems to coincide with the upper altitudinal limit for the 
submontane heath coimmnity# (To this extent it is fortunate j 
if fortuitous, that **submontane^ is usually accepted as 
approaching,an isotherm of 50 dèg# F# )# In Rhum the figure 
for the upper limit of the submontane heath comiaunity is 
unlikely to be less than 49 deg. F# I therefore feel 
reasonably justified in regarding temperature, expressed by 
the mean temperature of the warmest month, as controlling the 
limits of certain communities in well drained, humid, exposed 
and usually,snow free habitats*
In summarising the findings it may be said that 
Hhacomitrium heath and fellfioid; are aharacteristio of and 
predominant in lovr arctic - oceanic climates in S#VV# Greenland, 
Iceland and the Faeroes and extend there into subarctic - 
oceanic regimes or, as Oalluna^Loiseleuria and fellfleld, into 
subarctic; - oceanic summer regimes on Honas Hill, the 
Cairngorms-and Bre.adalbane #: .With; an Isotherm - between 49 50
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(leg. P. marking the traxjsitlGn.Qmcomltriuffl-heath and fellfield 
extend as edaphic climaxes' into submontane. 'oceanic, regimes 
in Rhum and BhetlhM (or ae aoyee in the OoyXea)., ¥/here-- • 
submontane heath predominates*. None occurs ■in- lowland regimes#
B# Vegetatioh, temperature, and thé oceanic climate'
It has been-possible to correlate .climatic zones, based. . 
on the mean temperature of the warmest month, with vegetation 
zones in.exposed habitats at different altitudes in north 
Atlantic oceanic areas and several'Scottish'montane a.roaa# 
Oimnges betweap-limits of zones it-would- seem one-may-correlate 
with gradations,in this factor# .Exceptions are dealt with 
below (p#158 )#
First, current evidence on the relationship between 
tomperatura ■ and plant - growth is briefly examined#. By 
controlled■oxparimont it has been found that'Oartain plants 
only grow, where day and night, temperatures are kept within, 
certain limits (Went 1945)# -Oonditions for flowering.and 
fruiting are, usually narrower■than .they arè■for ■ vegetative 
growth#- This has been demonstrated empirically in the field 
by Pearsall (1950). Using Jjingus^ga^rrosus this , author 
shows that with increase'In-altitude there is a decrease in 
the yield of flowers and mature capsules of this species#
He notes for instance (Pearsall"l#o#. p#5l) that "a point la 
%'@aohod generally about an altitude of 2500 ** 2700 ft (762 - 
823 m#) above which fertile fruits are not usually produced 
though plants may form .inflorescences of considerable size 
and in other'ways;be capable of making satisfactory■vegetative 
g r o w t h # H e  concludes .'-from' further evidewe.:. that the .effect 
is mainly due- to the .retardation of the-development of flowers 
and fruit#  ^ Until 1947 for example, viable seeds had not been
qqlleoted;.'from\above 2700 ft (823 m#) but the exceptionally ^
. warm summer, .of., that year- led, to abundant .seed, production 
.viable seeds, were''actually c.ollected on Be.n,Wyvis. at 3400 ft 
(1037 m# )#. . This indeed may explain.the common experience, of ,
, finding only barren plants of many .apeciea .at high ■alti.tudea#
. Went (1950) has eummod up the findings of a series of his
. èxperimehtswith' cultivated vascular plants in controlled day
and night temperature,conditions*, . He points out that a 
revision Is -necessary of our ideas on the temperature limits 
within which plants, pan exist* ,. freezing, for. example has.-been 
■‘thought to.be the. lower temperature limit which most plants 
can endure; the. explanation being the. .damage inflicted-.through. 
the formation of Ice crystals# /. Yet the African Violet dies if 
-■subjected .for'_long periods to.night temperatures of 50 dog* f*
(10 deg* 0#), far above any possible frost injury* 'Similarly
when kept foT long enough at night
temperature of 66 deg* f * (20 deg* #*) or over hardly a high
enough temperature for the infliction, pf heat damage, - .Woht-
- P#4.93); - concludes that *^ the distribution of plants ,is not 
just a question of heat coagulation, or frost damage but is. 
correlated' with.;very specific .temperature requirements only 
met with in certain climates?* ' One obvious,remark in eonnectkon 
with frost damage is thist it is an arbitrary point, and'any 
. plants growing beyond for instance the firn line are likely, 
and Indeed known (like'Salix■hèrbacea , - ) to continué-
growth where soil temperature is below freezing point* lust 
as other arctic species, for instance Oxyria di^yna (Russell 
1940), have been demonstrated to■have high sugar..Concentrations 
which may both confer; frost immunity and promote the rapid 
growth and early flowering obsêrTéâ^ in arctic ollmatee* ■
; It seems that one may postulate for a plant a temperature 
range within which-it gives,, its best vegetative • or,
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narrower range, reproductive performance and an upper and 
lower limit beyond which it will die* This is no less 
reasonable than assuming a specific soil-*pH range for a 
plant, or indeed a range in any other factor.
Correlation has been shown in my own examples to exist 
between certain^zones and the mean temperature of the warmest 
month. This mean would seem from first principles to be as 
convenient a way as any of indicating broadly the amount of 
warmth available to a plant during the growing season.
Similarly, as a lower (summer) temperature limit (or upper 
altitudinal limit), it could mark the minimum total requirement 
for growth# This is of course the basis of the Hree-line’*
It is usually accepted that trees (however these are defined!) 
cease to grow where the mean temperature does not exceed 50 
dog* F. for at least two months in the year* Lov/ering 
température may progressively lengthen a plant's life-^Cyeley. 
or prevent its completion and thereby eventually produce a 
limit for that species at a given altitude in a particular 
region.
It is possible however that extreme temperatures may also 
create such a barrier to spread. Salisbury's dictum that 
extremes are more important than means in determining plant 
distribution was substantiated by that author (Salisbury 1939) 
by ample evidence, mainly with reference to lower temperature 
limits* More recently Dahl (1951) in a paper on the 
relationship between summcer temperature and the distribution 
of alpine vascular plants in fennoscandia,has produced evidence, 
quite independently, in support of this view but, this time, of 
upper temperature limits. Dahl, using-a standard lapse rate, 
calculated a series of isotherms based on the mean annual 
maximum temperature (for 15 years) in upland stations throughout 
Fennoscandia. He then shows the distribution of a large number
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of .alpine, spéoles ip Fenhoscandia can be correlated with 
particular iaptherms* It seems quite reasonable to assume 
such à relationship, but surely the length of the period during 
which the plant ié subjected to such temperatures is of some 
import^mce* While one may agree that extremes may be more 
important than means, the assumption being made here( as with 
frost injury)l5that less than a day, perhaps a few, hours, of a 
maximum temperature in a year are fatal to a perennial plant*
It would/be interesting to know the relationship of maximun^ 
temperature to mean temperature of the warmest month* The 
isotherm for maximum temperature could correspond, on the 
ground, to that for a related temperature (see p* /57 )*
Examples of Dahl's findings are examined shortly*
Meanwhile, having in mind the experimental evidence of 
temperature effect, acme examples of my own data are now 
examined to see whether the lirait of any species' can be 
correlated with a particular mean isotherm of the warmest 
month * Oalluna vulgaris persists to 984 ft (300 m*) in the 
oceanic Faeroes (Ostenfeld 1909); as a dominant there it 
reaches 656 ft (200 m#): and It reaches 320Ô ft (976 m*)
;(Watt and jones 1946) as a dominant in the analogous Cairngorm 
oomunity* The calculated mean temperature of the warmest 
month at that altitude in the Faeroes is 47*2 deg# F* and 
49 deg* F* ,. and, for the Cairngorms about 47 deg* F* (Qalluna 
persists to the top Of Ronas Hill at 1486 ft (453 m*) as a 
very prostrate plant, even belovr this altitude mainly in the 
lea of boulders (Plate I, phot*1), which suggests that the 
approxlraate limit of tolérance is being reached^ Here the
equivalent (calcuiated) temperature Is 49*5 deg* F.) These 
figures are only approximate (see Part I p*H ahd Appendix, 
Table XXIII)* They nevertheless suggest that a figure for 
the mean temperature of the warmest month, in this case about
1 5 6 *
47. dèg* F* , does Indicate :a limit for Callung in exposed 
humid habitats* •"
Lolseleuria; pr.ocumbens and .-junous triflduo- are .dpeoies- 
for which upper mean température limits may be set* They 
are restricted, to higher ground in. Britain (0*T*W*1952)* So 
.far-.as I am aware, on Ronas - Hill ; they reach their lowest 
altitude and in this respect an extreme in Britain* The 
species do not descerid below 1000 ft (305 m*) there, where 
the mean temperature of the warmest month is calculated to be 
about 51 deg* F* Loiseleuria descends to 2200 ft (671 m*) 
in the Cairngorms, Juncus trifidus to 2400 ft (732 m*) (Watt 
and Jones 1948) in the analogous community and habitat, where 
the calculated temperature is between 51*8 and 50*6 deg. F.
In Caithness, 1349 ft (411 m*) is the lowest altitude for 
Loieeleuria mentioned by Crompton (1911)« Juncus trifidus 
descends in Rhum to about 1900 ft (579 m.) where, on the basis 
of a lapse rate not lower tlmn tVmt operating at Balwhinnie, 
the equivalent temperature cannot be in excess of 51*6 deg. F* 
How Eaussurea alpina. Alchemilla alpina and Luzula spicata are 
also all confined to altitudes over 1000 ft (305 m.) in 
Shetland, below that is the temperature of 51 deg* F* Luzula 
spioata is like loiseleuria absent from Rhum and is confined 
to high ground in Sutherland (Crampton and McGregor 1913)*
Both Saussurea and Alchemilla alpina by contrast occur in Bhum 
at considerably lower altitudes - Saussurea on Orval scree at 
about 1000 ft (305 m*) (well within that is the submontane 
oceanic regime) which suggests a tolerance of higher summer
' A
temperature* These observations on the. altitudinal 
distribution of Buzula spicata# Saussurea and Alchemilla alpina 
agree with the data given by Glapham, Tut in and Yfarburg (1952) 
for their altitudinal distribution in Britain; both gausBurea 
and Alchemilla descend nearly to sea level in Scotland
(Alchemilla ih'Eliye) * ; ' LuzUla apicàta # ■ like'Iioieeleurià and 
JuncUB '.trifidus# ' is ' qonfindd'. to ■ higher ground'* ' For these 
three' speOieA ;ttmn; rfn''exposed/humid Jmbitats., • a' lower ' ' 
altitudinal lirait'ie indicated'by a'meant isotherm of -about 
51 'deg*' '?*' ' ' ‘This'"terapéfatürO" is not ' greater than that 'fodnd ' 
in eubarotioloeeanio summers#
' ' OOourMng^down^t<?"sea level-in/Unst. {54.*3'deg# ?#) - 
Aremarla- horvegioa-'-in■ Rhum" does not ooeur. below 750 ft ( 229 ra# ) 
Where"the analogous'temperature#"again on the-basia'of■a lapse 
rate #0 'lower, than that at ^ Dalwhiimie' (pi-11 ), - oannot be more; 
than-25 deg«-. F#-/ 'From''these fqw;examples-it-'may be said ' % 
.therefore'that'Correlation does exist between the.lower 
altitudinal'limits'of'some species, the upper limits of-others 
and the raeam'4'emperature 'of. the warmest 'month#
"/ 'There-remains'to ; be .oonsidered- the data ' given by Dahl 
(1951) ' for 'somio of the speeles I Imve mentioned#' =- -For ’ 
'Arenaria norvegioa# Dahl gives a mean annual maximum 
temperature'of 23 deg# '0* (T3#4 deg# F#) whioh fits the facts- 
from Unst; .at.'Baltasound, altitude 31 ft (9*5 mi* ), the ' 
recorded extremie between -1917 and 1947" is 7 3 'deg# F# Juncus 
trifidus  ^Loieeleuria and Luzula' spicqta are montane -in Britain 
and '- confined on 'Ronas Hill to a. mean temperature of the warmest 
month below- about' 51 deg# F# - The' limit of penetration of all 
three low-arctio speeies- into north■temperate regimes of' 
fennos'oandia isrihdioated "broadly by thé'27 deg# 0* (BO*6 
dog# '?#)' isotherm#' -If there is any doubt he to the actual 
liraitiing’'temperature ■ involved, it 'IS’apparently-of the same 
order for"all thrè'é,. speoiee# And," though X have ineuffibiemt 
evidence to judge properly the importance of this maximum 
temperature factor,. 'Certain'observations-make .some of the ' 
figures Dahl’-q-uotes unlikely'to be of general ; application *"■ 
Juncus. trlfidUs cannot endure a maximum temperature ' of more- ■-'
than 27 deg#: G*, Arenarla norvégien of 23 dog* 0* Yot the 
former is montane in Britain generally and occurs in both 
Bhum and Shetland well above Arenaria norvegioa (where in 
Unst, the maximum temperature for that speoios has been recorded). 
Juncus trlfiduB in: Scotland does not apparently penetrate as 
far up the maximum temperature gradient (or dovm in altitude) 
as it does, in Fennoscandia#
In other words while it.is reasonable to postulate a 
maximum terAporatu're above which a species cannot for any 
length of time grow,, it does not follow that that line is , 
alv^ ays reached, in nature; its distribution may stop short of 
the maximum value possible where some other factor or group 
of factors modify or become more important tlmn the temperature 
effect* , .
SimiD-arly, while the evidence on the relationship, between 
the limits of certain species in this habitat and the mean 
temperature of the warmest month, has confirmed the 
significance attached to this.measure;,.there are still 
certain exceptions to the actual zonations particularly in 
oceanic areas which suggest that temperature, at.least'for 
the specific values given to eàch zone, ie not alv/ays a 
limiting factor.
There is the overlapping of certain communities such as 
fellfield or Hhacomitrium heath in Unst into what are atypical 
clinmtio zones - where they form, it was noted, ec^Aic climaxes. 
There is also the,general increase in prominence of 
RImcomitrium in oce©.nic a.reas. What factors common to the 
, oceanic and montane climates under discussion, could so vary as 
to modify the postulated limiting effect of temperature?
HigSri humidity,and strong winds are two such features*
Any case of the limiting effect of temperature has always been 
qualified by reference to exposure* For this factor with the
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total or almost total lack of v/intor snov>r oovor is particularly 
charactèristlo, throughout their distribution range,of 
foilfield and Hliaoomltrium heath. And it is moreover a 
factor which Is independent within limits,,of altitude, being 
determined as often.by, topography* In these communities above 
all the ■oceanic'-and‘moirtane''environmdtit8 naUst be most alike# ■ 
Given of course particular edaphic conditions, the 
importeince attached to variations in exposure (in this case an 
extreme) therefore fite in exactly with the conclusions reached 
from study of the debris'vegetation in Unst (Part II). That 
is to say, exposuretoohtrolled’in'large-measure the presence - 
of the open habitat itself* Those findings in turn bore out 
the original evidence of the magnitude of the winds blowing in 
Shetland compared.with similar altitudes in ’.exposed* upland, 
landward, areas (viz, Slindness Hill and Bskdalemuir,; Appendix 
Table XXI?), Again, while it is on well drained ground, the , 
Hhacomitrium heatli in Unst and all its Shetland localitiesw emiu—  Ui iHiii Ii,inpim ii [m ,
occupies hilltops where it too may be subjected to exposure 
and#'With the prevalent cloud, a particularly, high degree:of 
atmospheric humidity.
\ Atmospheric himidity, like exposure, ia likely to'increase 
with altitude in the climates in question; and in comparing 
oceanic and montane climates, one cannot go further than 
assuming; that hiimidlty will' be consistently high in all oceanic 
regions, and generally high in montane regions with equivalent 
summer temperatures* So the"general increase in dominance of 
Hhacomitrium in ooeanic areas must be due to an increase in 
humidity and/or exposure relative to landward montane areas, with 
the same suîiîîifiér temperature* — ’
lack of winter snow cover has. been mentioned as a point of 
environmenitai similarity ' (from low arctic oceanic areas- 
downwards ) : ■• it also indicates -a difference- between oceanic and
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ivontane ■ cllraatoB which will. be most marked at the extremes#.
For, owing, to,,narrow. température, range of ,the. forimr, winter 
temperaturo, will he .-one factor'not shared by. zonea. with, some 
temperature equivalence in summer, . This difference will 
hecome 'particularly, apparent. ih_,hnowfree .habitat©#, This too ^ ; 
might af#.ot the. spread of ..Bhaoom^riwm. • - . , ' -
Another instance .of thie.ia perhaps the -oloaer similarity' 
of most of the Hhaoomitrium heath on Ronas Hill# not to 
Hhacomitrium,heath itaelf# but to eommunitiea having negligible 
Hhacomitrium and, no snow cover., in the Oairngorms, or moderate 
snow cover in, Norway and Iceland., Equally may the .-higher, 
winter'-, temperature'allow 'cprtain species like 'Balix. herbacea 
to persist ih;exposed ground ihere'in.colder, regions they are 
■normally--’covered, by :■ Show# \
Existence of,some correlation betwa.en climatic zones..,.. 
based on the mean temperature of the; warmest month, and. 
vegetation zones in exposed, humid ' habitats, has been, 
demonstrated,empirically, Further,observations- on the 
distribution of individual species in these habitats has 
strengthened this .corrélation-, Exceptions in - oceanic a^ rea,© .* 
to the. suggested limita of ’certain ..zones has been explained 
by : reference, to.;, the Inoreased exposure .and, possibly,, humidity 
operating in these ’area.s relative to landward montane areas- 
with the, same' stammer"temperature,,
Jilention-wae. made, at the start-of this chapter,, of ■ 
’anomalies* .in„the altitudinal diBtributi.on-of certain species 
in the Scottish Highlands; Baussurea. alpina,and Alchemilla 
alpina. may - be.' quoted as examples -(p.#/56,, The evidence 
presented, above offers a reasonable explanation of this so,-called 
problem, , But the correlations traced here have not, so far/-;' 
as is known* been attempted before., Experimental evidence and- 
large amounts of comparable,data'-on species distribution are 
also lacking# Bo the causal connections suggested for
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particular oases must be regarded as tentative.
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VIII, general and swoiflc features of serpentine v.egat.ation 
shown by ' the -.Scottish’ .examples examined*
A# The affihitie© of Bornontlne vegetation*
It. l0 now poseiblo-to aoseoo ppM far'the vegetation of 
the serpentine areas I have examined can he said to exhibit 
general feature© and how far specifically serpentine features# 
The heath sociation-^group is not restricted to serpentine 
but is typical rather of well drained soil (like the north 
Swedish serpentine heath)* It has some affinity with the 
Faeroe© Call'una^Erica oinerea heather moor of dry substrates* 
Though all the samples of the sedge^grass soaiation^group 
were confined to serpentine# this group nevertheless is clbsely 
related to the heath# of which it seams largely to be a grazed 
variant# The series as a whole has a small proportion of 
aretic**alpine speciea and its climatic affinity is indicated 
by referring to it as submontane##oceanic sedge-graas^heath 
(the Ooylea samples lacking Plantago maritima and having moee 
lichens); it may well prove to have a far wider distribution* 
fhe mire ; sociat ions# only examined in iJnst# are relatedi 
to eutrophiclmesotrophiC type© bn non*-serpentine substrates* 
Looked at from a'basicbious point of view' the debris , 
community in general, and the Coyles scree in particular# 
resemble the Arenarion norvegicae subarcticum, a northern 
alliance of coBimunitiès dèscribed by Nordhagen on basic scree 
in aubalpine and low alpine regions of Pennoaaandia# In 
particular it resembles the communities of serpentine debris 
of that region in Scandinavia* The closest floristic 
relationship is however with the végétation of the serpentine 
screes of oceanic south-west Horway#
The serpentine debris sociation© in the areas 
Investigated share a habitat# essentially the same apart from
its 8oll-pH and chemical composition, .with Boclations on.- 
various types of acid dabris in Bçotlanâ* They also share 
a number of species with these sedations # Oonsidered 
collectively indeed the debris oofiimunitieo are seen, in their 
exposed snowfree habitats and oceanic climates, to be part of 
a predominmitiy north Atlantic vegetation type# Their 
closest affinity lies with fellfleld of the Faeroes and Iceland# 
fellfield itself is a low aretic-océanic and subarctic-oceanic 
community, the serpentine sociations in Unst and those on 
serpentine and non-serpentine debris in Rhum forming edaphic 
climaxes in a submontane-oceanic climate# This fellfield is 
absent from lowland regimes#
Always having Asnlenium viride and A. adiantum-nigrum in ■ 
the three localities examined, the crevice community is related 
to the Asplenion vlridis subarcticum of Nordhagen, of crevices 
in basic rocks in sub- and low-alpine regions of fennoscandlà*
It shows no correspondence with the north Swedish Asplénium 
viride sociation on serpbhtlhe debris but rather, again, with 
the examples, this time of crevice communities, from 8*W* Norway: 
which Nordhagen has suggested might be part of an oceanic 
alliance#
Where closed vegetdtion is present and contact with the 
underlying rock to some extent lessened by humus and a 
developed soil profile, there is as expected nothing to 
distinguish such communities on serpentine from others on 
non-basic substrates* Debris and crevices of course allow 
such contact; so, through flush effect, do soligenous mires# 
Wider affinities apart, the communities there are seen to 
resemble those in similar habitats on basic rocks or subjected 
to basic flush effect* There are still no specifically 
serpentine features#
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B* Sorpantiniooloufô species*
Neutral calcareous soils have high calcium supply, but 
the neutral eubstrates of serpentine debris-and rook, crevices 
differ from these in their low calcium and high magnesium 
supply and, frequently, high nickel supply* Vegetation of 
these serpentine tebitats should be boat distinguished by 
any species vjhlch may bo said from their distribution to have ■ 
a .preference for serpentine in the sense just given*
Observations on this point now follow* The relationship to 
the oaloioolo habit I discuss on p* i68 *
It was noted in Part I t M t a s  with the degree of 
fidelity of a species to a community. so will'there be
preference
differences between local and general^for (or exclusiveness to) 
serpentine*
- Now Rune (1953) uses aerpentine-characteriatio and '■ 
serpontinlcolous synonymously, defining such plante (Hune 
1^#, p*50) as occurring more frequently or abundantly on 
serpentine than on other rocks or soils in the vicinity*
(% froquency-ratio expresses these differences''quantitatively 
in Onst: Part I, p*4i )# Rune is inconsistent hare*
Although he defines, the term in a local sonse ho ubes it in 
a wide sense - of species with a .preference over-their 
distribution range for serpentine* That Indeed seems a 
proper use o.f serpent inicolous in the way tlmt basicolous 
indicates a regional preference’for bs*se-x*ioh substrates*- 
As it is, the;;definition leads" one. to class 'as serpentinlcolous 
both a species which might prefer,, let, us say, a dry habitat 
and is therefore found locally on serpentin©, and one preferring 
serpentine itself* Wider as well as ..local distribution must 
be known and the terms included in any definition* This can 
be illustrated by exaraple*
.■HuibuB : ©axatlli-B: Is only ffduhdj'/.in Unst* on-serpentine ' 
detoi©» , There it, is aerpentine-ahafaoterietio.* On the 
Bhetl&nd ' mainland' hovmver it oeour.a in' eevera'l" atationé.V among'- : 
them granite-diorite debrla (Honas'Jllll) and eandatone boulders' 
by Loch'-Oïbuèta*ït; is'absent from' the Qoyles of ' Muicfe;;but«'■. 
widespread} partfeuiarLiy in the debris, on’hallivalite 'BaiXival, 
or peridotité Barkeval and Ruinsival, Rhum* There it is not 
even aerpentihe-oharacteristio In the sense of being looallÿ 
exclusive to serpentine (or peridotits)#
01^  the other hand Asblenium viride * in Britain a plant of 
basic crevices,' is noticeably-confined in my samples to 
aerpehtine* Although there is an appreciable amount of 
exposed"limestone'in • Shetland the "epécies- is actually restricted 
in these'islands-to one rocky locality on tinst serpentine*
The situation is paralleled in Rhum where# although limestone 
is present #'this-,fern'is eonfined"'-to sçrèe on the north side 
of the 'peridotite'Euinsivalj, this and Fabbay are its only ■ 
stations'in'VCJ1D4 (Heslop,.llarriBbh''1939)# _ This plant.is very. 
rare in Rhmrand Shetland' and confined in both places tb:small 
areas\of ' extensiveserpentine#
Bo Î reserve séfpehtine-characteristic, as in the analysis 
of thé flora of Unst in Part I, for local use* There are 24 
species of that,type in Unsi" (part I, Table I, p*5<i)* ' I define 
a'serpentinioolous-" species" as one found more often on 
serpentine than on other rocks or soils in tlie vicinity (local 
preference) and usually, within the limits of its own range, 
where serpentine occurs (regloirial preference)*
Oonfining 'attention to the Scottish examples^four species 
in Table %Vi. ,(p#, 146 ) occur'in all three localities, three 
fulfilling the éeèbnd requirement of the definition* A fifth#/. 
Arenaria norvegicae has two of ite four British stations oh 
serpentine* As to local preference, Arenaria norvegica only
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oceura.ln Shetland and Hhum, on aorpantina,.and Sjlene maritima 
in .the/, ©amploe in question prefers Ultrabaslo rock to other 
local types# . The' aerpentinimlo.ua nature of. Aeplenium. viride 
haa already- béën not8.d*' ' .Aspleniuii' adiantiim^ni^rum ■ is the - 
fourth',apedlés found only on serpentInè within the aamplea 
given and on H.oo Fell. :(p*;.M5 ) # ' Being more widespread, it
may not'., at least 'in, Bhum have such a,marked local, preference 
as-Asplénium viride#- ,mwwiw d w #u# ## w w # mw w m »
iMS™e®iESSS' ^oünd in, the tWee serpentine
examples# ' Exclusive to that rook: in ■.Shetland, this apeciee 
o.ocurs in Bhum oh other rock types also but. still has a>,local 
preference, for serpentine, in'that it ia far more abund'dnt on 
that rook# GardaminOpsis Is found in Bhum on serpentine 
debris, scree'..or ere Vi ces; on hallivalite (Haliival), basalt 
(orval) and .mugearito (Fionohra). ,lt is. confined to rock erevices 
.'(finally, there'ia Viscaria alpina .outwithnmr serpentine 
examples# , The species ia however confined in. Scotland to 
serpentine at 2850 ft (869 m#) on the'Angus Mila: 
viride* A# àdiahtum^ni^rum# Silehe/maritima and Oardam:
HMtU'afca »# t fm wfr f  w i<<iHiiiw i>*<!w i nmMw i iwi^ i n i ■wi#» Mit#*f^iiM.<rviia«*Hi i!WiTwpiw>i*iiii.jii j,<i* <>' #  #,n»%i» iii!#i#wiiK#»#!! iN |i*ü # 'i '# # | r t f i - w m lf i f  n."i".ïï:inr-fi.i r j .
petraea are absent (fide Roger-in litt#) from this montane 
region# )\ , ,
Of .th#- '24 /serpentine-charact.eristic species in Unst 
(Part I., p# 5a) „. theae. five (and Viacaria alpina) ' can bO judged 
serpentinicolous in Scotland#
Comparison ia now made with, what have been judged . . 
BerpentinicoioUB. apeoiëé in N* Sweden (Bune/lgg^) ànd W# Norway 
(Bjf(rlykkel939)*^ \
Rune : lists 1?' species and varieties of vascular.plants 
as serpentinicolous in N#. Sweden# Six (4. speciee; with 2 
varieties of one) of these are absent from Britain; of the 
remaining 11, 3 are serpentine varieties- of CerastiUm aloihunh 
and Visqaria ; alpina.- - undeae-ribed from this country j
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tile-.preeenc© on Scottish-©êrpehtlaé' of t W  Goraetlum 
V a r i e t i e s - h o w e v e r  W  demonstrated by experiment* -That 
applies also -to- Rumex'-'aoetoea#-:present'on Unst debris; ■ .it-is- 
a-'se' far' undéBèrifeéd''serpentine' race' of' the' speoles which "Rune 
tlèCé'i’ p#52)-'lista as a ©erpentinieolous plant in N*' Sweden#,
, The ■ ï-ëïaatnitts 7 àre, 'è M m M â . M s M â £ M S i t  ' É a l S M a i M l l M Ê  r ' ' 
^ M m â Ê L S s s i è ^ m i  ' ialiiÉSusàgEHlgâ» gilss® '■
w .  (s.s,)i ■
Molihia oaerulea and Aggroetis ©tolonifera in Scotland at' , 
least, -show no proferenoe for serpentine and huaula,'spioata • 
is quite absent from the serpentine- localities''examined,-.^though 
present o'n^heath on-the-Kilrannooh serpentine*. ' In-the-same • 
way ' Juneua trifidus-: in my Scottish examples' favours non-basic', 
substrates'; ;■ in-.So'andinàvia-it-occurs commonly on - serpentine /_ 
debris (Huha- and' B j^rlykke) * ' ' Silène -aeaulis #.- away from\sea^\  ^• 
cliffs,- is''serpantihe-^characteristio. in Unst-and Moo'Field’-'(.Fell) 
on ' thé - Bhetland-Mainland but ie also on a nmmber of other--,:well-» 
drained rook© like gr#nite^diorite ate-*% -Absent from the 
Coyles # and in Rhum; behaving rather-as in Shetland#, it is hot - 
'therefore serpentlnicblous - in Sco-tlaM* ■ ' This leaves Asplénium -
àEà»§nâ....iLO££êglSËi :
BJ#rlyMîé .{1939) iiets Ad-bïenium adültéginüm and its hybfia
With A* - viride ■ss'.'éxélusiv© .'in Sunmbfè to-serpentine* 
Cafdaminopsia- pe.traea-*-" Eaplenium adiontumt-ni^rUm'* A. viride* 
CerastiuiÊ alpinum* ■ Silene maritima-.; 8* vulgaris-and. Yisoarie. .«.#*'r #'* V #i#ii;nnmunw#*r I'MjiW*ii<iiniiw#i,iiiMuifi*# ##*##:iiiNNif#*###,imowwwim*
BlpiBB,'s:re/Berpentine^oharaoterlBtio, on that - W# -Norwegian- . . ' . . 
island* Apart f%"om Silène .yqlgari-s and Oora,stium alpinum. 
this is the 'list of serpent'ihicoloûs species - from Scotland* ■
Xrr cormiîon'with their behdvibur in Fennoscandia, Asplénium"; 
Viride and Arenaria norvegica are/-serpentinicoloûs in .submontane 
and submbntane^ooeanio regions of "Scotland* . With o.ceani.c-west'
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Norway, these region© ©hare the aerpentinlooloUs apeclea ' ■
Sllene- maritimm* 'Cardmmimoosta oetraea' and Aralenimw  ^ ; -
qdiaiitim^nigrwt■ ' • fiooarià alpiha. ^ ahbthér Fénnoseandian " 
Berpentinio'O'X'oUa apooloa, la found on east Boottlah aerpentln'©- 
at 28^0 ft (869 to* ): but ■ Gardmmlnopai a * '' the two AapXoyiia- and' 
BiXene- maritima "'are lacking, in thi© montane region* . : ;
None of-. the" sorpontlnicolouB apeoies oomion to Scotland 
and fenndaoandla-'or'west Norway: .is, .©.onflned to serpentine ;o'r 
in BOme eases' even to bas.le rOo$*, ; This applies both w.ithln 
these: regions and'beyond (In Bay fo eland or the Faeroes)* ' -
The relationship of the serpentinlcolous to the ealclcolo.ua 
habit; fa therefore, briefly mentioned*' Borne- reeent findings 
by ■ ataele (1953) ''are-pertinent here*■ ;
' ' From field' observations andv-by experiment Steele shows ' 
ealoicolea va-re of atxlaast two, types*- The exacting types 
■grow suooessfuliy on 'experimental- neutral ©'oil with high .■ 
'balûium supply-;"' -in'thé field; they are confined to limestone* 
The-less exacting types occur in the field also-on soils with, 
low- calcium supply* These may be more'-acid, or neutral 
(serpentine), .soils* On experimental soils these types' ; 
showed:'a wider '.range, of tolerance-# '
Of the serpentihicoious species listed above, ABolékiürg- 
Viride - is thé only oho for vdilch Steele has data* . Aa^  expected, 
it is-a less ©xaoting oaloicole* If this -speoies oonforms;,- 
OyStoptoris'fragiXis- does not# - That other fern of basic rocks 
is -listed by - Btcelo,. from field-observât ion, as an exacting 
calçioole'è . .Yet in the regions examined in the present study, • 
Cyst opt eri.s. f ragili s has been observed in basic- rock crevice s' 
oh serpentine ( the Coyles ) # on-hallivalite (in Rhum) and on 
granite-diorite (North-Ho©-#'Shetland)*
: . This Illustrât88 the difficulty always encountered in’’-'
any attempt to establish some definite soil preference of a 
speeiea tteoughput its range-,/as\bp'pos#d' to the preferenoea 
of, rapes .of; that species* , 3tee-l©, notes- for example the ' 
difference in soil ^ prefereWe/ of inland ohalk^down and 
maritime cliff y populations, of‘Anthyilje. vUlheraria# Thé., 
same question w a s illustraited in'a general-way'by noting.tha 
marked acid'and:-basic préférences, - in the Scottish fellfield, 
of two mutually exclusive groups of species (e#g# £üMMS /' 
trif idus and- Arenaria^^norvegica) * ' On .olrcuiBneutral- soils in 
Icelandic fellfield they intermingle in the same 0*1 square 
metre*- - ; '
One can list -the serpentlnicolons 'species common to 
Scotland and'Fe#iosçandla, (as'one■could the oalciooles)#
This does not however deepen qur., understanding of. the problem# 
It merely indicates ..which 'species it would be most profitable . 
to study# ■ ForI ; in dealing'with.isolated occurrences of 
certain species; particularly- where as in the Bcottish 
examples some of these are at or near the limit of their range, 
it is by study of these individual populations that.some 
answer will be found-*
PART IV.
PIELDIMÛUIRY INTO WHAT RESTRICTS TUB PIOHEBRS
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I* Introduction and rovlew of problem
What I have calXod tho pioneers are by definition (p#50 ) 
confined on serpentine in Unst to debris, or debris and sea*# 
cliffs# Some spècies like - Armoria imr.it ima occur : in and 
beyond Shetland on a wide variety,of roak-typos# Others 
are restricted to debris or scree throughout their range, 
like Arenaria norve^ioa, which is confined to debris in all 
its Scottish localities (Part III), Iceland (Hansen 1930, p*83), 
■Sweden.'(Rune 1953) or scree ' in-Norway * Likewise Cardaminopsie
petraoa is confined.in Scotland to debris (Part III), scree or 
rock crevices, in Iceland to melar (Hansen, l#c#\ p.63), in 
Sweden to river-gravels, .scree etc. (Rune l#c#. p*30)# ,- 
Species such as Armeriamaritima occur on ©ea^cliffs in short 
■pasture; Hubu© saxatilis ie found, in the Scottish localities 
examined, in closed .vegetation (see p# 95 ) # - Most of the 
species however share more or leas open habitats# Borne 
causes, of 'this"restriction are ..novr examined#
The problem -becomes indeed tho general one of species that 
are rare and have discontinuous distributions in some or all 
parts of their range* The comoneet feature ef their habitat 4* 
whether debrie, gravel-*bank or sand*«dune is its eoological 
youth; they are pionéer habitats (Griggs 1940). The vaÈe 
apeciee have survived because, for some reason or other, olimax 
vegetation has failed to develop over the surface (Pigott and 
V a^ltera 1954). These conditions are of course fulfilled 
precisely in Unst, both in the ochreous associated patches of 
debris (Part U, p# 69 ) providing the conditions of ecological 
youth and retarding colonisation, and in the relict nature of 
thç pioneer community itself (Part III, p# 150-1)# This is an
submontane-*oceanic climatic regime in which submontane aedge-*
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grass-^heath forms the predominant yagetatlon#
There ^ are two approaches to this general problem which 
may or may not be mutually exclusive* plants are rest rioted 
to habitats like debris beoause they are positively adapted 
only to the chemical and/or physical conditions of such soils 
and could survive under natural conditions in no other, 
disappearing with increasing plant cover; or they are 
restricted because they are adapted to open conditions peruse 
and are therefore eliminated by increasing plant cover*
The absence in Unst of pioneers from unaesooiated grey 
debris was discussed in Part il (p. 69 ). The soil itself 
was not regarded as unsuitable, for pioneers grow in grey 
patches of associated debris* This absence was in fact 
attributed to the limited powers of dispersal of the pioneers 
and the lack# through the secondary origin of the unassooiated 
debris, of a source of supply of these species.
The present restriction to associated debris has deeper 
implications* The pioneers form a relict community* With 
their undisputed need for hij^ly mineral soil and/or open 
ground, the progressive advance of the heath vegetation will 
have meant the pioneers’ becoming more and more dependent on 
areas where either the fresh supply of mineral soil or the 
retarding of colonisation was more or less continuous*
Rapidly weathering areas are only found in highly serpentinized 
rock which inevitably, and as demonstrated, gives soil with a 
very high nickel content* Buch soil also has neutral pH and 
high magnesium content. Toxic symptoms similar to those 
occurring in oat plants on serpentine soils in AberdeenshjT e 
have been induced experimentally by several workers, on oat 
plants in nutrient solutions, through the addition of nickel 
(see Part II, p# /a )* And experimental evidence suggests that
off8Dl?ing : of Aapenaria verna T a r gerardi'■ fipom the Mzard.' 
serpentine are adapted to high Mg# supply in soil of neutral 
pH (Steele '19^ 55)# '■ ■‘PositiTe- adaptation: to the .apeolalieadi' 
.dhemlqal'-oOnditions-of associated "debris.is therefore very 
likely#'. - - (This is not of oour se ; axiomatic in the qase pf ' ' 
serpentinicolous.^speoies .'ed'-far'ias-''that'definition goes' ' -
. ' . . V M '(L - ' r- ’ - ' . ■ ■: : ' -
(Part III# p# 14^1 ) k : ■ - -
1;have -already- (Part -XI, ■ pi 55-)* dravm attention'to the 
parallel "between'the'plaht''and soil succession starting on 
serpentine debris .in Unst and. that nn ;the limestone.-scroo in 
Derbyshire described -by Balme (19§3)# Although'thia''authoress 
?ms•■.writing'mainly.'With a Tiew, tO'-elucidating the calciaO'3;e-»- 
calcifuge-- problem# her -'general 'conclusions /are- pertinent. here* 
-Balme (l*g* # p#342) notes ' that ■ the. development of -the "soil from 
rend^ina to podsol is -essentially a'process " of chemical,'. 
differentiation# and it seems probable that the chemical - ■- .
composition/Of the --soil plays the most important part in 
determining the major floristic differences '.in: the succession# 
%hereaB the'l;ack"Of severe compétition and the good drainage- - 
and aeration, of the shallow'rendëiinae may help to produce a 
favourable environment'' for the calcicoles # the sudden 
disappearance of exclusive' species# reduced frequency of 
calciooleo-'■and eimultanebus. invasion of oalcifuges'suggests 
an'essential chemical change occurs in zone'IX*’■ (tha - 
transitional festuceto^-AgrostidetUm) # (Balme • a exclusive
species can in the present context be considered ’rare*#)
■ preliminary experiments conducted by Balme# of which details 
'are not given*-- suggest that the calclcole'- habit may be a 
positive' adaptation-to the specialized conditions- of oalcareouB
■ soils such as-' high soil^pH- ahd ^ calcium^ion concentfàtion#^''\
^  Since Balme ’s paper appeared* Steele (IB55); has elucidated 
the relhtiohships of ealciColos to some of these oonditiona; 
see this paper* Part III* p# i68# •
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These are* however# only suggestions and by far the 
larger volume of literature inclines to the view (suggestion 
too!) tlmt rare species are reatrieted to open habitats because 
.of this very openness; they cannot compete successfully with 
the commoner plants# Images of corresponding'aggressiveness 
and weakness are sometimes employed (vig# Fernald 1940)#
Griggs (1940) says that **the main conditions for the survival 
of epibiotios’*# such-as conatitute .a relict community (Part II* 
p# 74 ), **seems to be the rather, low competition in their 
habitats; their disrupted ranges' support this view’’*
Rune (1953* p*125) says ’■Arabia petraea. in Scandinavia* ■ grows 
exclusively in localities with low competition - shores*.or 
river gravels and .screes’’; and Rune (l&c.. p§SO): *’As only •
a limited part-of the surrounding flora seems to have the 
capacity to withstand the. toxic effects of serpentine soils 
(by which I presume Rune means debris)* serpentine areas, are 
always mtore or less barren and they are seldom invaded by 
closed communities# Thus plants thriving in serpentine 
(debris) live almost without any actual competition”# Rare 
species are confined to open habitats largely because these- 
are areas of low competition*' . In a priaere they must be 
eliminated by increasing competition* As an explanation of 
their restriction to open habitats*- that is the question mainly 
examined in this part of the thesis*
.Oompetition and related terms are now examined* Most of 
the previous' examples must bO' taken to imply-'-competition as 
”the whole struggle- for existence so'far as this is conditioned 
by biotic factors-”' (Griggs 1940) * ■ Competition exists: as soon
a's one plant goes ,short of an essential requirement-due-to-'-the-■ 
activities of another plant#
•Low,» compotition.ïw already, been mèntionedè- , fhis* 
•severe/,, compétition*, aeem to, foe concepts derived -, . 
prixmrily from spacing* Spacing leads,to open, or-crowded ■ ,
, eondltlone « , Çrpwdln^ ' implies ^ shortage of apace * and therefore
-of nutrients *, weter-^ and'. light *. and, hence. foevére. competition#,
(This B&Btm reasonable so long aa one dletlnguiehea foetweeu 
actual space .occupied; in -air -or-ground ■ as, opposed to nutrients 
and water taken up..and shade .Cast.#':). .,\ï'f crowding implies,  ^ -
severe compétition* openneder'lmplleC' the converse* But in 
the climax vegetation of (say)/ desert* open., spacing does not 
necessarily ..mean .lo?i, competition# . Oompetition on the contrary 
is severe -.for the. little available water* The, great extent
la well known, of.the root système of desert shrubs in relation,, ' ( <■ 4 ' •• * • i t y -,  ^ • ,
to their.aerla.l.growth*: , Olements* Weaver,and.J.îanson (1929) 
point put that herbs., pnd grass^ O.s,. are : quit e ' - absent around or ' 
in the,-large-spaces^bOtW©ph.;Buch -shrubs,.# ' They suddenly appear
' in great quantity- when the shrubs are cleared#' - Similarly* 
on an extensive rook face * compétition must bp, severe.'for the ' -
few places .'which can support plant. : growth* . 0,0 it. Is invalid /
.nççes.aari.ly,-to .equate at least open spacing with low competition*
À, further .difficulty oonhect.M : with Gompetition, arises '-■
■•from its-,relatl0.hBhip to reaction ^ the effect a plant or - 
.community-pxerts -on." its'.habitat '.(elements 1916 * p*7.6)* elements * 
Weaver and Hanson (1929:* p-*316). .regard competition as the 
'Cardinal function of the community* . . Yet -they also state-that- 
compe-tition -is .inseparably connected with all the reactions 
that have to do .with, the supply of energy a.nd ;raw materials in 
the habitat# One may. .w.ell-ask how * if competition is expressed 
■' '-'by réaction, they are ..ever to - be separated i n effect *- (This 
question, is examined .again'shortly#'), . . . , -
Bor the present * Gleason’a view of what ©limiimtes 
speoies with- suoc'esa 1 eh * - ^ or indeed of ■ the-whole prooess of 
suoc'éesion*-'must''be ooneidafed# Gleason ( 1926)-introduced' - 
the concept of" environmental selection# ■ A plant is limited 
to a particular: complex of environmental• conditions which may - 
be correlated with location or 'Controlled* modified or supplied 
by vegetation# * ' ■Bcesis' 'occurs^ - in -a suitable environment '
(Gleason 1»g* * p*2?)* In the course of plant succession*
plants disappear due to the ■ uni«^directional change in ' 
environment haVing passed their physiological demands * because* 
in other words,' of onviroimantal' selection# - '
.Pertinent to the'question’of these terms competition, " 
reaction and environmental sifting is'a-recent' paper by 
Philips (1954) on rhizome' 'performance of Iriophorum 
an^ustijfolium"in relation to this species’ elimination from 
certain communities# The.authoress illustrates mthematioaXly 
three 'different ■-causes of elimination 'with examples from' three 
types of community*
'There' is first of all apace competitiom-'; -I';*', angustifplium 
is eliminated by' ap'aoe competition-from I# ygginatum ' •
Gormiunities, its: rhizomes being unable to penetrate the latter 
plant'’a thick tussocks# Then in- Some communities "the speciea 
are sensitive 'only'to the■environmental sifting suggested by 
Gleason; ■ e#g* '1# anguatifolium in • the. Vàeciniim' rtillus - 
Emoetrum nigruit community”' (Philips l#c# ,-‘pf207) j' moisture 
''deficiency ia'mentioned as à possible factor# 'Pinally 
"Philips holds that-, there may 'sometimes be a combination of 
the two effects; "for example, there is-probably no space 
competition between - É#--an^ustif olium and Bnhagnwx app#, but 
the latter creates an environmental condition (i#e# deficiency 
of mineral nutrients) which eliminates 1» ahgustifolium. .sb 
that the total effect is one of competition*”
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This last B0eMB to me to be a clear ease of Clements’ 
reaction} reaction amounts here in effect to competition:
30 does aieason’e environmental sifting in the second example* 
Finally Philip’s space competition is equivalent to the 
mechanical competition of Clements* Weaver and Hanson (1929* 
p#517)* the rhizomes providing a "purely mechanical” barrier*
Bo all these terms seem to some extent to overlap*
The difficulty of separating reaction in effect from 
competition has been noted* It was recognised even by the 
author of the term (Clements 1916* p*102)* This only adds 
to thé doubts about competition as the prime factor in 
succession* doubts already raised by Gleason’s views and 
Philips ! f indings* There Is also an important general ease 
wh#&%) the effect is obviously caused by reaction as opposed 
tO: ##%etition* Competition from a plant ceases with its 
death, But it is clear that the reaction* accumulated during 
the life of a plant* on a soil habitat continues after i%s 
death* It is reaction after all that determines whether a 
succession which starts on bare ground will be primary or 
secondary#
On thé other handj *ipéaétion' eovôrs all the effects by 
a plant on its habitat that result from its uptake of nutrients 
and water anâ from the shade and litter it casts« So 
’eompetition’ as a term must be limited to effects arising 
from the space the plant occupies in ground or air» this is 
Philips’ space-competition,
, In the following flold-lnquiry into why the pioneer's are 
restricted to open habitats, it is therefore the concept of 
competition in the wide sense which, within the limits imposed 
by such a study* is tested first.
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The Initial argument. ia baeed .on-the type of evidence 
given by Robert eon ( I94T ) # ..Growing twenty forage speoiee. 
under three intensities of o©mpetitlon-.(-or spacing) with , 
sagowbrush (Artemisia tridentata mutt#), this author found 
that, despite ■beneficial reactions on-wind and evaporatlbn* > 
brush competition significantly reduced plant cize, earliness, 
seed yield and-■succulonoe#.
The- pioneers must dieappear*.' either as adults or at'.eoesis*, 
because of the increase in total ,plant cover or cover of an 
individual species# These increases in cover exert that is
' ' ’ jSito say-a aiÿ.ôt .<ïOfflpetitloh ôffeat*
Bxawinéd first, is -bh© possibility ©f the pioneers’ being 
eiiminatea, as afJnlts* by increases in total plant cover» In 
these ana snbsequent examples I use* as a measure of plant 
material present, the results of the original coyer analysis 
Of the priserei few seeaiings were present (August 1952) and 
their cover contribution was not inoluded (see p» 3J )»
Distinct from CompOtition and reaction, às, causés of tho'-:: 
eventual disappearance, of .species, with ..succession, are parasites 
and old age (Clements 191b,. p»102)» Disappearance due to 
parasites may b© discounted here; i have observed no insect or 
.fungal attack (.e*-g» Rwetsi onl.the,. pioneers and none is listed by 
Dahhis. and Gray (IgSl) in their .pèper. on Shetland fungi, , -..I. 
cannot see that Clements’ fourth category is, in succession of 
populations, more than a corollary of (1) and/or (2), Surely 
to attribute the' dieappearanoe-.of ' a species, .upon-,/increase: in : 
total plant cover, to old age in its individuals merely implies 
that the younger generation has been eliminated by competition 
or reaction before eoesls, is completed?
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Hon© of the pioneers cited in Table XVII ooouro in less 
than ten ààmplos# ' Bach io represented bj one plant per sample# 
In each case these quadrats have been arranged in the ascending 
order of percentage cover* of the accompanying epeciee* the 
quadrate meaned in groups and the appropriate percentage cover 
of the pioneers given beneath#
\  - Table Xtll
percentage cover of certain pioneer epecies
in relation to percentage cover of the accompanying specieB
Ho# Of 
samples
Aranarie G • q 0,35 1*76 2*23 5,00 8.61 14
norvagioa 'A - 0,18 0,18 0.12 0,31 0*31
Gerastlum 0 - % 1*46 4.53 6,23 9,69 11
nlgrescens
% "
0,41 0,23 0.10 0,31
Armoria 0 1.92 3.69 4.76 10.23 11
maritlma °À 0,33 0,58 0,12 0,65
There is no decrease in pioneer cover* so increase in 
total plant cover cannot be held responsible for the eventual 
elimination* as adults* of these species from the prisera* 
Elimination as adults might still however be caused by the 
increase in covèr of a particular' species#'
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At the start of the grass phase* pioneers and grasses 
decrease in cover while Thymus rises (Fig# 13* p# - It
was concluded (Part II, p# 84 ) that cyclical succession was 
the cause of this abrupt change* the resulting figures being 
due to breakdown of the grasses and recolonisation by Thymus#
I am concerned here with,.the Thymus ** pioneer relationship#
Table XVIII
$ frequency and mean $> cover of pioneers 
in quadrats with add without Thymus
Pioneer ■ ■ .. without ïhjfmus . with Thymus
J6 ?, 0 0. 0 3? . 0 0.
Silène mèirltime 12 0*31 0 0.00
Goohleèiria scotioa 4 0*11 , 0 0.00
Cardaminopsis petraea 4 0*11 2 0.08
Arènaria norvegica 24- ’ 0.18 • 4 0*35
Cerastlum nigrescens 18 0.25 4 0.26
Saglna nodosa ■ ' ' 18 ' 0.25 4 0*19
Mmerik niaritima 14 0*11 . 8 0*51
Hubus saxatilis 0 0.00 6 1*41
In Table XVIII are ail the pioneers as originally defined 
# 50 ), their frequency and mean cover in the presence, and 
absence* of Thymus» All the species are found without, or 
more often without, Ttomus: except Rubus saxatilis which I
exclude from this analysis# (This conforms to the distribution 
pattern of Hubus saxatilis in Rhum# On Hallival, Barkeval 
and Huinsival it was growing in open debris and closed heatÿ; 
see Part III* p#95 )# ,
This tendency of the pioneers to occur more often without 
ThymUs is further examined in Table XIX# Th# pioneers are 
treated as a group, and this table gives the distribution of 
quadrats containing pioneers and Thymus. and pioneers ^
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tg alone (other species apart), in.the 51 quadrats of the 
pioneer and grass phase#
Table XIX
Distribution of,quadrats with pioneers pr Thymus, 
or pioneers and Thvmus in the pioneer and grass phases
 ^ without Thymus with T 
without pioneers 6 (a^ ) 16 (a^ ) 22
with pioneers 21 (a^ ) 8 (a^ ) 29
27 24 51
Substituting in the formula: ,
A  (a,-f'a2.)(a,+a3Xaifa4Xa3^ a4)
= g'J with 1 degree of freedom, p = <(o-oi,
This negative association is significant and is due 
either to competition between Thymus or (section C) their 
belongsing from the start to different stages in the prisere#
(in a way that the pleneefs and Segtj^a-Agrostis do not); 
this is obvious- in later stages in the succession, in that 
Thymus persists to where total plant cover is 100^ while the 
pioneers go after it exceeds 20^#
This distribution in fact suggests competition as ,a factor* 
as does the possibility of root^'oompetition even where total 
cover ia about 1.5^ (p# )* Such comxoetition should be
expressed by a decrease' in’ cover of the pioneers in the presence 
of Thymus#
Tablé XX
Uean 06oVèr-values of plonéejj^ é in q,ùaûratB with Thymus, 
of Tbÿmus with pioneers* and thèse two when apart, 
in thé pioneer* and gifàss-pliasés: of grasses:
end of total coyér in these quadrats.
Mean percentage cover values 
, Pioneer phase Grass phase
Quadrats containing: Piénéers/GraSées- Total Pioneers Grasses Total
Pioneers in absenOe "
of Thymus ;û*51<;/,/l 2.57 3*25 0.47 ' ■ 10.59 12,38
Pioneers in presence
of Thymus 0*54 2,20 5*12 0*57 9.38 16*00
T]^mU8 ; Thymus -
Thymus in presence, , • . /
of pioneers 0*75 2*20 5.12 1*46 9.38 16,Oo
Thymus in absence
of pioneers r 0.26 2.33 3,09 1*38 6.05 11.98
Table XX shows there is ho-change in cover of the pioneers 
whether with or without Thymus. The pioneers cannot be said to 
be eliminated by direct competition with Thymus.
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C# Pioneers « Thymus drucei and different succesBlonal stages
To see if pioneers ànd Thymus druoêi might belong to
different stages in the succession as far as ei total plant cover
of 20JÏ, all the quadrats in the pioneer and grass phases were
next grouped into those with^ and those without i Thymus #
Within each group, the quadrats were arranged in ascending cover ,
of the grasses (0^), mean values being obtained per four quadrats.
Equivalent values for total cover (C), cover of pioneers (o^ ) and,
in one group cover of Thymus (0^), were found# ’Residual cover’,
which is total cover less cover of grasses, is plotted against
G for samples without Thymus (Fig# 14, p. 1 8 2 a ) *  For samples 
a
vfith that species I have plotted Ç C Ox* In Fig# 15#
- g T>
cover of pioneers, as à percentage of residual cover in samples 
with and samples without ThymUs. is plotted against cover of 
grasses#
Fig# 14 shows that (1) in samples with Thymus the residual 
cover is always greater than in samples lacking that species}
(2) in these latter samples too the residual cover is as high 
where grasses contribute no cover a© where they give their 
maximum. Fig# 15 shows that the pioneers contribute from 
between one-fifth and five-sixths of the residual cover in 
sample© lacking Thymus ; and always more than in samples with 
Thymus.
From all this it is clear that sample© with Thymus are at 
a higher stage in the succession than those without; Thymus 
drucei and the pioneers belong from the start to different stages 
in the priser©#
The pioneers are not eliminated by direct competition as 
adults* They must be eliminated at ecesis#
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■Dr - Edaphio limitation''og\Æe,..piôn©.Prs at eoeslq
The fact that fhymuo an# tjie -pioneere' belong- to different 
stageé in the pk^ iêere muet aXeo be conhectecl with the àboendé ' 
of pioneer© from sample© with low total plant cover anà' high 
covër values of Thirmu© (Fig.13, p# I7^ a)* Cdh these ©atipie© in 
fact'bo at'a different, stage in tho succession than their tothl 
cover would indioatév '■ -  ^ ' ■ '
■ This, is where cyclical suoeessioh enters* . InVa sample', 
within a normal prisere a given dOga^ ee of cover indlcàtes an 
equivalent stage of soil^development*. All samples with total 
plant cover between é ^ 19$ afo put in thé grass phase* Such 
>wohid- also/ be the case with a sample which belonged in^  term©;-of - 
é>ii-developmont to the sedge phase but which has lost plant cover 
due to soil^erosion and other breakdown phenomena* . On debfls a 
layer of small stones overlies finer material* Bare earth 
■overlying debris indicates recent^ '' breakdown ""('Part 11^  p*dO ) *
This recording of bare earth is the only evidence I have of the 
occurrence of breaMown in these quadrats which were taken at 
random over the debris; and bare earth occurs/in 6 out of 8 of 
those with no pioneers ; loW total cover and high cover values
8q there is combined evidence that, despite the open surface, 
some edaphic .limitation Is imposed on the pioneers, at ecesiC, 
by bare earth compared with debris. Absent from closed 
vegetation, the pioneers are also missing from certain types of 
open ground* This suggests they are not restricted by 
competition in the wide sense#
1B4*
'#* further'-evidence- .of. the '©daphic; limitation -of the pioneers
It':'may well be' arguedttet jthe number' of bare eell''samples ' 
■'■was insufficient.:and- that" ahÿvifaÿ there; ia .^ no-^ direct. é'tideneè'
■■■'■of seedling distribution to ihdidate'-the-'-effbotS: \on-éoesis* 
■Tpytèst the-possible signifioance of.bare earth# ; further'patches' 
' of debris "were èxaminêd in a'■subsequent'year (1935) * All 
contained pioneer bpecies, and were associated with bedrock 
in situ* They ail had a sone of bchreous fragznents in the 
centr e with ..onb : of ^ greyish ' gravel,, between : ,.this and the sons ■ 
of gravel and earth at the margin which adjoined the eroding 
: ■scarp,■{p# bo.and Plato 11,- phot#2) of the surrounding heath#
' ■'/ These "grave-l^earth -mmrgins.. -were//Gxm)lned carefully fdr 
:the presence’of seedling or adult p i o n e e r s . Very few were ./■ 
found particularly in comparison with their abundance in most 
, equivalent -. areas of ..oçhrbous .br grey'debrisSince the whole 
'.'debris' habitât l-s by /definition tp*'.24 ■ ).,.largely bare of .'plaht 
cover ÿ '-one . would "expect ■ on the- margins as -on the. debris ' itself 
to have,-',, some/samples 'with .ho; pioneers., even with ..no.. cOverV- Yet 
■ this virtual absence: from the margins -vms- .consistent# ■
■'The absence o^f pibheor seedlings ..from .'these margins''oould\, ' 
be counted the result of a poor year were it not for the lack 
of adblts also# ' This'confirms' the .signlfidanoe-attached'- 
earlier to the absence of adhit pioneers from bare earth patches 
. on the debris itself* ' - .
To illustrate this centreato-^margin change numerically * 
a 3 % 1 m* transect was taken from an ochréous area to the 
earth margin where it abutted bn but excluded a scarp topped by 
Closed heath vegetation* My choice of site was determined by 
the presence of a few pioneers on typical ochreous debris a 
few metres in from an equally typical margin* The ground was
' ; ' ' ' X  ' . . ’ / 1 8 5 *
searched earefuliy'.'forvthe-all adult-■and,-soedXlng plants a-nd 
the results are given in Table XXI, p#186 #
Mot only are /piôhè'ërs more or less, absent from the earth-^  
'gravel margin-} . thef e is\ also an abrupt ' fall.,,from^ , samples Nos# ' 
1 and 2 to No* 3 in number of, pioneer -, adult©', ; ■namely''- .10 and 34 
to 3} 'and, seedlings,. 13 and, Ê4r,tb'"^ 0*' . /: ' %"  ^ \ -
Belt transect-' 3- 1' "$q#m*, from.çenirë of-a'patbh; of'dohreo.us-
Berpontino debris to e&rth margin where It abutted on but / 
;:0xcluao,cv-a ©carp. topped - "by heath- .vegetation : ■ Sobul; Unst, 250% /
■ 24/7/55#■■-' IndieateB; total plant/'cover, _approximate soil-particle' 
oi&e:$(àt/Burféae-) arid the number/of ' flowering,"rionrflo%ring/jan4' 
oeeclling,plant© présent.per quadrat# %";/:■' '■ ' : /-^
fl: flowering,:or/fruiting' Bpeeimen©} , //non-flowering
specimens with some dead leavee, and ootylodona:,no'longer' 
prripriritf':/a: eeedling/'CQtyiedona'pfeBent'#''
Total plant bover ; ±i$
bedrock yieible
'OchreouB' frag«. ' 
ment s' 1/2 cm* up
av* " ' 2cm*' dia*
5$
no bedrock: 
red-grey .
. gravel
1/2. - - icm*
>10$
almost; abul 
on-scarp: 
gravel am 
.earth 
<1/4 cm*
;©
1 ■
fl* n-fli, s . -_fli,ïî-fl, ■ 8 fl* n^fi*--0
g 'Arenaria' nofvègica- \ 12 ■5... 6, 14 '8 10 .
1 /Oochlearià aootioa 1 1 7 1 1 8
: Sagina nodosa - :;- 1 9 .'2;' :
ÿeatuça rubra : 3 - 1 5 ‘ :&/ 6 ■ '■■humeroua:
"GeraBtium vulgàtum -■-
r .
1 ■' IL ■'2-
uvv
Thymus drucei 1 4
: lihum oatîmrt'icum" 1 5
' luphrariia rotuhdif olia - 17 30
Viola rlviniana" : : - 1 >.4
Gcilla _ verna.. ' ■ j! ' "■nA :r :i4 3- 14
Agrosti©' Btolonifera - % ; : 16 , numerous:
* ■-■ ' , cover 3$'
Plantago maritime ■- a. ;■1 2 1
Oarex;flacca )- - ' - numerous':.
"ill/""" ' /--' :..... 1../ " : cover"2% 1
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III. Bisotiesio»
Why do tho.pioaoore'fdil.rto oataWib%/thfmeelves in^bare 
'earth? lack of openness I dieebuht* Pioneers paralet;,w©il ; 
beyond this total abver of B$; and the resulting..eimca 
competition e^eme. In any ease unlikely to inhibit eeeele*-':' 
from some evidence given earlier (p# 69 ) of how very goer .might 
W  the carriage of some pioneers* seed, limited dispersai'la-a- 
posaibXo cause* If so, It/'la odd that the .limitation-should 
be., so abrupt and only to one-aideAgain it .eeame the soil' 
itself is responsible#
Soil-instabillty is oonelderable near an.eroding scarp, 
but it le Improbable that Instability in these particular 
patches would inhibit eoceis of the pioneer plants* They are 
'after'all restricted almost always to essentially unstable 
habitats like debris,, subject to sOil-em-aion, ..froist-^heaving'- 
'etc# (fart' III, p# )# ; Ooncerning particle-sl^ei 
(19P5, p.378) sowea: seeis of ï^ffi-âEièSSi several types of 
soil and exposed them all winter# 'Seedlings only survived''on 
short turf,- rook.gravel or chalk rubble; on bare sieved soil 
for example the. seedlings were continually -disturbed' %)y rain, 
lay on the surface'and finally-died from-' desiccation#
most of the Unst pioneers occur on .Kuinsival,.Hhum, where 80$ 
of the debris surface.iS'composed of fine earth# .finally, 
ecesis still takes -place - Euphrasia rotundifclia actually; .has 
more adults (non^flowering at ,24 July lf55).- in No# 3 than: in - 
mo# 2 (Table #1, m  186 ^
The characteristic .of any debris-emrgin like- saiîiple,..Ho:#. 3 
is that, possessing /bare earth and adjoining an'.eroding; scarp , 
it belongs to a higher edaphic stage in the. succeeçion;;<p/ . . ..y 
the absence of pioneers at low totals cover?-witbv;/'
1 8 8 ,
corresponding, presemqe of -Is 'corroborâtive evldenpe
(p# 185 )* ■ This'çuppoBlt.ion is,made even more credible by - 
figures"'fçr,-humus oontent,#, The mean humus oonteut, expressed, 
aa a percentage of .oven'dried soil, of three samples of the \ 
first. 5 cms* 'Of soil from'the: "pioheer''phaee,'was 0*42 {from 
p* 55 ) * 'Total'..plant., cover here-was less than and the ' ' 
ground was surfaced by .‘gravel* In.. three , samples of tho^first 
3 ems * of soil from the., ear th.. margins under -cbnsideratibn, - 
where total plaht cover. Is similarly less than 5$, mean humus 
eont'èht was 5*43$. of oven dried soil*' ' "
The ' edaphi.c''limitation "which 'may cause failure in ecesis. 
oi} the pioneers must result from the former preçenae on these'"' 
areas,'-Of ■continued presence nearby, of more' developed plant- 
•'cover*_ This limitation could'result - from' the- demonstrated' 
accumulation of hUmUs or consequent decrease in mineral.' c.bhte'nt 
Either cause would/.bc attributable^ to lOlemênts* reactibri or'/ 
Gleason'* s ' environmental sortingi ■ ■■Final, eohclusiona m#t 'bf " 
course, wait detailed germination tests*.- . Those that, follow/.- 
are therefore-''to; be regarded as tentative* ' ''y
The bare ."earth areas it can-.be... said-.are. a special case'; .
, . ' ' ' ■'  (, r /•■'-' . /- i • ■ .... ^
and my,.purpose has been"'to see ' why "'thé pioneers .are eliminated 
vh^ en ' the total.-, plant cover_ inofeas-eB* That however le'the-- : 
point I want to emphasisefor.■here the, pionoere .are lacking:...,;/ 
-in spite of "low plant eo#r.:/.ahd/p:os8iblo,,;Be.ed-p^ ^^  'nearby:#'./:' 
The pioneer,'B,, are.'absent-from areas In which competition 1b hot 
'operating., :but_ in which 'reaction may be# 'All. these facts 
'suggest , that'they.'are restricted at ecesis not. -: to open - ground
afi '
aevëfàl of the pioneers have germinated successfully in 
normal garden spil* This of cpurse only shows they can do this* 
It ;has:;no.:hearing-bn their-germination, behaviour' in nature};;- and ■ 
1 stress this because of the obviously important part piayed in 
this habitat by exposure, soll^instability etc#
"per ' se, ■ ' but ■ father/ to the/'ëhemïèal obMitioneJ found' only : in/ / . 
certain types;'of npéri'grbünd;^  and-that they'can survive" under. - 
natural condition© in no other# ': -
It f'olïdws that the pioneers - are eliminated not, by but 
with increasing total'■plant ’ cover*- Thi©' s'upporta/my ear lier-, 
■’ihfarënce that.,, by their Inevitable dependence oh foil with for- 
instance,a.high nickel content /or neutral pH and high Mg content;
the ' pianeers - have become 'bt iea-at within their normal environment
.positively' adapted to., .or dependent on auch condition^ */-" .{Thè" 
■picneefa--were incidentally ..earlief shown (Part. II, p* ) to be 
-adapted to,'the./'phyalçal/conditions of soil instability*)
Arrived at-by-different'means, this hypothesis is in agreement - 
-with.;Salme*s suggestions (this papci^, p* ) as to the haturé 
Of the oalciGOlous' habit* ■ ^
I suggest in conclusion that to speak of rare species as 
.being-' restricted to areas of ' low competition, gives the - wrong; '
Impression of the. probable causes of this restriction*
1 9 0
sm m i m  of evibënqi k m  oomingiom
The order , in whieh the data are given and the problems 
ihveetigated in this thesis, is hoted at the end of the 
introduction (p# 6 ) • A summary is presented here of the
main évidence, and conclusions derived from that evidence, 
in the four parts of the thesis*
..AT#,.. ' : : k / ' / : . \
lé (1) Shetland has a submontane^oceanic climate up to
1000 ft (30$ m*); above that altitude, in summer at least, 
the climate is subarctiC*^pceanic#
(2) Wind is strbng* Approaching at 1480 ft (451 m*) 
the average annual winispeed on Ben Nevis at 4406 ft (1343 m#), 
its effects on vegetation there'are noted; so is the 
possibility of its affecting vegetation at far lower 
altitudes* Gorrelation ib notéd bétween the major areas 
ofserpentine debris in Onst and winds with a westerly 
component*
2* (1) Ünet is composed of gneisses and mica^schists,-
greenstones and serpentine* On the latter outcrop the 
débris with sparse plant cover is described in detail* 
golifluction phenomena are noted* Associated and 
unhssociated areas of debris are defined*
(2) Jn high magnesium content and neutral soil-pH, 
this debris is similar to those in other serpentine 
localities* very high nickel content, inferred frbm known 
high chromium content, is shown* This is greatest On 
asBooiated debris* Nickel content in Agrostis stolonifera 
from debris is as high as that known to produce toxic 
symptoms in crop plants on other serpentine areas.
Correlation is noted of mmjor (associated) debris areas 
with chromium- and hence nickel-rich areas*
3, Graxing is shown by fencing experiments to be in places
more important than exposure; in other places, particularly
on serpentine, it is less important than exposure or other 
factors* , , ' . ' A .
4* The species of Unst hill-land are divided into four
groups* (l) Serpentine-characteristic species, including 
several exclusive to serpentine; (2) serpentine-indifferent 
and (3) serpentine-casual species, and (4) a, group of 
species absent from serpentine; many of these are 
aoidiphils and dominant in adjoining blanket-bog*
Similarities in habitat provided by the presence of 
raw humus accounts for the similarities in species lists 
on the throe rook types* Differences are attributed 
primarily to variations in types of humus and in its depth* 
From acid rocks with deep peat, to the extreme oase'-A 
presented by the mineral serpentine debris with sparse 
plant cover, there is Increasingly shallower humus, better 
drainage and higher basicity* '
PART II* / '
5* (1) The four phase prisere on llnst serpentine is '
described* Increase in soil acidity and humus cpi|itenlt 
accompanies the development of plant cover, Soot 
competition is possible at very low total plant cover* 
Distinction between open and closed phases is based on 
qualitative changes in the plant cover as this cover 
Increases *.
y  -A . ,
(2) Pioneers-are'''©pediéB/limltéd"to the lowest-cover '
ohasea* Their'restriction to,aeeooiated'debris is'noted*
The percentage of boreal species and of- ohamaephytee is
. far higher in the pioneer phase than in the climax ■ ■' -
vegetation* = The pioneers: are olasaed-a© relics#  ^ /A;/v; / /
6* (1) ' Study Of why.closed vegetation has not-covered
the whoié./debriS''surface, Or why colonisation "has been 
-, „ retarded,, ia- study of the Cause of the serpentine effect*
, (2) Oolonisatioh' of the debris - may be retarded more 
or.less permanently by wind* Soil instability also Ic - 
Involved*, ;; This Aie., shown by study of =tho, physiognomy, of 
the vegetation in this habitat* ' Wind- alec re-exposes the / 
surface of the debris* ■ Debris species Jhave adaptations 
which suit 'such..an-/interpretation* These conclusions -
. bear out the-'"supposition, baaed On climatlo data, .of'para*!';:,
(2)^abévè*. ; , , - -  ^ - -
. 0) Rate,of weathering may exceed rate of cclcnisatioh*
Oolonisation imy be mo;rc or iesa permahcntlÿ retarded hear 
opposed bedrock* , The rcstrietion of pioneers to associated 
debris is attributed to-this, fact and their poor powers of 
' dispersal#: ■ . '
(4)"'/A review of current literature reveals that nickel
.toxicity' 'is the prime cWmical cause -of'serpentine barrenness# 
Serpentinophytos and serpentinic.olous relics,/adapted, to high /
- nickel'soil content are .discussed# / ' -
(5) ’From:evidence giyèh.ih para*2 (2) above, thé '/" 
prèéence of sef pentinopby tes in tfnst ■débrida!©'likely*/
- Hèstflcted to aaèbciatèd',debrie'where'-availatol© nickel-.content 
'"ie -high, Ithe pioneers'afè/éelrpentihicbloua. reliee*
Cross-ref©l’êMoeà. refei> to "paragrapks' ia" thl-g summary.X
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(6) Hetàrdir^ of colonisation by niekël toxicity is 
probable on lînst serpentine debris* BUt (1) high nickel 
content is eorreiated ?/ith high rate of weathering and
(2) it will hot operate equally over all debris areas, for 
nickel content is known to vary#
(7) It is concluded that the serpentine effect in Unst 
is expressed first of all by areas of debris with sparse 
plant cover# These exist because colonisation ia retarded 
by wind-exposur© and soil instability, the prime factors on 
unasaociated debris# On associated debris* constituting 
the major debris areas, these factors may be exceeded in 
importance both by a high rat© of weathering, and by nickel 
toxicity, the result of high available nickel content#
(1) Qyciioal succeesion of four phases is outlined# 
Breakdown may re-expbse the gravel surface of the débris # 
it may drily re-expose earth# Distinction is drawn between 
a new cycle starting on debris and one starting on earth# 
’’Hdodlonisers*^ and r^elics** are plants able to withstand 
erosion in ground where this has removed all other plant 
cover# So they may occur **out of phase”#
(2) It is assumed that a degree of plant cover is an 
indication of serai position* A sample may belong in terms 
of cover to the pioneer phase* But if it has earth rather 
than debris on its surfrice, it may belong in terms of soil 
development to the sedge'phase*-'
(3) Anomalies noted in the course of the priser© are
meen to Agree with the results of breakdown and cyclical 
succession postulated#
; r
■8# . Thé i S ' t o ’non-^ fôérpentina^ ':-
. f^ost^-'^ebMs- of ^ O^aithneaév'^ ''bf •■wMcb iho^  gin ie-üeeoMbéd 
' h^ .:;Oramp.tpn#^ ' ; \&ik6' othei^ 'aeappentlno snd-non*«.serpentihe 
de b f i a ^examinedpmviâea:rthe"#am#: habitat"'àa^ follfieM, 
Xéeiaïiâio. É^ avel^ flàt''^  or " mountain"^ tpp:. dot r 11 ha "in the „.
'Scottieh 'highlahde# ' '■'Biren allowing for the submontane- 
• Oceania climate-at aeà-level/ it ie not found at-aa low-“
- eqüimlént''altitudes in'the'■ Central;'Highiànda# This-again 
refleota'the -g^ ayero' exposure and-spécial edaphic ; factors -
, operating;at, this'•'lo,w',altithd©"in'Shetland* ■'■
' ■  ^: PART - IliV- - ■ ' ■ ' ■'
With the field method used in this part of the study^
'; V it has been- poesible-'-'to^  desdrib©'related nommunitiés .on'  ^
serpentine and -no^waerpentine substrates' in widely separated 
, localities., and-tO'trace their-affinities,'" through published;/'
.• data, ' to communities in and beyond Britain#--/ \ \ V-
9# ■fho'-sedgé^graas'^heath series .comprises-two relate#-; ,
' groups of sooiatlons,., in on© of .which graaing-ic important;*:;, ; ■ 
They occur on well-drained., soil, usually with an immature 
profile# The samples from: the-'less' ooeanlo Ooylea may. be 
related-to" dry héath on 'Swedish serpentlhe* = ^ /, gome, general: ; , 
affinity;#©.■■noted to, . :fh#ather^moor^ on dry- substrates in ■•the - ' • 
Faeroes.# , from- its floristio composition-the- series is^;„ 
designated submontane sedge-grass^heath* ^ -■ , '■■ ■■: •■
10# fwo;-mir© ;so,ciationB in'drainage hollows/cn-tost-
■ serpentine;-are' des.arlbed# ■ ■ Both are. heaTily ; graced; - one" is--. ■
- shown-by fencing. experimantb..-and other observations to\ b©;-much 
altered'by■this factor# On normally waterlogged soils, they ^
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are related to, putrophlG-mepotrophio mlfe oommunltlea ..on;. 
Aon^serpentine submtratea.,,
11* ’ (1) , Sampling téchniqu'é, in the; open (fellfield)
oommuïilty is deserlbed* Plant cover, for reason© given,
, does not normally exceed 5J6*
(2) fwo groups of soeiations share, in the area 
investigated, the physical features of fallfield and a 
number of speciesi one of these groups is on acid, the 
other bn ultràbâsic, debris (and scree)* The groups aré 
distinguished by two - mutimlly ^ exclusivesets of species, ' 
some of v^hich'are used' in naming the sociations* '
Oharciaephytes comprise' 42# of species occurring in samples, 
where- cover does not exceed, 5^*
(3) floristioally the ©ooimtiona on ultrabasia. . 
substrates are related to the -âronarion. norvegxoae 
aubarctioUm of'Hordhagenj most -closely to the soolatipns 
on.basic sc.rae in-oceanic eoutlwest. Norway* The aociations
■//; on acid debris can be related to, open communities on acid 
aubetratOB*; in/Britain''and'beyond*
(4) /ilxe'■e.peôieè'v/hioh, dibtinguiah the acid and - 
Ultrabasic aociàtions in'Scotland grow together in the . . 
fellfield'of Iceland-and the'Faeroes* Collectively, however, 
thè/vegetation examined has its- most marked affinity ’ ■' ’•
florietically, in life form and in habitat,with the foilfield % 
of these regions* - -\
12* (1) A preliminary account ia given of Hhaoomitrium*»
- heath on exposed parts of Ronas Hill* ' Related commnitiés - 
are described'-fromr hill^tops. in other areas*' ' =
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' ( 2) ' À survey is ’made' of - l&adomitriuin<^ h©aih ' in and 
beyond Britain*' ' - This; shows- (1) the North Atlantio 
distribution- of HhaoomitriUm^heath-' and' its abbenoe from 
oontinental, aroâs^-/(2)^-th©'laah'hf Oquivalohoe of the Honae 
Hill heath, and other example© examined, to this- heath* 
Hhacomitrium^heath normally lacks-dalluna and, in Britain 
anyway, is only found,at higher, level©* - -
(5) The Eonas'llill heath ia related to high-level 
Calluna^itQiseleuria vegetation-in exposed snowfre© loaalitioB 
in the Central and Bast Highlands, or to ôommunitiea, having 
moderate snow■cover in continental areas (Norway, Iceland)* 
Hhaooîaitriuîia' Itself is inconspicuous in all these communities, 
but this .alignment, is confirmed by reference to fallfield 
- vegetation*.'
(4) Corrélation,with Oallun#, vegetation explains the 
lack of,correspondence of the Renas Hill and other examples 
with normal Hhacomitrium heath* In the .Cairngorms this lies,
. in exposed'localities directly above the üalluna zone# ",
15* There'is no affinity of;the Asplénium vtride sociation
with those oh serpentine'- debris ih thë^'north: of Sweden, but 
there is ho dohbt that the examplos examined are part of the 
Asplenion viridle subarctioum, of Nbrdhageh, of crevice 
'commuhities- oh basic rock* ' Closest correspohdenoe lies 
with samples^ fro.m thé serpentine of Suhmdre, southwest Norway#
14* ■ (1) Using climatic zones .baaed'on-the mean temperature
of the warmest month, and.data on climatic and ©daphic 
climaxes.,.'it; is' shown that: Rhacomitrium-heath and fellfield
are chaiadtèristlc of and predbminaht in low and subarctic- 
oceanic climates in S*W* Greenland, Iceland and the Faeroes# 
C^llwna-Loiseleurla and fellfield vegetation occur in
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:s'ubarctiô**-ôè©àhio àiimmer regimes’on-Honas'Hill (with 
doirilhance of Hhdeomitrium In 'the- heath- there) # the .
Oairhgorms ahd'$r#adàlbane. Ah- isotherm between 49-50/--:"/ "''
; deg* ' ?*' '-marks-' the -, trâhsitiéh* Thereafter & iHhacémltiritàK ■ . ■ .
' haath-and'fellfield extend'as-' edaphio climaxes-’I'ntO' 
''s.ubmOhtahe»poeanic' regimes in -HhUm and Shetland' (or as, / 
acrae in the aiibmohtàhé regime of the Opyles): where
submbhtana heath prédominâtes-* ' ' ' \ /
; ''Diàtribûtion of ' plants;-!'© seah, from a brief
■>eviewv.pf.'the:puh^ect#, to. he oprreletéd with g specific,'' 
..'temperature .rëqUlreWhts# I , (a) /The mean-tetepera!tur©'\of ' . 
ih© warmest month, and (b) extremes',- are examined as ways 
of indicting broadly Upper and lower limits. There Is, 
from data presented in the thesis, correlation between the 
altitudinal limits 6f some species,; and (a) : but hot (b)*
;i5) ■ "it 'is stressed:.that the; postulated 'limiting/;e'f-feqt - 
of temperature operates within the humid, exposed and sribwfree 
habitats typical, throughout their range of fellfield and 
Bhacbmitriumw.heath* Given suitable eda^hic conditions, the
general presehoe of fellfield as an ©daphic climax in maritime 
areas must be du© to increase in exposure in these areas, 
already shown for Onst in para# B; for Hhacomitriumwheath* 
the main factors may be exposure and high humidity, found in 
the hill»*top localities it favours*
(4) The correlations traced her© offer a reasonable 
explanation of the so-called problem of those species which, 
montane in the east and central Highlands, descend to sea*; 
level in the west* In the absence, however, of experiment 
and large amounts of comparable data, this first attempt at 
corrélation should be regarded in particular cases as 
tentative#
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5* , / , (1) Swmnarlsed In--the çOrResponding section of the
thesis are the. relationships of/,all'the iConmmitiee 
descrihM from the Scottish aerpentine. localities examined,. 
These; findings have been given in the present summary under 
the appropriate communities, ■ .Even,the■ debris,■scree, and 
crevice sociat ions are-not, distinctively, serpentine,- ...
(2); Any such;feature will be shown by individual 
species-having an apparent/proference for serpentine#- 
Distinction is made betwooh Borpontine-^charaeterietic and 
serpentinicplous species, From a,review of species found 
in. the three.localities examinedy it is shown that, of .24 , 
■earpentiiie^charaoteristic species• in ^ Unst,. five are 
serpéntlnioclpus,.in Scotland, ,
(5) By comparison with species judged serpentinicolous 
in Fermoaeandiaj it/appears that ., in common with their 
behaviour there,, Asplenium virld© and,Arenaria norvegica . 
are-serx^entinicolous in submontane and/or submontane-oceanic 
regions of Scotland, With these latter regionsj oceanic 
was t 'Norway 'shares ■ab serpent inicoloue speciee ■. Sllene■ > ' 
marititm, Oardaminopsis petràoô, and Asplenlum adiantuim-^ nigrurn,f........................................... .......................... ... ... .
Viscaria alpina* another Fennoaoandian serpentiniooXoue 
, apecies# is found on-Cast;.Scottish serpentine at 2830.ft f . 
but the other species'are lacking in this montane region#
. (4)1 :^Hëlationéhip/ta the-ealeioolo=hdbit is discussed#
. ' PART IV,
16 #- ' : (1) .Rare, specie a commonly occupy pioneer habitats
where climax vegetation for borne, read on or other has failmd - 
to develop. These conditions arc/fulfl^^ precisely in '
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. ünet, .60 the pioneers * re ©tri at ion to. the serpentine debris . 
there illuetrat.ea a geneRàl problem* ;
 ^ - (2) There are two approàoheê to this.- problem which - ^
may or may.not be mutually exelùaîve* (a) The pioneers / 
form a rellot oommunity# Their eventual restriction/to- 
associated debris will have meant a progressive adaptation 
to the epeoialised oonditlonb of such soil, (para* 2 (2) 
above) * . As. ha© been suggestecl- for oalcicoles In ca.lcareoue 
soils with sparse plant. coTor, thia adaptation might in time 
booome.positive# (b) In most of the literature, rare .
apeOias. are-rëga.rdèd:, as confined to open habitats because 
these are.'area©' of lowcompetition. It follows that in a 
pris ere they must be eliminated by increasing total .cover*'
(3). ' The-:term,' ^ compétition;* is examined, and dlsoussed 
in relation to ^réaction* and *environmental sifting* # .
Doubte are cast .on the validity of the concept of competition, 
in the accepted sense of (2) (b). above,, as the prime factor -, 
in BUôcession-é ; , ; .
17* - The-opnoept is tested-by using the data of the % cover
analyste,! from .{which the,•■prisèré was'-,èonstructèd (Part''II) r\ - 
to see whether :pioneerB disappear (.either hs-'adults .or at 
ocesis.) '-because .increase in cover exerts a direct competition 
effect# : '
is* (l) 'On'the evidence presented'^ - the pioneer© are
restricted to serpentine' debrl©'in Unst at, edesia* They are
eliminated-fis' total cover increase©, not by competition due 
to plant cover' itself, but by "-''factors-akin td react-ioh or ■ 
cnviroimehtal’ sorting*
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(2) ' Final oqnoluslon© on this miû the following ' ^
.pointa 'feùët'.await .'totalled germination teats# ■ From further 
evidence one mty Infer meanwhile that the pioneers are 
positively adapted to the ohemloal conditions, probably 
related to the high nickel oontent, of asBooiated débris *
' (5)' vit' Is eugge:8ted, tlmt;to;hpeak ,of- these ràre^ speolee
as being rbetrioted to areas of^low oompetltlon &iV0s the 
wrong Impreseldn of the probable oaueee of this reetrlotlon#
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Table:field (ft) -ect (deg) (cms) type
1
4
5
6 
7
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7
X
17 
17 
013 17 
017 18 
032 19
Hi
03
XI
16
18
015 18
016 , 18
18 
18
0.7
0.5
0.3
1
1
5
1
edS
3
ytsQ
030
4 031
5 033
1100
tf
HuJ
16 IJmt
■n f»
** Hoorn
mi limi 2350
©tî'Mikka- 200
n 5»
«f
n 1800 
&lllval 2340
19 Unst m
am
u’
«
ry
150
a
w
w
w
 ^millval 1200 B 20
5
0
15
5
0
0
^ k t y  o f  L u f L o n s c e t i c ^  ;  k t s .  o f  i t t  hrujck&bs.
100
100
100
100
100
100
(3)
I'
»
w
n
#
e
ft
6)
4 It]
8 %3
ft
5
5 100 3 (S)
0 7 (4)
0 100 4 (3)
5 4 (a)
ao 100
10 100
100
30 100 8 (5)
1er p.
ft
ft
ft
ft
#
ft
i m i u
9 (3) liJ e
90 a (2) iI0.r;
50 #» n
80 8 (2) n
00 «
3 (2)
(to be cent cl,
Table XXV (conta.)
Ht, of
number In Date Locality Alt. Aep Slope Cover veg. Rock
Table :field (ft) ect (teg) W (cms) type
Table mi July
1 9 5 5
■ 6 U 1 1 6 Onst:Og^jg- 2 5 0 W 20 5 3 (i) Serp,
7 Ü 6 1 7 " Dam loeh 5 0 w 0 7 0 3  ( 1 ) ft
8 0 1 4 1 8 ’ 2 0 0 8 0 1 0 0 (i)
ft
9 0 1 9 1 8 ** Hamar 1 0 0 H 0 1 0 0  1 4 ( 1 2 ) ft
1 0 0 2 0 1 8 « ft 1 0 0 N 0 9 5 5 ( 4 ) If
Table Xltl
1 0 9 1 7 ** SobaX 3 0 0 W 0 5 5 ft
2 0 1 0 1 7 ft ft 2 5 0 w 0 1 5 If
3 UlOA 1 7 tt ft 2 5 0 W 1/m 5 5 ft
4 Oil 1 7 WatXae 1 5 0 B 0 5 5 ft
5 0 2 1 1 8  ^ Hamar 1 5 0 W 5 5 5 If
6 0 2 2 1 8 If ft N 5 5 5 ft
7 0 2 3 1 8 ft H 5 0 im 0 5 5 ft
8 0 2 4 1 8 ft ft 1 0 0 w 0 5 8 It
9 RRl 5 Rhum 1 4 4 0 SB 0 5 5 ft
io RR5 5 ft ft 1 6 0 0 B 0 5 5 ft
1 1 0 4 1 1 9 0 0 B 4 0 5 ## ft
1 2 0 2 1 ft ft 1 7 5 0 W 4 0 5 5 ft
1 3 0 8 1 ft ft 1 6 5 0 s 3 0 5 ft
1 4 RR3 5 Rhum 1 5 2 0 1 0 1 9 6 ft
1 5 0 1 1 1 7 0 0 sw 3 0 2 0 5 If
1 6 OlOB 1 7 0nst:SobuX 2 5 0 w 1 0 5 ft
1 7 0 6 1 1 8 0 0 SB 1 5 5 0 ft
1 8 0 2 7 1 3 0 0 SW 0 5 5 BasaXt
1 9 H 2 8 " Halllval 1 8 0 0 m 1 0 5 8 M l h
2 0 H3 , 8 n « 2 3 5 0 —1 0 5 8  ( 5 ) ft
2 1 Ro3 5 Rpnae Hill 1 3 5 0 B 0 7 âïSëîî
2 2 Ro2 5 N It 1 3 5 0 B 0 5 ft
2 3 Ho 5 5 It tt 1 4 0 0 NSW 0 2 5 ft
2 4 0 4 7 Rhum;0rval 1 2 0 0 0 5 0 8  ( 5 ) Basait
(to be contd.)
sample 
number In 
TableIflaid
Table XIV (oontQ.l
Bate Locality
Table }&< 1952
1 521' 25/7
2 522 18/8
1954
3 540 #*/8
4 523 1952
25/7
5 524 18/8
6 Rol 1955
24/8
7 Bo4 24/8
1952
B 525 18/8
$ Sa2 22/7
10 01 1955
7/7
11 03 7/7
Ht, of
Alt* Asp Slope Cover veg, 
(ft) ect (deg) (f) (oma)
Rook
type
1200 100
0 1200 ** 100 tt
# 500 #m 100 ## tt
« 1000 m 100 tt
# tt 1550 mt **» 100 tt
m tt 1280 a 0 100 8 tt
# tt 1400 aw 5 100 6 #
tt 1000 w* lOQ ttt tt
RbwilOrval 
» «
800 SEÏ 5 100 «
1100 0 5 100 20(5) Basalt
1350 W 5 100 8(5) #
Plate I
Photel Oranite-diox'ite débris on south shoulder 
of Ronas Hill,altitude 1400 ft,;showing closod 
vegetation of ericoids and Rhaoomltrlum lanug- 
inosum confined to the lea of a boulder, 18/8/52.
Phot.2 Looking north alèng a dry-aton© wall which 
crosBes serpentine debris on the Keen of Hamar, 
altitude 100 ft,;showing that closed vegetation 
here extends outwards for only a few feet from 
either side of the wall, 31/8/52,
Phot,3 View,looking southeast,of the Keen of Hamar 
showing as a lighter coloured area the extensive 
debris on the north west shoulder of the hill# In 
the middle distance,at the right,the spoil heaps 
of chromite quarrying are seen# 9/9/52#
P L A T - I
Plate II
Phot al p£itoh of associated debris o n 8obul,altitude 
200 ft,,showing exposed serpentine bedrock and small 
areas of closed vegetation in the foreground,con­
tinuous closed vegetation in the background, 9/9/52o
Photo2 Patch of unassociated debris on Sobul,alt-
K.ya»Tgiiataj^»$»-gM -Lr.aCjgij #
itude 300 ft. Loose stones at left foreground but 
no bedrock is visible in the patches of debriso 
Koto the scarps of eroded heath vegetation,her© 
facing west and southwest, 9/9/52,
SâÊÈsl hurdle used in excluding grazing
animals from an area of 36 sq.ft. of,in this cas©, 
heath vegetation on Hamar;altitude 100 ft. Also 
shows heath vegetation,with eroded edges,lying 
about 15 cm, above the debris, 9/9/52.
II
Plate III
Phot.1 Young plant of Planta^o maritima^aaale as 
phot*3* Hamarjaltitud© 100 ft* 8/7/32,
Phot^ Young plant of Armoria maritima { and
m i r «-« a - i n n i r T Miiri ifcirri r  r i 3 n  i iinjii< , i.« i _ n  i « *i iif ^ i i "
tufts of Festuca rubra ), Hamar.altitude 100 ftwont■ ■■iMin tilwiii*i II Ml I j>i iwn iMi ■ wi»nr > * W
8/7/52,
Phot,3 Slightly older plant of Armeria maritima, 
showing more pronounced cushion habit; 2^ 3 ins* 
(603 oms,) high, Hamar^altitude 100 ft» 7/9/32,
Phot,4 Cushion of Silene aoaulls,3 ins,(7,6 erne,) 
high ( with Festuca rubra ), Hamar.altitude 100 ft, 
7/9/52.
PLA^^ III
IS*
Plate IV
Phot#1 Old plant of Plantago in:
(6,9 oms.) high,showing severe erosion. The plant 
is undercut, Mote how small stones form the soil 
surface,except In the eroded region of the plant, 
where earth predominates, Hamar,altitude 130 ft, 
7/9/32.
Phot,2 Old plant of Armerla maritima.scale as 
phot,1,with only part of the base of the cushion 
remaining. Bar© earth on the surface,as opposed 
to gravel,must indicate roughly the missing part 
of the plant, Hamar,altitude 100 ft, 7/9/32,
Phot,3 Old tussock of Festuca rubra.scale as 
phot,l»and about 10 cms, high,with its left aide 
eroded, Hamar,altitude 100 ft, 9/9/52,
Phot,4 This circle of bare earth,with little 
gravel,contrast8 with the surrounding debris, 
Prlngea by a ring of nearly dead Pestuoa rubra, 
it must represent the base of a tussock which has 
been almost completely eroded* Hamar,altitude 75 
ft. 7/9/52,
PLAT^ IV
Plate V
Phot.l Sllene maritiina.shovïlng prostrate habit,
Hamar,altitude 200 ft, 8/7/52*
Phot.2 Garûaminopeis petraea»ehowlDR prostrate 
habit. Hamar.altitude 250 ft. 8/7/52.
Phot.5 Hubus aaxatilis.soal© as phot.l,in open 
debris, Hamar,altitude 100 ft, 6/9/52*
Phot.4 Hubus saxatiXis,scale as phot.l,in lea ofVP <#»#: *# M^ Nf# *,1# I».* W.MI*##(#*%*Wmm*# w f
boulder, Hamar,altitude 100 ft# 6/9/52#
vc, âsr»
PT,ATT V
Plate VI*4
Ihshil S s m Ê M m . M Æ È È S S m  In open débris. Hamar, 
altitude 100 ft. 9/9/52.
Phot,2 Gerastium nigrescent: specimen of the usual 
prostrate type ter a year in the protection of 
two boulders « Haraai’, altitude 100 ft* 7/9/33*
Phot * 3, Maximum and minimusn thermometers a.t 15 oms. 
above the ground in "Goooa4tin" shields; grass 
minimum thermometer on the ground* On the heath 
by the Wall* Hamar,altitude 100 ft* 31/8/52*
Phot * 4 The thermometers in the debris site* 
Hamar,altitude 100 ft* 31/8/52*
PLATE VI
Plate VII
Photal Arenarla norvegicaj sc i, on serpentine 
débris of Hamar,altitude 150 ft. 9/9/52,
Phot, 2 V i o v v  southwards down a 10-15 deg, slope 
of Honaa Hill at 1300 ft. Showing the horizontal 
etrlpea of olbsed vegetation Grossing the granite- 
diorlte debris, 18/8/52,
Ph^,^ View a.cross the slope of phot, 2 on Honas 
Hill,showing how the horizontal stripes,under the 
Influenoe of Bolifluction/form steep terraces' alt­
ernating with the flatter stretches of debris. The 
closed vegetation here consists here of Loiseleuria 
procuinbens, Galluna *8alix herbacea, Lycopod 1 urn alp- 
inum5Thymus druoei etc. The open debris contains 
Luzula spicata,Juncus trifidus etc, 18/8/52,
t g s ^ a g > « a r g w f c * » t i O * m i i!iinir1 i.ru P n # A  ,# i K n m# #  t m w  w n i M i i - 'l i imii * w a - w « i « 'V f , * # «1#  *  *
, Phot,4 Rhaoomitrium-rich dwarf shrub heath on the 
southwest flank of Honas Hill^altitude 1200 ft, 
Showing the Mw /  mat of Arctous a l p i n a .Calluna .Vacc- 
inium vitis-idaea and Rhacomitrium lanmginosum, 
18/8/52.
x'JLAiJli V i l
